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ABOUT THE BOOK

The PÈli Vinay and Sutta Pi—akas are the best, if not the only, textual material available on the so-called Second
Urbanisation, which may correctly be called the Ga×gÈ Urbanisation. An attempt has been made in this book to
collect textual as well as archaeological data on individual urban settlements mentioned in the PÈli Vinay and Sutta
Pi—akas. Along with this, the origin of urban society in the Ga×gÈ valley and settlement hierarchy have also been
discussed. All the 173 urban settlements mentioned in the PÈli Vinay and Sutta Pi—akas, have been grouped under
different categories. An attempt has also been made to identify some of those settlements which have so far remained
unidentified. The appendices at the end of the book and a map showing all the identified settlements further enhance
the value of the book.
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1
INTRODUCTION

After the still little understood disappearance of the urban centers of the Indus Civilisation, India had to
wait for about a thousand years for the reappearance of urban society. The new urbanisation, whose
geographical location was different, is often called the Second Urbanisation. But as the Ga×gÈ valley was
its core area, it may more correctly be called the Ga×gÈ Urbanisation. This urbanisation did not disappear
like its predecessor. The PÈli Vinaya and Sutta Pi—akas are possibly the best, if not the only, textual source
material on this urbanisation. 

1.1 Earlier Research on Early Indian Urban Centres
The Ga×gÈ Urbanisation has not been studied as much as the Indus Urbanisation. A. Cunningham1

provided perhaps the most satisfactory background to the work on early Indian settlements, through his
identification of scores of mounds and sites with the settlements mentioned in various texts, on the basis
of accounts provided by various travellers, especially the Chinese pilgrims. Despite the fact that many of
Cunningham’s identifications have been abandoned now, the value of his work has in no way diminished
and Cunningham was successful in providing a historical framework for research into the urban settlements
of historic India. B.B. Dutt  was one of the earliest historians to write a book on urban centres of ancient2

India. But it was only devoted to town-planning. The textual material used for this book was post-Mauryan
and none of the little archaeological data, which were available, were made use of in this book. S. Piggott3

wrote a booklet on the early cities of India, but it was more of a popular guide book than a serious study.
B.C. Law’s accounts were of a very general nature and were completely based on textual source material.
Methodology was a major problem in Law’s works as he was a man well trained in textual study but with
little historical training. After Piggott, archaeological data was used (though quite unsatisfactorily and only
in appendices) by A. Ray.  But she unfortunately used the textual sources without paying any attention to4

their chronology. B.N. Puri’s  book is rather regression than improvement on the previous works. It is5

no better than a guide book for the IAS probationers on their BhÈrata dar„ana£. The biggest asset of A.
Ghosh’s book  in which he does a scholarly study of urbanisation in ancient India, is his complete6

awareness of both textual and archaeological sources. The analytical and unorthodox approach to the
interpretation of cities in historic India gives an altogether different result which is probably more
convincing and satisfactory than that which had been achieved heretofore. But the work apart from being
extremely compact, does not provide much information on individual sites. Ghosh paid maximum attention
to definition and general features of urbanisation, and only about half a dozen urban centres were
considered. V.K. Thakur’s  book reflected on the origin, rise, and general features of urbanisation in7

ancient India, but individual urban centres fall completely outside the scope of this book. A series of
papers by D.K. Chakrabarti  provides many valuable insights into the origin and nature of Ga×gÈ8
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Urbanisation, but Chakrabarti also has not dealt with individual urban settlements. R. Thapar’s  book has9

an interesting chapter on the origin and development of complex societies in northern India, but as the
main theme of the book is altogether different, it does not go any further than this. T.N. Roy  has10

discussed the development of complex societies in the Ga×gÈ valley and has made extensive use of
archaeological data. But the main direction of the book is towards discussing various pottery cultures,
individual cities being more or less ignored. G. Erdösy  in the revised version of his Ph.D. thesis has11

focussed on some of the difficulties. He has included some interesting and useful data on about twenty
important urban settlements of the Ga×gÈ Urbanisation. But a major portion of Erdösy’s book deals with
development of civilisation in the Ga×gÈ valley, pre-urban society, and settlements. Erdösy being an
archaeologist by training appears to have given more weightage to archaeological data than say,
information available in the Buddhist sources. Buddhist urban settlements, apart from the most important
ones, fall outside the scope of this book. 

Thus far, no proper attempt has been made to catalogue the ancient Indian urban centres nor much
justice seems to have been done to their developmental history. Regarding definition as well as causative
and determining factors of urbanisation, so far no one has made an attempt to look for the role of
indigenous factors. All studies have been done solely in the background of foreign urbanisations.
Moreover, after Ghosh  no serious attempt has been made to deal simultaneously with the textual and12

archaeological data on urbanisation. Furthermore, in the light of a new date of the Buddha,  old13

chronology has to be readjusted as most dates were arrived at on the basis of the Buddha’s date. This has
particular significance for our period as nearly everything needs to be put in a newer perspective. 

1.2 Scope and Methodology of the Present Work
It is difficult to derive relevant information for the reconstruction of Buddhist urban settlements solely on
the basis of archaeological evidence. In the absence of well-planned horizontal excavations and the precise
lateral context of various archaeological antiquities, the problem of interpreting the evidence becomes all
the more difficult. In these circumstances, it is desirable to seek the help of textual evidence alongside the
archaeological and surface data. One aim of this book is, in fact, to check the viability of the corroboration
between archaeological and textual evidence as well as to attempt to discover a methodology by which the
usefulness, consistency, and reliability of chosen sections of the PÈli Vinaya and Sutta Pi—akas for a study
of the Ga×gÈ Urbanisation may be tested against the evidence provided by archaeology. The methodology
used here employs two levels of model-building. Two first-level models are generated by separate analysis
of textual and archaeological evidences. The textual section attempts a critical analysis of the classical
sources and similarly the archaeological section deals with critical study of excavated as well as surface
data. Then at the second level of the model building the archaeological and textual models are compared
and the emergence of general areas of accord and discord are noted. Areas of discord are isolated and an
attempt is made to resolve them. 

One of the foremost problems attendant upon an attempt to correlate the textual and archaeological
evidence in ancient Indian history is the non-historical nature of a great part of the texts involved. 
Literature fails to give a realistic picture of an urban settlement, descriptions being repetitive and
conventional to the extreme. Information like sky touching mansions with banners, wide streets and large
portals has to be treated with utmost caution. For the most part such description appears to be no more
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than a verbal formula produced to accompany a reference to an urban settlement. But through the prolixity
of the conventional descriptions emerge certain specific facts about the early urban centres- some, indeed,
did have moats, ditches, ramparts with towers and gates, and busy markets. Information on the structure
of the population, government officials and their henchmen, and material milieu (though generally
exaggerated) is readily available in the texts as features of urban centres. 

The work of scholars such as Cunningham in identifying the places mentioned in the texts, though
it had its own limitations, in most cases cannot be disputed. There have been several serious and useful
studies in the recent past too, which have aimed at explaining from one point of view or another
satisfactory methods for utilizing the texts. Trautman  did a computer study of the Artha„Èstra though14

some scholars are sceptical about such a use of computers to analyse texts.  His central aim was to15

examine statistically the authorship and sequence of the different sections of the Artha„Èstra, with a view
to discovering its composite nature and chronology. A.L. Basham in the preface of Trautman’s book
claimed his former student’s conclusions to be something approaching certainty. Though it may be said
that the statistical methods are quite useful for studying what Trautman had set out to do, his conclusions
appear to be extremely sweeping because he made use of only simple particles, conjunctions, and in one
case compound words, whereas the sentence-length, compound-length as well as many other linguistic
considerations were completely ignored. But still, it is a new and exciting way of analysing texts. N.
Wagle  studied anthropologically early Buddhist literature with the help of structural analysis. His aim16

was to use the PÈli canon to establish the nature of society at the time of the Buddha. His study included,
amongst other things, patterns of settlement, social groups and ranking, kinship and marriage, and
occupational division of society. He used various modes of address, relative status, competition for status,
and criteria for respect to prepare a picture of the household, the magnates, the kin groups, and other
associations. His results are extremely convincing and consistently coherent. In this book, an attempt has
been made to use a methodology somewhat similar to N. Wagle, although material for statistical analysis
has also been included. 

Some explanation of the methodology used in the collection of data (mentioned in the appendices)
will also be appropriate to mention here. The first appendix shows the frequency of various urban centres
in different texts. Here the fact whether a centre is mentioned by way of the usual formulae or in a
particular context, has been overlooked for the simple fact that as long as it found favour with the
Buddhists (in whatever context), the frequency is sure to be a barometer of its popularity. The second
appendix lists information on geographical location, approximate size, and population of the identified
urban settlements. The third appendix on the frequency of rural settlements as mentioned in the texts has
been prepared. The first and the third appendices have been used to analyse statistically various urban and
rural aspects of the Ga×gÈ Urbanisation and Buddhism.

The PÈli Pi—akas purport to depict society at the Buddha’s time, though the date of the Buddha
itself is neither firmly established nor universally accepted.  The date of the origin of urban society in the17

Ga×gÈ valley is equally controversial. The dates suggested for different parts of the PÈli canon are
themselves neither absolute nor even approximate. They are all too often based on a chain of inferences,
which is no stronger than its weakest link. Thus, uncertainty of chronology of various texts, makes a
chronological arrangement of the data very difficult. An attempt has been made to adopt a novel approach
to this problem.  18

One of the major areas where the correlation between the textual and archaeological data may be
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considered reasonably satisfactory is the identification of ancient sites mentioned in literature. This aspect
of ancient Indian historical geography received attention as early as the middle of the eighteenth century.
The geographical bearing of important ancient sites, as given both in Indian textual tradition and the
classical writings on India, formed the core of this type of study. This approach matured in Cunningham’s
Ancient Geography of India, first published in 1871. He depended for this, in addition to the sources used
by the earlier scholars and his own extensive field investigations, on the then newly published records of
travel of Faxian (fifth century CE) and Xuanzang (seventh century CE). Xuanzang’s records were the more
important of the two, because he was more specific about the directions, and distances between the various
places that he went to. The identifications proposed by Cunningham were not all undisputed, though
disputes or uncertainties occurred because of the discrepancy and incompleteness in the Chinese accounts
themselves. It is in these areas of uncertainty that there has been a steadily increasing volume of
satisfactory correlation between the textual tradition and archaeological evidence. Cunningham first
identified the vast ruins in the vicinity of ShÈh-dherÏ with the ancient city of TaxilÈ in 1865 on the grounds
of inference and the evidence of the Chinese pilgrims.  The discovery of a copperplate inscription of the19

first century CE, shortly after this, provided textual confirmation of the identification, subsequently
strengthened by the reference to TaxilÈ in the Aramaic inscription of A„oka discovered by Sir John
Marshall. According to the Buddhist textual tradition, Ghosita, a rich merchant, built for the Buddha a
vihÈra at KosambÏ.  The AllÈhÈbÈd University excavations at Kosam revealed a Buddhist monastic20

complex along with an inscribed terracotta sealing and some inscriptions. The inscriptions (the earliest
perhaps date from about first century CE) clearly refer to the Organisation of monks in the mahÈvihÈra
founded by Ghosita. Their discovery thus not only helped in the identification of KosambÏ, but also
substantiated the truth of Buddhist tradition of the foundation of a vihÈra at KosambÏ for the Buddha.21

Similarly, the SujÈtÈ legend has also been substantially supported by the excavations  at Bakraur near the22

MahÈbodhi Temple at BodhagayÈ. The excavations here brought to light three constructional phases of a
stÊpa, the last having been constructed in the ninth century CE. An inscribed legend found on a number
of terracotta plaques, showing the Buddha in a meditative posture, clearly suggests that this last phase was
constructed to commemorate the place where SujÈtÈ lived. 

Thus as compared to the textual background, we have the solid testimony of archaeological finds
which can be related to our period. But this evidence, while raising our belief in the reliability of textual
evidence, does little to assist us in dating any specific text. Apart from this serious drawback, though
several urban sites have been partly excavated, not many have been exposed laterally on a large enough
scale to produce a full coherent picture. It has also not been possible to trace the complete picture of
growth of a small habitation into a city by stages, although with the testimony of both textual and
archaeological sources put together, it can be achieved. Unfortunately, the absence of detailed excavation
reports in some cases stands in the way of a full utilisation of whatever material is available. 

In the PÈli Vinaya and Sutta Pi—akas there are numerous references to various capitals, cities,
towns, marketplaces, ports, and villages, which the Buddha and/or his disciples are stated to have visited
from time to time. Most of the records of these journeys are based upon a precise and detailed tradition
and most of them can be substantially corroborated from present day topographical and historical
knowledge. As Jennings said, šThough there is doubtless a superstructure of fictitious localities, claims
and incidents among the Sutta, the conviction of the general truth of the itineraries, however, remains...›23

Our primary interest is not only in the social and economic characteristics of the urban settlements, but
also in their topography and history. In so far as evidence permits us to contrast one settlement with
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another, we will do so in order to discover any additional characteristics that we may find. Of course, the
fact that our texts almost invariably indulge in exaggeration is not overlooked and against this have we
weighed the authority with which they speak of various issues. 

There are many textual references to the different general features of urban centres such as moats,
strong ramparts, carefully guarded gateways especially with the help of local militia, cetiyas, ÈrÈmas,
vihÈras, shops and markets, gardens, crossroads, water-tanks, and public buildings. Such features have
been identified in the excavated remains of some of the urban centres. The JÈtakas are full of heroic stories
of the bodhisatta and many others laying down their lives in defense of various cities. Though to a greater
or lesser extent all the necessary accompaniments of urban life have been projected in our literature, yet
as these textual references are in the nature of casual allusions, the detailed morphology of an ancient
Indian urban centre cannot be reconstructed on the basis of the textual data. On the other hand,
archaeological research has also been severely restricted in this direction. For instance, the city of
RÈjagaha has been described as closely associated with the Buddha. It was also the first capital of
Magadha. About a century of archaeological research at this site notwithstanding, not much is known
archaeologically of RÈjagaha at the time of the Buddha. 

There are a number of terms in our texts which refer to local groupings of one sort or another,
whose meanings are not always clear and their interpretation not as precise as at first sight one takes them
to be. We have, therefore, attempted to attribute a meaning to each by analysing, among other things, their
relationship with better-known social groups. In this way it should be possible to discover how far such
terms are used consistently, and whether, for example, there is evidence of any change in status between
earlier and later periods. As far as possible we have made no primary statements which are not supported
by internal evidence. The secondary statements are inferred from two or more primary statements and we
have gone straight to the sources for our information as well as analysis. 

As can be seen, a large number of urban centers and data may appear to be mythical and hence
quite irrelevant. But we have not dismissed such material out of hand. In fact, it is often difficult to say
where myth ends and reality begins. The case of Uttarakuru is a classic example. In Buddhist literature
it is mentioned as a mythical land, though there are some passages from which it appears that a faint
memory of a country which was perhaps a historical reality lingers. The earlier literature confirms this
suspicion. The Aitareya BrÈhma‡a, mentioning Uttarakuru in its section on the mahÈbhi–eka of Indra, says
that šin this northen quarter, the lands of the Uttarakurus... beyond the Himavant  their (kings) are24

anointed for sovereignty.›  The authors of the Vedic Index are of the opinion that at the time when the25

above passage of the Aitareya BrÈhma‡a was written, the Uttarakurus were a historical people.  But in26

the post-Vedic period Uttarakuru appears to have ceased to be a historical place. 
Buddhist literature, in common with the general ideas of the period, frequently appears to use

numbers in a conventional sense rather than as real. Thus the numbers instead of being rejected altogether,
are taken as representing large or small quantities. 

It is necessary to clarify the principles that have governed our method of selection. We have
discussed all the urban centres mentioned in the PÈli Vinaya and Sutta Pi—akas and they have been arranged
in various categories. We have also tried to make use of statistical calculations to compute among other
things the proportion of mythicality in our textual source material. All the places which bear the epithet
of rÈjadhÈnÏ, nagara, nigama, pura, pu—a-bhedana£, pattanagÈma, or gÈmanigama have been listed.
They must have been important urban centres in ancient times as a general rule, though now some have
dwindled into mere hamlets while others have been deserted and reduced to abandoned mounds. But that

This region is generally identified with northern parts of modern Himachal Pradesh and Uttaranchal, and adjoining24
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territories.
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does not prevent their inclusion in our list, for it can be shown that they had seen better days in times past. 
As we have selected urban centres because of their importance, it would be natural that we should

attempt to arrange them according to their relative importance. But for several reasons this procedure is
impossible. In the case of most of the urban centres the texts speak little about either their population and
dimensions or the commercial, religious, social, and public activities taking place in them. The principle
of relative importance, therefore, would appear at first sight to be very difficult to determine. Besides
many of the urban centres not being contemporaneous, it is still more difficult to compare the importance
of one urban centre (which we know but imperfectly) in one age with that of another in a different age.
The same difficulty arises when we try to arrange them in groups of capitals, ports, forts etc. It would not
be easy to ascertain the relative importance of capitals, ports, towns, forts etc inter se. The principal of
relative antiquity, is a very good principle, but this also cannot be applied as in the case of majority of our
urban centres we do not even know the approximate dates of their foundation. In such circumstances the
principle of broad categories of identified, unidentified, duplicated, and mythical settlements has been
followed. Under each sub-heading the settlements are arranged in Roman alphabetical order which has its
own advantage of facilitating reference. 

In some cases our accounts may appear fragmentary. But this is so not only due to the nature of
our textual source material which in many cases hardly supplies any information worth the name but also
because we have as yet to explore archaeologically most of the sites to their full extent. Many gaps need
to be filled, but it is doubtful whether at this stage more is possible. A map of India showing the identified
urban centres has been appended for ready reference. 

1.3 Chronology of the PÈli Vinaya and Sutta Pi—akas
The PÈli Vinaya and Sutta Pi—aka consist of mass of material which is overwhelmingly religious in nature
and highly problematic in chronology. One has to first eliminate all the miraculous stories from the
tradition and then examine the residue critically to extract authentic history. The historical material which
can be extracted from this mass is mainly in the form of similes, stories, direct verbal statements, and
objective observation. Perhaps only a fraction is in the form of direct historical description and even that,
in fact, is highly formalised. It is also very repetitive and full of contradictions. But the very incidental
nature of this material increases its value as a source of history. In the PÈli Pi—akas most of the sayings
and speeches are related exactly circumstantially to where and on what occasion Gautama Buddha and/or
various theras and therÏs uttered them. 

The formation of the PÈli canon is traditionally associated with the first two councils, first at
RÈjagaha (immediately after the MahÈparinibbÈna) and the second at VesÈlÏ. It is quite impossible that the
huge mass of the PÈli Vinaya and the Sutta Pi—akas in any case could have been recited in its entirety in
the First Council,  though may be a sort of beginning in the direction of composing the canon may have27

been made. The historicity of the Second Council is more reliable. It seems to have taken place not only
to do away with Ten Extravagances (Cullavagga-xii) but also to revise the doctrine during a session of
eight months.  By looking at the description given in Cullavagga-xii one feels quite convinced that even28

if the period from the death of the Buddha till the Second Council may not have witnessed the formation
of a canon, at least a fundamental stock of texts for such a canon must have been formed.  The29

DÏpava£sa  points out that a real canon of sacred books was compiled on the occasion of the Third30

Council at the time of king A„oka. By this time Buddhism had acquired many sects because A„oka himself
in one of his edicts warns that heretical monks and nuns shall be excommunicated.  Consequently it would31
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have been only natural for him to take an active interest in establishing what tenets constituted the true
religion of the Buddha. But we do not find any mention of the Third Council in A„oka’s edicts, though
there is really no strong reason why he should have done so. The canon was committed to writing in the
first century BCE in SrÏ La×kÈ during the reign of king Va——agÈma‡Ï Abhaya (29-17 BCE).  Though once32

the texts were written down, the chances of interpolation must have diminished, nevertheless there was
room for a certain amount of minor emendation to take place in the course of the centuries long scribal
tradition.  A huge collection like this naturally must have been preceded by a considerable textual activity,33

and its component parts must belong to different parts of this activity, as is shown by changes to technique
within it. But similarities between the PÈli canon and those of other early schools indicate a common origin
of the literature at a reasonably early date and before the religion became divided into various sectarian
divisions. The occurrence of the word pe—akin (knower of Pi—aka/ Pi—akas) in the BhÈrhut inscription
indicates that the word Pi—aka became popular enough to be part of public usage.  Hence it appears that34

before the end of the Mauryan period there was something in the nature of a canon in existence, which
was regarded as having been uttered by the Buddha, and which if not entirely identical, resembled the PÈli
canon very closely.  35

The Khuddaka NikÈya represents materials dating from the days of the Buddha till at least the
Gupta period, especially the atthava‡‡anÈ of the JÈtaka book. This is also important to note that the PÈli
Vinaya and Sutta Pi—akas are not unitary texts. All of them consist of materials spanning over a long period
of time and hence cannot be used without proper dating of the relevant portions. In fact every sutta, if not
parts of a sutta and individual gÈthÈs, needs to be dated separately. Considering the scope of this book,
such an exercise is impossible. In fact dating individual references appears to be the best solution. 

One way of dating relevant portions of a text is the study of the metrical base. But as we will
largely be dealing with historical facts, metrical criteria for discovering various chronological strata may
not be of much help. For instance, metrically a portion of a text may belong to say, the Mauryan period,
but if it talks about the days of the Buddha and there is no reason to believe that the historical facts
mentioned in that textual portion are made up, then we have to accept that portion as reflecting historical
data of the days of the Buddha and not that of the Mauryan Period. In other words, metrical study may
be of great value for studying the development of a language, but as over a period of time historical facts
would normally remain constant and the metrical base a variable, the two do not necessarily have to be
compatible. Divisions of the textual material into various strata based on metrical criteria, therefore, are
of very little use for the study of historical phenomena. Gautama Buddha and most of the personalities as
well as incidents, which can be reasonably placed in a historical context, have naturally to be used as
historical facts for the chronological periods that they represent. 
 Including the present chapter, this book has been divided into five chapters. 

Chapter two seeks to deal in some depth with the theory and definition of urbanisation in general
and a case has been made for a separate model for the Ga×gÈ Urbanisation. A section relating to the
question of hierarchy amongst various settlements as well as the meaning and implication of different terms
used for settlement-hierarchy in the texts, has also been included in this chapter. The third chapter relates
to the references to various urban settlements mentioned in the Vinaya and Sutta Pi—akas. As can be seen
in the texts, names of most of the well-known settlements are frequently mentioned by way of a sort of
formality. But why a particular centre was chosen in preference to many others, may be one way of
judging the general popularity of an urban centre amongst the Buddhists. In this context we have made use
of an appendix, in which the frequency of an urban centre as mentioned in various texts is shown. In this
chapter, we have collected all the specific references to moats, fortifications, halls, buildings, palaces,
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tanks, cetiyas, vihÈras, ÈrÈmas, building materials, and above all to the material milieu. An attempt has
also been made to identify some of the settlements which have remained unidentified so far. Settlements
have been grouped into identified, unidentified, duplicate, and mythical categories for statistical analysis
and other purposes. 

In chapter four the archaeological information available on various identified settlements has been
gathered and analysed in a concise form. The final chapter attempts to sum up and resolve the issues raised
in the pervious chapters. 



2
URBANISATION AS A THEORETICAL ISSUE

2.1 Introduction 
Not as much attention has been paid to the Ga×gÈ Urbanisation as has been to various urbanisations
elsewhere in the world. Only recently one or two attempts have been made to describe the difference
between the non-urban situation and the emergence of urbanisation in the Ga×gÈ valley. While studying
the phenomenon of urbanisation in ancient context, it is very important to keep in mind that India basically
was, as largely it is now,  a rural country. Therefore, in the ancient Indian context, the word urbanisation1

can be applied only in a limited sense. It may not be wrong to recall Weber’s scepticism about
urbanisation, that šthe full urbanite of antiquity was semi-peasant.›  Furthermore the origin of2

urbanisation was no revolution at least in the case of the Ga×gÈ valley but one may admit it in the loose
sense in which this expression was used by Childe  and has often come to be used, where it has nothing3

to do with bloodshed or turning things upside down. It is also important to note that in modern usage the
differences between urban and non-urban settlements are not generally taken very seriously and often one
comes across expressions like ‘Olympic village’ used for possibly the best part of a city. Thus, in defining
urban settlements, especially while differentiating them from the non-urban ones, modern examples must
be used with a caution. 

It is generally accepted that urban life is a higher stage of societal development and has a different
type of socioeconomic structure. While in ancient times numerous inhabitants of an urban centre would
have still engaged in food production, it is agreed that the specialized functions of an urban centre are not
agricultural in nature. At the same time it cannot be denied that in ancient urban settlements affinity with
land must have been much stronger than now, especially because they were much smaller when considered
in modern terms. It may also be interesting to note that non-agricultural people like various types of ‚sis,
recluses, and teachers existed even during the pre-urban days in the Ga×gÈ valley. But apart from being
fewer in numbers, they existed in quite an unorganized way with little political influence. Therefore,
besides having a specialisation, people ought to have a sufficient numerical value as well as some kind of
organisation to make their presence effective. Specialized groups of merchants with their guilds came into
existence in the urban centres. The luxurious way of living of certain sections attained a higher standard
against other sections in the urban settlements as well as their counterparts in the countryside. Thus, an
ancient urban centre, essentially, involved a form of social organisation based on occupational
specialisation and social stratification of a territorially based population which had acquired a formal
corporate identity. Hence, an important quality of any urban settlement is its complexity and form of
integration. They are made up of diverse populations that account for the economic and organisational
diversity and interdependence which distinguishes them from simpler settlements. In urban settlements
more non-agricultural activities are carried out than in villages and they basically represent formal and
impersonal organisation. An urban settlement carries on a diversity of central services for its inhabitants
and for the smaller communities in the surrounding area. Thus, the process of urbanisation may be said
to be more or less directly proportional to its population diversity. Furthermore, within an urban
settlement is a core or centre of population, wealth, and power. It may not be very far from truth to say
that the extent of urbanisation is directly proportional to the vicinity of an urban settlement’s core area.

Even at present about 80% of India’s population is rural and a large proportion of the remaining 20% still maintains1

strong rural links. 
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Inner areas hold the peripheral areas in some kind of subordination. Though the actual physical boundaries
of the core-peripheral areas changed over time, distance from the centre also possibly meant distance from
wealth and power. By nature an urban settlement is compartmentalized in a complex way by land-use and
behavioural diversity and hence an urban settlement is not a homogeneous settlement. 

It would be unwise to propose fortification as a universal attribute of urbanisation. The need to
fortify an urban settlement depended upon its political importance. As urban centres with strategic
locations needed to be more carefully defended against internal as well as external aggression, they came
to be fortified and provided with moats. In the case of certain second stage urban centres,  this type of4

defensive mechanism may not have been a pressing necessity. Thus, the position of an urban settlement
within a political system affected the usefulness of fortifications and other tight defensive mechanisms. The
case of RÈjagaha versus PÈ—aliputta is one such example. After PÈ—aliputta became the rÈjadhÈnÏ of the
Magadhan kings, the fortification of RÈjagaha was neglected in favour of PÈ—aliputta. Fortification no
doubt gave an urban centre a metropolitan status and in the first stage of urbanisation almost certainly that
of a basic city (mÊlangara). In other words, fortification of an urban centre could be extremely important
in graphing its political value in the stock market of ancient politics. For all those urban settlements that
became the capitals of territorial kingdoms, proper defense was unavoidable because defenses were the
heart and brain of those systems which could only run when they were defended properly.

It also must be kept in mind that population size may not necessarily be a criterion distinguishing
urban from non-urban settlements. Population aggregates of large size do exist without the integration
characteristic of a city, whereas communities with fewer people might have all the requisite urban criteria.
Hence a large size is diagnostic of cities, but not a sufficient definition. This problem can perhaps be
solved to some extent if we divide the urban settlements into first stage and second stage urban settlements.
The first stage cities called mÊlanagaras in our textual sources, were the ones to which the criterion of
large population may perhaps be applied. These settlements grew out of villages and naturally had large
populations with agricultural background. The second stage urban settlements grew up largely to fulfil the
needs of the first stage urban settlements as well as the material milieu represented by them. Such
settlements, e.g., port-towns, trade settlements, army cantonments, educational settlements, and religious
settlements tended to have a much larger percentage of non-agricultural people than the first stage
settlements. But as time went by the differences of population structure between the two types would tend
to diminish. Some second stage urban centres like PÈ—aliputta were politically favoured because the
Magadhan kings shifted their capital here or were favoured by commercial, religious reasons and they no
longer remained secondary urban settlements. As we shall see in a following chapter, all capitals could
be called rÈjadhÈnÏya nagaras or rÈjadhÈnÏs, but only the original and first stage capital cities could be
called mÊlanagaras. Second stage settlements with even smaller populations could qualify to be called
urban settlements, firstly, because they grew up as such to fulfil urban purposes and secondly, because
they did not become urban centres as a result of the swelling up of big villages like the first stage urban
settlements. Naturally, the growth history of the second stage urban settlements was much different and
shorter than that of the first stage urban settlements. 

Gordon Childe, through his ten traits, proposed the following determinants of an urban settlement,
which differentiated a city from a village:  5

1. Size and Density 
Cities were more extensive and more densely populated than villages, though ancient cities were
smaller than many villages of today. 

2. Structure of the Population
A majority of the residents were non-food producers. They were full-time specialist craftsmen,
merchants, officials, priests etc. In other words, specialisation of production among workers was

See the following pages on the explanation of the First Stage and Second Stage urban centres.4
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institutionalized, as were systems of distribution and exchange. 
3. Surplus

Each primary producer paid over the tiny surplus and there were social means for the collection
and management of the surplus production of farmers and artisans. 

4. Monumental Public Works
Emergence of public capital could be devoted to the erection of monumental buildings in the form
of temples, palaces, storehouses, and irrigation systems. 

5. The Ruling Class
A privileged ruling class of religious, political, and military functionaries organized and directed
the society. 

6. Writing
The need to keep records promoted the beginning of a written script which became intimately
bound up with ‘civilisation’ because it facilitated the processes of management and organisation. 

7. Exact and Predicative Sciences
Arithmetic, geometry, and astronomy were initiated. 

8. Standardized, Monumental Artwork
Highly-developed art forms like sculpturing, painting, seal-engraving gave expression to symbolic
identification and aesthetic enjoyment. 

9. Long Distance Trade
Specialisation and exchange were expanded beyond the city in the development of trade. 

10. State Organisation
There was a well structured political organisation in which residence rather than kinship became
the qualification for citizenship where a craftsman could belong politically as well as economically. 

Most of Childe’s points have come in for criticism from time to time. It may be pointed out that
as urban settlements were by origin of two types, a basic weakness in Childe’s hypothesis lies in the fact
that he failed to recognize this fact. At least some of the difficulties of his hypothesis can be overcome if
the above-mentioned points are assigned to either the first or the second stage urban centres. Points 1, 2,
3, 5, and 10 may be put in the category of the first stage urban settlements. Points 4, 6, 7, 8, and 9
basically reflect the second generation urban settlements and this group of points originated as a result of
the first, as did the second generation urban centres themselves. For example, a community that was able
to build monumental public works probably had not only the craft specialists to work on them, but also
to make available sufficient surplus to support the work. Long-distance trade on a large scale was also
indicative of the existence of first stage urban settlements. It is also difficult to see a relationship between
the development of arithmetic, geometry, and astronomy etc. on the one hand and urbanisation on the
other. At least the rudiments of these sciences can be found in pre-urban literature though, it may be said
in all fairness that they got a boost from mature urbanisation and royal patronage. A„okan pillars are one
such example. Likewise  a script was not needed in the beginning and was a consequence rather than a6

symptom of the first stage urban centres. 

2.2 Size and Density 
As pointed out above, size may not necessarily have been a safe criterion in distinguishing an urban
settlement from its non-urban counterpart. This could perhaps be true of first stage urban centres, but the
second generation urban centres could be quite compact in size. Though we know that population density
is higher in urban settlements than their rural counterparts, this may not be easy to determine in the
excavations. 

As we shall see later in this chapter. 6



2.3 Population Structure, Ruling Class, and State Organisation
Whether city folks had developed a communal feeling and the city was a community is a moot point,
though, of course; there was a permanent civic population. Whether all the classes in the city were
integrated into a common community and a consciousness of their own, our sources generally fail to make
clear. It is possible that considerations of caste, the heterogeneity of the population and a diversity of
interest precluded the formulation of well-knit citizenry.  Even in today’s cities a large proportion of the7

population is illiterate and may by regarded as rural in one way or the other. At least the first ancient cities
were extensions of villages, where people with political importance or influence, added to their size with
their subordinates, followers, relatives, and friends. It may also be pointed out that certain specialist
activities can be carried out in villages on the periphery of cities and at the same time the villagers may
have carried out their agricultural activities. After all, a peasant is free for nearly nine months in a year. 

The formation of the ruling class is attested to by the textual sources. What politically distinguishes
the later Vedic from the ÿg Vedic period is the growth of kingship and various powers and privileges that
went with it including that of ministers, teachers, warlords, astrologers, priests, and various types of other
henchmen of the people at the court.  As these people were not only non-agricultural but were also8

organized in one way or another with the common purpose of being the ruling class, as time went by, they
were isolating themselves more and more from the common masses.

2.4  The Question of Surplus 
The concept of surplus sometimes appears as the causal factor, but more often it is regarded as a
necessary, if not sufficient cause of development. Its application to evolutionary change may be divided
in two main parts.  Firstly, surplus is taken to represent that quantity of material resources which exist9

over and above the subsistence requirements of a society in question. Herskovits defined it as šan excess
of goods over the minimum demands of necessity›  and to Childe, social surplus was the šfood above10

domestic requirements.›  We are told that such surpluses which appeared with advancing technology and11

productivity, distinguished one level of social and economic organization from another. Secondly, surplus
is seen as the root cause of typical social and economic developments of prime importance. Trade and
markets, money, cities, differentiation into social classes, indeed civilisation itself, are thus seen as
consequences of the emergence of surplus.  12

These two points clearly imply that there is a level of subsistence which once reached provides a
level over and above which the surplus comes into existence. This surplus which is beyond needs, however
these happen to be defined, is then in some sense available: it may be traded abroad, or used to support
the existence of craftsmen, a leisure class, or other non-productive members of the society. In other words,
it becomes the key variable in the emergence of more complex social and economic institutions. But, as
the term surplus is applied to that which is over and above subsistence needs, subsistence needs need to
be defined. These needs may be determined either biologically or socially. As it is difficult to determine
the subsistence minimum for an individual, it is impossible to determine the minimum biological needs
of the whole society. It is well known that large or small sections of the populations of almost every
society live at a level of subsistence which is considered scientifically as inadequate. Even if, let us say
for the sake of argument, subsistence needs can be determined biologically, then the surplus which is said
to arise after these needs are met, would be an absolute surplus, i.e., it would be a quantity appearing with
no socially defined purpose over and above that which is biologically necessary. If it is held that
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subsistence needs are not biologically but socially defined, there is no room for the concept of absolute
surplus, for then the distribution of economic resources between subsistence and other requirements is
determined only within the total context of needs thus defined. Bare subsistence needs cannot be separated
from the total functional demands which the society makes on the economy. If the concept of surplus is
to be applied here at all, it must be in a relative or constructive sense, i.e., a given quantity of goods or
services would be surplus only if the society in some manner set these quantities aside and declared them
to be available for a specific purpose. Into this category might then fall such things as food for ceremonial
feasts and sacrifices as was done in the Vedic period or in anticipation of future death. It is true that such
surpluses may be made to appear along with a windfall increase of material means or a more permanent
rise in production capacity. But they may also be created by reallocating goods or services from one use
to another making no difference whatsoever in the quantity of subsistence. More important than the natural
conditions associated with the creation of relative surpluses is, thus, an attitude towards resources and the
institutional means of counting out, setting aside, and making available. Actually the idea of a subsistence
level can only be used in a heuristic sense. 

Economy at al levels of material existence is a social process of interaction between man and his
environment in the course of which goods and services change form, are moved about, and change hands.
The shape of this process is determined not by any single factor but is the sum total of several
interdependent levels of human existence, ecological, technological, social, and cultural. šMan, living in
society, does not produce a surplus unless he names it such, and then its effect is given by the manner in
which it is institutionalized.›  Of course it cannot be denied that changing technology and productivity13

play their role in the course of institutional development. The argument here is simply that they do not
create generally available surpluses, for this implies a separation of technological development from the
institutional complex of which it is but a part. There šare definite institutional requirements for the
creation of relative surpluses... the operational facilities, as well as the motivation for separating out,
counting up, storing, mobilizing material means and human services must be provided by the institutional
framework of the economy, if surpluses are to be made available for specific purposes.›  It must also be14

taken into consideration that study of primitive man has shown that he did not live by a day-to day
satisfaction of his needs but showed foresight and engaged in forms of abstinence.  Nor can one ignore15

the importance of the prestige factor. Certain animals, though they can form an important part of food
material, are not eaten because they represent certain prestige values of a society. 

Finally, it may be said that there are perennially omnipresent potential surpluses available. What
counts is the institutional means for bringing them into existence. And as far as the Indian situation was
concerned, political centralization of power was impossible to avoid if a surplus had to be made available.
In the ancient Malthusian world, scarcity often struck and the people at an end of the queue died as a
result. The ones who must die were demarcated in advance. Thus, agricultural revolution or no
agricultural revolution, the first cities of the Ga×gÈ valley, always managed to squeeze out a surplus as
long as they were centres of strong political powers. After a certain stage, the development that took place
in agriculture was to a great extent dictated by the demands of the urban centres and not the other way
round. Similar was the case with iron technology.  16

In primitive and egalitarian societies a covert surplus exists but it is used to support the weak and
in providing a hedge against environmental uncertainties. But in redistributive societies, they are forced
apart as surplus products. In other words, some sort of surplus exists in all social groups. It is only the
cornering of this surplus by one element and its subsequent use to exploit other elements that triggers off
the urbanisation sequence. We must also remember that despite scarcity and inadequacy, even the poorest
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sing, dance, and fight wars, thus using their resources in non-utilitarian ways. 
In India till recent times it was not possible to produce or foresee a long-term dependable surplus,

because periodical droughts and floods caused scarcity which not only ate away the surplus but caused
famine-conditions, making the accumulation of a surplus impossible. The producer in the field therefore
suffered more (and still does) than the privileged consumer in the city who would have the authority to
squeeze out whatever is left with the producer and has the wherewithal to obtain foodstuffs from distant
lands where conditions have not been adverse. We do not come across any impressive godowns or grain
storehouses in the excavations or in the literature. It seems the urban centres depended upon a seasonal
supply of grains and in cases of scarcity, villages and common masses bore the brunt. More than a surplus
or even the capacity to produce a surplus, therefore, what was required was a socio-political institution
to force or induce the farmer to shed a portion of whatever he had. The same institution was needed to
divert the surplus to where it was required, and to procure food (again by coercion or for consideration)
from distant hinterlands should crop in the near hinterland fail. For procurement by coercion, which would
include taxes and tributes, an administrative authority is required and by commercial means a mercantile
system is called for. The prerequisite, therefore, is not a hypothetical surplus, but an administrative and
mercantile organization- the ruler and the merchant, both of the city and each the ally of the other in
history. The surplus was, thus, not a technical but a social product: šthe institution created the surplus,
which is not there the moment it is technically possible but only after it has been institutionalized through
taxes, trade and other means.›  The non-agricultural aspect is dominant in the procurement, and therefore17

in the production of a surplus.  Moreover, certain built-in incentives to population growth also cannot be18

ignored. Children can be employed earlier in the productive process than among hunter-gatherers. Instead
of passively exploiting the existing land, it can be extended by bringing a larger area under cultivation
resulting in an increase in the number and size of agricultural communities. Slaves (dÈsÈ) and forced
labour (vi–—Ï), thus, could, have been another way of making surplus available. As far as the technological
inventions are concerned, most of the pre-industrial inventions and discoveries took place during the one
thousand years or so immediately preceding 3000 BCE. Thus the great change between urban and the pre-
urban stage came in realms of life other than core technology. šThe later technological superiority... may
have had little to do with the processes which brought the city into being.›  It may also be pointed out19

that proper regular armies, which perhaps must have made storage of foodstuffs a necessity, did not come
into existence at least till the beginning of the expansionist policy of the Magadhan king AjÈtasattu. 

2.5 Writing
Apart from G. Childe, F. Engels and L.H. Morgan who considered writing as differentiating a city from
a village, some other scholars have given prime importance to writing. D.K. Chakrabarti  and G.20

Sjoberg  feel that writing is possibly the only independent variable which can distinguish urbanised people21

from the others. In fact, Sjoberg considers špre-industrial civilized society› and šliterate pre-industrial
society› as synonymous.  Mellaart’s claim that Çatal Hñyñk was an urban centre (which lacked writing)22

is shrugged off  on the ground that it was a town and not a city. But unfortunately, what is overlooked23

is that after all, a town too is an urban centre and much closer to a city than a village. At least in the case
of the Ga×gÈ valley we cannot perceive cities without first having towns, though what distinguished the
two may be another matter worth a debate. As we said above, writing does not appear to be a primary
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characteristic of an infant urban civilisation. Writing was a consequence rather than a cause of the
maturing nature of urbanisation. Writing or some substitute for the recording of complex transactions was
necessary only in a large-scale economic system - a system which could not have come into existence much
before the Mauryas. The earliest scripts of India after the Indus civilisation were BrÈhmÏ and Kharo–—hÏ.
It is not definitely known when they came into use, but by the time of A„oka they had established
themselves as widely used scripts. They must have taken some time to develop and get standardized before
being used. At the same time, we do not have any epigraphic or other record of the pre-Mauryan period.
But following Childe’s argument at least for secular necessity, i.e., for the maintenance of royal records,
a written script should have come into existence by the sixth century BCE if not earlier. Unfortunately
there is absolutely nothing to prove such an antiquity of the history of writing in the case of historic India. 

Even when one looks at the A„okan scripts, one cannot grant much time for their development
because they are not very developed. Not more than 100 or 150 years at the most could be granted for
their development, especially when the stiff and halting writing in the edicts of A„oka, the clumsy way
of forming conjunct consonants, the ambiguous manner in which such letters are sometimes written,  and24

the tendency to avoid them- all point to a not much earlier introduction of the script.  Now the question25

arises how did the urban centres keep their records? Part of this question has already been answered, when
we said that ancient urban centres in most cases were much smaller than most villages of today. The
remains of pre-Mauryan urban centres also prove it. After all what was the need for such small settlements
to use scripts? There was not any international trade in pre-Mauryan days.  Surely a few people in the26

courts of kings could have kept data in their memories especially when they could keep the Vedas as such.
Secondly, when all the states were at war with each other, revenue records could not have been of much
use any way. Thirdly, collection of revenue was a matter of strength rather than record. To close the
argument, early Buddhist texts, at least do not speak of any developed revenue or taxation system. Till
about 100 years or so before the Mauryas, urban centres and states were very small, and they could have
and actually did manage without a script. It is only for the creation of more complex administrative and
legal systems, like the ones which came into use when Magadhan imperialism made its debut, that an oral
tradition had to be given up in preference to a written one. 

2.6 Monumental Public Works and Irrigation 
Karl A. Wittfogel in his well-known hypothesis of Oriental Despotism or Hydraulic Societies  emphasised27

the fundamental role or irrigation in the development of complex societies. Wittfogel’s thesis proceeds
from the basis that šthe characteristics of hydraulic economy are many but three are paramount. Hydraulic
agriculture involves a specific type of division of labour. It intensifies cultivation. And it necessitates
cooperation on a large scale.›  Intensification induces the appropriate population concentration, while28

cooperation leads to the need for a managerial and bureaucratic society. Power ultimately resides in the
managers and out of this results despotic control. The effective management of these works involves an
organisational web which covers either the whole, or at least the dynamic cores, of the country’s
population. In consequence, those who control this network are uniquely prepared to wield supreme
political power.  The division of labour, the concentration of power, and the administrative structure29

engender concentrated settlement so that the town emerges. So do all the associated characteristics. Thus
Wittfogel maintains that the need for comprehensive works of defense arises almost as soon as hydraulic
agriculture is practised, because the whole system is fixed and immovable and must be defended in situ.
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Further ša government apparatus capable of executing all these hydraulic and non-hydraulic works could
easily be used in building palaces... monuments and tombs.›  šEvidently the masters of hydraulic society30

were great builders because they were great organisers, and they were great organisers because they were
great record keepers.›31

Societal transformation and monumental buildings are thus consequences of hydraulic agriculture.
In short, urbanisation itself can be seen as a consequence of the development of irrigation. Within this
hypothesis, others have argued for technology as a major variable.  The managerial function behind32

irrigation systems, especially in the organisation of labour and maintenance of control, is seen as a
triggering device for the development of complex societies. Control over the means of irrigation may not
necessarily imply despotism, but is at least seen as providing a source of power.  This managerial theory33

which derived itself from Karl Marx’s Asiatic mode of production, when examined in the case of the
Ga×gÈ valley, does not appear to have been at work. In the case of the Ga×gÈ valley irrigation was not as
important as Wittfogel makes it to be, nor are there any examples of large-scale irrigation works. Few
stÊpas and fortifications are not in any way monumental in Wittfogellian sense. For instance, the earliest 
stÊpa of VesÈlÏ, which is perhaps one of the earliest stÊpas of the Buddhists, was only a low earthen
mound. The structures of RÈjagaha and CampÈ are no exception. The archaeological remains at KosambÏ
belonging to earlier period are not very imposing.  The remains of the palaces are either difficult to find34

or totally devoid of what Wittfogel expects them to be. His examples from the Artha„Èstra are totally
misplaced. Burnt bricks themselves came into use during the second stage of the urbanisation, i.e., towards
the later phase of the NBPW. 

2.7 Population Pressures and Environmental Circumscription 
E. Boserup  propounded a hypothesis which reversed the Malthusian theory of population. According to35

her, population is an independent variant because with differing densities of population various
developments take place. People work hard and produce more. Pressure on land increases, jungles are
removed, and with intensification fallow is decreased. Later with irrigation, silt is brought and no fallow
is needed. In the same group may be included F.A. Hassan’s hypothesis of population pressure.  36

According to him human population has an innate tendency to grow. With large human groups or units,
a need for hierarchical structure is needed because in bigger groups it is not possible to consult everybody.
This results in the division of labour, ranking, and stratification and therefore hierarchical systems in
which information goes up and decisions flow down. Though the attainment of some minimum population
level was necessary to set the process in motion, appreciable population increases generally followed rather
than preceded, the core process of urbanisation. 

R.L. Carneiro  felt that the origins of complex societies lay in environmental circumscription37

resulting in a war situation. According to this theory, when population increases and it cannot migrate to
other areas, tension develops. In a situation of environmental circumscription where, for instance, prime
agricultural land is surrounded by poor quality land, sedentary cultivating groups may prefer to come
under the hegemony of the surrounding nomadic groups rather than migrate from good agricultural land.38
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Another hypothesis that relies on conflict is that of I.A. Diakonoff  in which he points out that increase39

in agriculture, in supplemental food production, and in crafts goods, led to specialisation that created
differentials in wealth, constituting the basis of socioeconomic class differentiation. Differences in
economic status led to class conflict and ultimately to the formation of the stage as the agent for the
maintenance of ruling class domination. Population growth and social circumscription are described as
primary factors leading to complexity of societies where surplus can only be produced under coercion and
population growth creates the need for producing and controlling surplus.  This theory, however, does40

not examine the reasons leading to population growth. Increase in population and the pressure created by
it, resulting in tensions, when there is a conflict between communal and private ownership especially in
societies undergoing change, is also seen as a significant factor.  Migration to new lands by part of the41

population diffuses such tensions sometimes. In Such situations authority normally went into the hands
of the founding groups who became the holders of property with preferential access to resources.  In42

criticism of population-pressure-and -conflict hypotheses it may be said that the Ga×gÈ valley is a very
big area and is not circumscribed environmentally. Like other linear theories, it is too simple an
explanation of a complex process, though one may agree in part with R. Cohen  and E.R. Service  that43 44

the origin of complex societies is an integrative process in which a variety of factors conducive to conflicts
are sought to be settled and controlled. 

2.8  Trade
Some scholars have insisted on the primary role of trade in the development of complex societies. This
hypothesis may be further divided into two parts. The first can be called mercantile because it views the
city as product of long-distance trade, while the second may be called a market because it interprets city
as the centre created by a region to focus its internal processes of exchange. The discovery of the Code
of Hammurabi also proves it, as it was ostensibly a commercial code of law.  J. Jacobs forcibly argues45

that agricultural intensification is a consequence of city growth and not the other way round and she finds
cities originating as a consequence of the settlement of people who initially provided go-betweens between
two groups on non-urban people.  Other theorists who feel that the development of complex, large-scale46

trading networks stimulated the growth of urban society are, W. Sanders,  K. Flannery,  and W.L.47 48

Rathje.49

Because of the high cost of transportation in non-industrial societies, long distance trade is
restricted mainly to goods and materials which are of great value or can be produced only in limited areas.
Otherwise, local copies would drive the more expensive imported items from the market. 

Market origins of towns have to be treated with some scepticism. Firstly, economic relations and
trading seem to have been controlled by treaty arrangements carried out by traders of status who formed
part of the urban bureaucracy. They are features of much later times. Secondly, in more recent times both
the centre of long-distance trade, the fair, and that of local exchange, the market, have been carried on
without bringing permanent settlement into being. In modern times, certain fairs are organized temporarily
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or seasonally. Hence, there is certainly no necessary relation between markets and fixed, large settlements.
Therefore although trade was an important element in the early city its intensification must have been an
offshoot of urbanisation rather than a creator of it. 

It is generally accepted that in the days of the Buddha the Ga×gÈ valley had no foreign trade,
though internal trade was in existence. Even TakkasilÈ, which was under Achaemenid occupation from
the time of Darius I, does not show much evidence of imports from Persia, nor is there any certain
evidence of any Indian object finding its way outside India. All the alleged post-Harappan Indian finds in
West Asia and Egypt are vague and lack chronological precision. The economy of the post-Harappan
cultures does not encourage any belief in the existence of much maritime trade. There is no object of
foreign origin in the early historical levels of any excavated Indian city. Thus, we do not see an
international trade playing any role in the origin of the first generation cities in the Ga×gÈ valley. It was,
of course, responsible for the development of some second generation cities especially the seaports. Even
internal trade was basically a creation of a developing urban civilisation, though it may not be denied that
after trade started going, it provided further boost to even the primary centres. In other words, beyond a
certain stage, trade and cities (both categories) helped each other through a positive feed-back relationship
in turn interacting with various other forces. 

2.9 Defence
J. Mellaart  and K. Kenyon  amongst others regard defence as the root cause of the origin of cities as50 51

people gathered together in search of protection. On the basis of his study on Çatal Hñyñk, Mellaart notes
that šthe need for defence may be the original reason for the peculiar way in which the people of Çatal
Hñyñk constructed dwellings without doorways, and with the sole entry through the roof.›  Similarly,52

Kenyon finds the pre-pottery Jericho ša town... that possessed a massive defensive wall.›  Even P.53

Wheatley from his strongly committed viewpoint is forced to admit that, šwarfare may often have made
a significant contribution to the intensification of urban development by inducing a concentration of
settlement for purposes of defence and by stimulating craft specialization.›  Here it may be said that54

whereas organized warfare started in the city-based civilisation, tribal-raiding and inter-group fighting
obviously go back to pre-urban times. Though it cannot be denied that defence was of prime importance
for the earliest of urban centres, defences and moats were not exclusive to urban centres alone because
some non-urban centres are also known to have had moats, walls, and other defensive mechanisms. PÈli
texts speak of villages with gates (gÈmadvÈra)  and fences (parikkhitto).  Thus, defence and war are not55 56

a cause of socio-economic change but are rather generated by it. 

2.10 Religion
R. Hassan  who specializes on the origins of Muslim cities, finds religion as the main cause of their57

origin. The main problem with the religion hypothesis is that it is too simplistic and unilinear. A
phenomenon like urbanisation cannot be explained away in a simple cause-and-effect relationship. Even
within this faulty theory, the role of political power providing protection to traders and pilgrims has been
overlooked. Religion appears to have been an excuse rather than a cause in the case of the origin of the
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Muslim cities. As far as the Ga×gÈ valley is concerned, various religious sects  were rather a consequence58

than a cause of various new phenomena, urbanisation being perhaps most important amongst them. But
urbanisation did get a lot of support from religion in general. Buddhism and urbanisation derived strength
from each other, though the latter pre-dates the former.  59

2.11 Evolutionary Models
The above stated theories point to the origin of urbanisation being a complex process in which a range of
factors may be crucial and may apply differentially to varying situations. As such there can be no single
factor which causes the change, although certainly some would be more central than others. The logical
extension of this argument would also be that the forms taken by urbanisation once it had come into
existence would vary in accordance with the nature of its origin. This allows for the possibility of a
variation in the types of early urban centres. These would in turn influence to some extent the typologies
of urban systems prevalent in different areas and period of time. A distinction has also to be maintained
between primary urban centres and secondary urban centres as well as the first stage and second stage
urban centres. 

The theory of the development of family and stage, originally put forward by L.H. Morgan  and60

later adapted and modified by F. Engels,  has been widely criticised. The simplistic scheme of a lineal61

evolution of society implied in this hypothesis is not taken seriously by anyone now. J. Steward used an
evolutionary perspective that related environmental variables to cultural developments in the rise of
civilisation.  His proposals are not based on simple unilinear evolution or environmental determinism.62

Rather the suggested that at the core of the urban transformation into urbanisation, was a changing
functionally interrelated group of social institutions. This core was characterized by the structural
relationships of interdependent institutions. Each society derives its distinctive set of social systems from
its institutional core. Steward’s framework for following the rise of civilisation was to investigate each
society in terms of its šlevel of socio-cultural complexity.› Steward conceived of cultural evolution as a
succession of adaptive patterns, thereby emphasizing the ecological and economic arrangements as the
primary sources of change. Robert McC. Adams broadened Steward’s view by considering the causation
and structure of civilisation from a multifaceted perspective. Although he acknowledged the importance
of environmental and technological factors in the emergence of early civilisations, Adams goes on to
support the position that šthe transformation at the core of the Urban Revolution lay in the realm of social
organisation... For the most part, changes in social institutions precipitated changes in technology,
subsistence, and other aspects of the wider cultural realm, rather than vice versa.›  63

 Our approach to the study of urbanisation in the Ga×gÈ valley is an adaptation of the Steward-
Adams perspective. Urbanisations are best recognized and defined with reference to the complexity of the
interacting sets of social and political institutions. Interaction between environment factors, technological
development, and social institutions over a long period of time were crucial in the first strides towards
urban society and it is šdoubtful if a single autonomous, causative factor will ever be identified in the
nexus of social, economic and political transformation which resulted in the emergence of urban forms...
Whatever structural changes were induced by commerce, warfare or technology, they needed to be
validated by some instrument of authority if they were to achieve institutionalized permanence.›  64
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2.12 Model for the Ga×gÈ Urbanisation 
It may not be wise to look for a universal model of urbanisation. Study of various civilisations can be very
useful for comparative purposes, but as the needs and attitudes of people living on the sea-coast, in deserts,
or mountains are bound to be different, they interact with their respective ecological systems differently.
Urbanism is a developing process- a process which includes continuity with progress as well as decay. The
Ga×gÈ urbanisation developed gradually or by small steps over a considerable period of time through the
interplay of various internal and external factors of men and material in which political factors were
predominant. Environmental factors appear to be important in the initial stage of the development, but
once it got going, their importance becomes secondary especially for the arising of new urban centres. 

As the excavations have been mostly vertical and they have not laid bare the cultures in their
totality, archaeology has not yet succeeded in tracing the step-by-step transformation of rural into urban
society. But at some sites, where PGW and NBPW have been found, that transformation is noticeable. C.
1500-1000 BCE, which may roughly be called the pre-iron stage, appears to be the period in which much
of the base of the modern Indian village was laid.  The society was agricultural and livestock breeding65

and cattle herding were the major activities. The chief (rÈjÈ) was the successful leader of a raid and by
extension, of a battle.  The booty thus acquired was distributed among the clan, but the distribution was66

already unequal. Some of it was retained by the rÈjÈ, but a substantial part was also claimed by priestly
families, who in turn provided support for the social and political arrangement by elaborating and
inventing rituals, performing sacrifices, and composing laudatory hymns. In a clear separation between
elite groups and commoners, kinship constituted a charter for establishing the authority of the ruling
lineage through genealogical connections.  As the productivity and the means to extort it increased, the67

gap between those who utilised this wealth and those who produced it also widened. The origin and
development of the caste system towards the end of this period, reflected the perpetuation of the widening
gap amongst people. Not only was the stratification rationalized in the concept of var‡a, but the function
of each group was more clearly defined. Large conventional numbers of cattle made over to the priests
demonstrate that the donors (rÈjanya) and the donees (priests) possessed them in large numbers, justifying
the ever increasing inequality withing the population. It was these people whose agglomeration led to the
onset of urbanisation. 

During the later Vedic period, the size and shape of various relationships further changed and the
village base came to be intensified, with kingship becoming much less nebulous than before. Various
ceremonial sacrifices such as the rÈjasÊya became more elaborate. Agriculture began to take precedence
over pastoralism and this affected various aspects of people’s life. There appeared divisions at various
levels within the clans and they became bifurcated into those of higher status and others with not so high
status. The loyalty of the people had been transferred from tribal organisations to polito-geographical units
and now the rÈjÈ had the ratnins who supported the rÈjÈ’s office both at the symbolic and functional level.
They not only reflected a relationship between the rÈjÈ and others based on reciprocity rather that kinship,
but also they signified the emergence of a group of non-kinsmen who ultimately took on the character of
retainers to the rÈjÈ and who contributed to the accumulation of power in the office of the rÈjÈ. Notions
of divinity associated with the office of the rÈjÈ guaranteed the eventual transition to kingship. This was
the period when political janapadas were being formed and each janapada had its headquarters, whose
excavated remains show them not very differently from rural settlements, at best relatively large.  But68

by c.550 BCE, political janapadas, with fairly well-defined boundaries, had been formed and their
headquarters remained no longer rural. Some of these janapadas soon grew into mahÈjanapadas (major
states) and became multi-urban centre states. As can be seen, the existence of the state appears to be a
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precondition for the origin of urbanisation. Clearly the first urban centres were the seats of political
authority. It is also important to remember that the first urban centres were small, initially few and fragile,
most of them eventually died (though not simultaneously) and the Ga×gÈ urbanisation just about managed
to survive through its lean period of a worsening political situation. By c.550 BCE, the producing masses
were saddled with social disabilities and economic obligations. This was enforced through the
establishment of a professional army and an administrative apparatus collecting taxes and punishing
offences against family, property, and social order. The legal and ideological outfit was provided by a
well-defined var‡a system.  New faiths provided further justification for the urban life and its inhabitants.69

Business classes which catered to the city needs came to play an important role.
The urban centres on the basis of their developmental history may be divided into two parts. Under

the first part come the primary urban centres which were typically centres of political power, as the
administrators and their henchmen were the first to seclude themselves into these centres from the primary
producers. After the primary urban centres gained roots, the secondary urban centres grew up to meet the
various demands of primary urban centres and their inhabitants. Thus within a large, well-established state
like that of Magadha, additional centres to serve various purposes like administration, transportation, and
camping, defence production, trade, religion, and education arose. But it must be kept in mind that with
the passage of time the functions of these centres became more and more complex and intertwined. The
port towns on the sea-coast came into origin somewhat later and they basically developed due to the
growth of international trade.

2.13 Evidence of Hierarchy amongst Settlements
The PÈli Vinaya and Sutta Pi—akas mention a number of hierarchical settlement names in connection with
both non-urban and urban settlements. 

2.13.1 Non-Urban Settlements 
2.13.1.1 Ku—i/Nivesana£ 
From the available references it is not possible to establish the exact implication of the word ku—i. It is
normally translated in the PED as a hut, usually made of sticks, grass, and clay (daub-and-thatch), but
does not appear to be so. In the Vinaya Pi—aka we are told that one, two, three of four ku—is could form
a village (ekaku—iko pi gÈmo... dviku—iko... tiku—iko... catuku—iko pi gÈmo).  Ku—i appears to mean probably70

a hamlet of one big house perhaps surrounded by a few buildings in which people lived. Most likely ku—is
were dispersed settlements in the forests, outlying woods, hilly tracks, and mountainous terrain which
surrounded the fertile Ga×gÈ valley. Such settlements were the lifeline of Buddhism because the bhikkhus
stayed in them or had to depend upon them for their maintenance. We have references to forest ku—is  as71

well as ku—is built of leaves and grass (ti‡aku—iyo karivÈ) where the bhikkhus spent the rainy season and
then demolished them.  The term nivesana£ appears to mean simply a house or a dwelling and hence the72

same as ku—i.

2.13.1.2 GÈma
According to the PED, a gÈma means a collection of houses, a hamlet, a habitable place (opp. ara¤¤a:
gÈme va yadi vara¤¤e),  a parish or village, having boundaries and distinct from the surrounding country73
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(gÈmo ca gÈmupacÈro ca).  The Vinaya Pi—aka  talks of villages which are inhabited and others which74 75

are not inhabited (samanusso pi gÈmo, amanusso pi gÈmo), villages with fences as well as villages without
fences (parikkhitto pi gÈmo, apparikkhitto pi gÈmo), a village arranged fortuitously (go‡isadinivi——ho pi
gÈmo), and even a caravan camping for more than four months is called a village (yo pi sattho
atirekacatumÈsanivittho so pi vuccati gÈmo). Regarding the actual size of a village, the texts give quite
a contradictory opinion. The JÈtakas refer to villages with 30 to 100 families  whereas the Vinaya Pi—aka76

considers anything from one ku—i to four ku—is enough to make a gÈma.  But the definition of the Vinaya77

Pi—aka seems acceptable only if it is taken to mean a small hamlet. But it may be important to note that
in the Vinaya Pi—aka villages of only one family (ekakulassa gÈmo hoti) are also mentioned,  the family78

(kula) being of a substantial size. Apart from the situational suitability like the easy availability of water
and other necessities of life, safety must have been a very important priority in the existence of a gÈma.
GÈmas of a permanent or long term existence must have developed their own security systems such as
ditches, fences, and gates (gÈma dvÈra).  But it is important to notice, that sometimes when a village grew79

into an urban settlement, even then the use of the word gÈma continued, in some of those cases where it
formed part of the original compounded form. This happened mainly due to the fact that there is always
a tendency to stick to original names. Today there are many cities which have gÈma as part of their names.
In that sense, in fact, the use of the term ‘gÈma’ may not necessarily mean a rural settlement especially
when it forms part of the name as a whole. This is especially true of the term brÈhma‡agÈma, which did
not necessarily mean ša village of brÈhma‡as.›  80

The houses in these villages were made of different types of materials. The walls were made of
tiles or bricks (i——haka kuÇÇa), stones (silakuÇÇa), and wood (dÈrukuÇÇa).81

In size varying, but usually small and distinguished from nigama, we are told, gÈma is the smallest
in the list of settlements making a ‘state’ (ra——ha£). Sometimes equivalent term gÈmaka is also used to
denote the same thing.  From the Later Vedic period onwards, gÈma had established itself as the primary82

unit of settlement. Villages were of various types. A suburban village (dvÈragÈma, bahiragÈmaka,
dvÈragÈmaka) located close to the main entrance of a nagara  normally specialised in those industries83

which directly catered to the city needs. A frontier/border village (paccantagÈma) played an important role
militarily.  Specialisation appears to have been, in fact, a particular feature of our period. There was a84

growing tendency amongst the people of similar background, occupation, or profession to group together
and organize. The process of urbanisation must have accelerated such a process. Such villages called after
craftsmen, traders, professionals must have existed on the outskirts of various urban settlements. Hence
we have villages of salt-makers (lo‡akÈragÈma),  carpenters (vaÇÇhakigÈma), reed-makers85

(naÄakÈragÈma),  attendant (ÈrÈmikagÈma).  It does not appear probable that everybody in such villages86 87

followed one occupation, though their names appear to give that impression. It may be reasonable to
believe that people following the same profession may have formed the majority in such villages. It may
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be important to note that some of the specialized activities followed in these villages could not actually be
carried out in the urban settlements and thus, they were exclusive only to villages. E.g., the industry of
gur-production. The employment of large quantities of smoke-producing materials and the problems
related to disposal of foul-smelling waste, would make it difficult for the establishment of such an industry
in a city. Villages named after various castes as well as outcastes, e.g., a brÈhma‡agÈma  and88

ca‡ÇÈlagÈmas  also can be found in abundance in the PÈli Tipi—aka. We also come across another type89

of a village called village occupied by cattle stalls (go‡isadinivittho gÈmo)  denoting an organised cattle-90

farm, perhaps like the much earlier neolithic cattle-pens of lower Deccan.  As said above, even a caravan91

camping for more than four months could be called a gÈma. Due to the hazards of a journey merchants
must have travelled in large numbers and while on long routes must have halted for long period especially
due to business transactions involving buying and selling. Bad transport facilities particularly during the
rainy season must have also forced long stays upon caravans. It may be interesting to note that even now
in various parts on northern India large groups of mobile people known by various names such as bÈgrhÏ-
lohÈrs, banjÈrÈs, bhÈnÈbado„as, —aprÏvÈsas etc do not lead a sedentary life. They stay for some period
around a village or a town in their temporary encampment and then move onto the next place. Such
temporary gÈmas must have existed in the period under consideration in larger numbers than they exist
now. The Vinaya Pi—aka statement that there were gÈmas which were inhabited by people and there were
others which were not inhabited by people is interpreted to mean ša village with human beings and a
village with beings who are not human.›  It appears they were the villages that were deserted92

(gÈma——hÈna) due to reasons of famine, flood, disease, menace of marauders and government officials93

though they are generally shown as the haunts of spirits, nÈgas, yakkhas etc. 

2.13.2 Urban Settlements
2.13.2.1 Nigama
It is possible that the origin of some of the nigamas may also be traced to villages specializing in particular
craftsmen such as potters, carpenters, and salt-makers  which may have become small specialized markets94

and later more general market settlements. Corroboration of the nigama as a market town is available from
numismatic evidence where a series of early coins carries the legend negama  suggesting that they were95

used by a nigama.  The market was the gathering point for rural produce and could also be tapped by96

merchants locating resources. The phrase gÈme va nigame is frequently used suggesting a distinction
between a village and a nigama.  The PED defines nigama as a small town, market town etc. It is difficult97

to accept T.W. Rhys Davids’ contention that šthere is no hard and fast line between gÈma and nigama›98

or that of Wagle that gÈma and nigama šhave been used more or less as synonyms.›  C.A.F. Rhys99

Davids appears more acceptable in her opinion that šit is not quite clear what distinguished the nigama
from the gÈma, rural unit, and the nagara, walled town. Sometimes from the context, it appears to have
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been a suburb.  At most of the places in the texts gÈma, nigama, nagara  or gÈma, nigama,100 101

rÈjadhÈnÏ  are mentioned in that order and separately. It not only points towards a difference amongst102

settlements but also to some sort of hierarchy amongst them. Actually even a stage of transformation from
gÈma to nigama can be seen in use of the term gÈmanigama,  which is variously translated as švillage103

township,›  or štownship.›  According to Horner  the word nigama comes from nadi-gÈma. In her104 105 106

opinion originally things being sent by water rather than by land, the villages on rivers (nadi-gÈma)
became settlements of trade... šnadi-gÈma is an important place, a town even, which may or may not be
the seat of a king (rÈjadhÈnÏ). If a gÈma... becomes very big, it is called nagara... If not so big, then it
is a pura. This is usually a fortified town. Villages and towns run in this order: gÈma .....nigama, a
riverside and hence important village or little town; pura, a fortified town in which kings may live;
nagara, a town (this may contain a fortified portion, but may spread outside it); rÈjadhÈnÏ, seat of a
king.›  The definition of Horner though illuminating, is rather noncommittal and places nigama rather107

vaguely between gÈma and pura. As the word ‘naigama’ means merchant, the mercantile association of
nigama is clearly beyond doubt. It appears that standing between gÈma and nagara, nigama was a
marketplace- a small town with dominant commercial nature. Its modern equivalent perhaps is the ‘ma‡ÇÏ’
of north western India. The apparent confusion has arisen from the fact that the dividing line is thin.
‘GÈmanigama’ is another expression used at a few places in our sources, which naturally would possible
fall between a gÈma and a nigama.

2.13.2.2 Nagara
The term ‘nagara’ in early Vedic literature is found only in the derivative adjective, used as a proper name
nagarin. It appears in the sense of ‘town’ in the TaittrÏya ¶ra‡yaka  and is frequently used in later108

literature. Nagara is the commonest word used in PÈli literature to denote a city. The origin of this word
is still shrouded in mystery. The derivation naga+ra or a connection with agara has been suggested and
a non-¶ryan origin has been suspected,  but this will remain doubtful till the non-¶ryan word is109

identified. It appears from some references  that fortification was an important part of a nagara.110

Therefore, it appears that a nagara meant an urban settlement that included both fortified as well as
unfortified portions in it. 

A nagara was surrounded by villages mainly occupied by craftsmen whose products were in
demand in the nagara but whose vocation would require large space, which the nagaras could ill afford
to spare, though some times streets of such craftsmen did exist within the confines of a nagara.

Sometimes the word nagaraka which exits in a diminutive sense is also used.  This appears to111

mean ša small town.› KuÇÇa nagaraka, ujjangala nagaraka and sÈkha nagaraka  are defined by T.W.112

Rhys Davids as ša little wattle-and-daub town,› ša town in the midst of jungle,› and ša branch town›
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respectively.  But the differences appear to be basically architectural and constructional.  KuÇÇa 113 114

nagaraka is a nagara with ramparts of mud bricks, because kuÇÇa means ša powdery substance of some
kind used in construction.  Ujjangala nagaraka is a nagara constructed on a hilly terrain as this provided115

a natural protection. We might find in such a nagara cyclopean walls because ujjangala literally means
šhard, firm and barren soil.›  SÈkha nagaraka may be a kind of nagara fortified by branches of trees116

which were presumably cut into stakes, sharpened at the end, and fastened together to construct a wall.
Here Wagle takes the literal meaning of sÈkha as ša branch of a tree.›  It may be interesting to note that117

due to easy availability of timber in certain areas cites generally had a defence system made of wooden
walls. PÈ—aliputta had wooden walls around it and the remains have been found in the excavations.
NagarÊpakÈrikÈ may be defined as ša town fortified with a wall covered with cement at its base.›  The118

term mahÈnagara implied ša big city,› which was a sort of šcosmopolitan city› due to its richness,
prosperity, people of varied and diverse interests, habits, and origins. The six mahÈnagaras mentioned
in the MahÈparinibbÈna Suttanta  generally testify this through the archaeological as well as textual119

information. MÊlanagara it seems was the same as the capital city, used perhaps in the sense of a primary
urban settlement, rather than a secondary city some of which became capitals at some point of time.
MÊlanagaras were the only cities which could lay claim to be the first generation cities in the Ga×gÈ
valley. We also come across border-towns called paccantima£-nagaras. The A×guttara NikÈya  talks120

about seven essential qualities of a well-defended nagara situated on the borders (paccantima£- nagara£).
Firstly, the pillar (esika) should be deeply embedded, well dug in, immovable, and unshakable. The pillar
is seen as a symbol of stability and we are told that the city of KusÈvatÏ had such a pillar.  Secondly, the121

moat (parikhÈ/parikkhÈ) around the nagara should be both deep and wide.  Thirdly, the road going122

around (anupariyÈyapatho) should be a proper road. Fourthly, a great armory of spears and swords
(bahu£ Èvudha£ sannicita£ hoti salÈka¤ c’eva jevanÏya¤ ca) should be present in it. Fifthly, a large body
of troops (bahu balakÈyo) should be stationed inside it. Sixthly, there should be a clever, intelligent, and
wise gatekeeper (dovÈriko hoti pa‡Çito vyatto medhÈvÏ) who refuses entry to the unknown and allows to
the known.  Various ways of defending the gates of these places were devised, e.g., crossbars being let123

down before the gates (okkhitta-paligha).  A high and wide rampart covered with a coat of plaster124

(pÈkÈro hoti ucco c’eva vitthato ca vÈsanalepanasampanno ca) is the seventh important characteristic of
a paccanitma£ nagara£. Strongly built walls and towers are also seen as important for a border town at
many other places in the texts.  125

Functionally the nagaras may be divided into two categories: First, there were certain cites which
remained political settlements like Indapatta, AyodhyÈ etc. Second, there were cities which combined
political functions with commercial functions like SÈvatthÏ, KosambÏ, RÈjagaha, and VesÈlÏ etc. The former
were the locations of palaces and courts, the hub of political activity. To this was added, in later periods
when taxes were collected, the redistributive mechanism of a collecting agency which provided a modicum
of public services.
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2.13.2.3 Pura
The word ‘pura’ is frequently mentioned in the Vedic literature.  Pura is defined as ša town, fortress,126

city› in the PED. But it seems its meaning as ša fortified town› is the most appropriate, in the sense that
such a settlement had some sort of a ditch, wall etc. for defensive purposes built around it. Fortification
was associated with political settlements which were the residences of rÈjÈs and their entourages. The
fortification enclosed the urban settlement and separated it from the surrounding areas, thus, demarcating
the urban from the rural. But this separation was by no means absolute since the links between the two
remained strong. Fortification also served to segregate excluded social groups such as the ca‡ÇÈlas who
lived in the villages in the vicinity. Early fortifications may have been in the nature of mud ramparts, with
more elaborate structures belonging to the post-Buddha days. There we are told that some of these puras
were wide and broad  and had ramparts of mud or unbaked bricks.  127 128

The difference between a pura and a nagara was that whereas the former only included the
fortified area of a city, the latter constituted of pura plus the area outside the defense wall. Pura was
mainly meant for defense-cum-administrative functions. But it maybe interesting to note that the above
stated meaning of the word pura is true only when it existed as an independent word, but when it formed
part of a compound word especially the name of an urban settlement, then such a meaning may only be
used in a flexible sense. This is due to the simple fact that with the passage of time the nature of urban
settlements changed, but the names may not necessarily have kept pace with the changes. A few
settlements may show such a change, but largely they tended to retain the names once given to them. Thus,
a fortified settlement (pura) may have extended beyond its fortification as would be expected, but would
have continued to be called pura.

Puras can broadly be divided into two categories: those situated on a hill or promontory puras and
those on the flat ground. The puras were generally cut off from the rest of the landscape by ramparts,
ditches, and well-controlled entrances. Fortification material normally was bricks both kiln-burnt and
unbacked, stones, gravel, mud, and wood. 

2.13.2.4 Pattana/Pa——ana
This word is of uncertain origin. In the present north Indian languages it means šthe bank of a tank, river
or sea.› The PED defines it as ša place, city, port.› But the more suitable meaning would be a trading
port-town, associated naturally with commercial functions. These port-towns on the seacoast definitely
came into existence later than the towns in the Ga×gÈ valley, though it is not still very clear as to when
the overseas trade started after the decline of the Indus civilisation. Sometimes even a river port is called
nÈvÈ-pattana,  literally meaning šboats’ landing place.›129

2.13.2.5 Pu—a-bhedana£
This strange word is used for PÈ—aliputta.  Following the PED, Horner feels that PÈ—aliputta was called130

so šbecause on the day of its foundation several pÈ—ali-shoots sprouted forth from the ground.›131

Elsewhere it is translated as ša settlement for interchange of all kinds of wares›  or šthe place where132

men shall open up their bales of merchandise.  In the Milindapa¤ha a similar expression (nÈnÈ-pu—a-133

bhedana£) is used for SÈgala which appears to mean šthe distribution-settlement of parcels of merchandise
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of many kinds.  T.W. Rhys Davids explains it in a note to mean ša town at the confluence or bend of134

a river.›  From these definitions it appears that pu—a-bhedana£ was an interior-port or a transportation135

settlement, located at the bend or confluence of a river. 

2.13.2.6 RÈjadhÈnÏ or RÈjadhÈnÏya Nagara
This term means šthe royal city› or šthe capital city.› It seems this type of settlement was not much
different from a nagara except that it was the seat of the government and the king resided here. Such a
settlement must have been the most important politically as the name suggests. As a result of their role
as settlements of administration, political control, and court life, cities that were the capitals of successful
empires or tributary systems often came to exceed in size any other cities within their spheres of influence.
Some capitals must have begun as city-states but as they acquired control over an increasing number of
other city-states and regions, they expanded greatly in size. Fortunes of many cities depended upon the
royalty. If a king shifted his capital, the deserted city suffered a setback.
 
2.13.2.7 MahÈnagaras
The famous six mahÈnagaras  which literally mean ‘great cities,’ but may be translated as ‘metropolis,’136

deserve a place on top of our list. These six settlements were BÈrÈ‡asÏ, CampÈ, KosambÏ, RÈjagaha,
SÈketa, and VesÈlÏ. Settlements of this category were not only the real representatives of urbanisation, but
also controlled the fortunes of other urban settlements in more than one way. 

2.14 Functions
It is thus clear that in the course of time, there appeared various types of urban settlements, differing from
each other in dimensions and functions, but all with the common characteristic of broadly being non-
agricultural units, except the ku—i and gÈma. There is enough evidence in the shape of numismatic data,
ceramics, artifacts, and the visits of monks, traders, government official to show that these various kinds
of settlements interacted with each other very actively. The main function of various types of settlements
can be categorised as follows: 

Settlement Type Main Function
Ku—i/Nivesa Rural Shelter 
GÈma Rural Multiple but limited
Nigama Urban Commercial
Nagara Urban Multiple
Pura Urban Defense-cum-administration
Pattana/Pa——ana Urban Commercial  
Pu—a-bhedana£ Urban Commercial
RÈjadhÈnÏ Urban Political
MahÈnagara Urban Multiple
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3
TEXTUAL PERSPECTIVE

There are numerous references in the PÈli Vinaya and Sutta Pi—aka to urban settlements including capitals,
cities, towns, ports, and marketplaces which the Buddha and/or his disciples visited from time to time.
Though undoubtedly some mythical settlements are intermingled with the real ones, most of the records
of these journeys are based upon a precise and detailed tradition which can be substantially corroborated
from modern topographical and historical knowledge. In the case of majority of the settlements, however,
the accounts are fragmentary and insufficient for preparing a reasonable outline. On the other hand, on
about forty settlements we get sufficient information to be able to study their different characteristics. It
is important to notice that many settlements have more than one name. Furthermore Buddhist literature
uses numbers in a conventional sense and, thus, they are taken merely as expressions of large or small
quantities. As well as concentrating on the questions of identification and developmental stages, an attempt
has been made to collect information on settlement-hierarchy names, extent and dimensions of settlements,
population and material milieu, moats, fortifications, other monuments and geographical environs, political
paraphernalia, commercial industries, trade routes and roads. 

3.1. Identified Settlements 
This section mentions identified settlements, though some of the identifications are tentative.

3.1.1 AggaÄapura
As the name suggests, this settlement appears to have had some kind of fortification around it. AggaÄapura
lay on the route which passed through Soreyya, Sa£kassa, Ka‡‡akujja, Udumbara, AggaÄapura, and
SahajÈti.  This route is mentioned in connection with Sorreya-Revata’s travel to SahajÈtÏ before the Second1

Council at VesÈli.  Soreyya, Sa£kassa, Ka‡‡akujja, Udumbara, and SahajÈti have been identified with2

Soron, Sa£kissÈ-Basantapura, Kanauj, Pa—hÈnko—, and BhÏ—È respectively.  As can be seen Revata followed3

quite a zigzag route and due to the paucity of information it is difficult to identify this settlement which
may be located anywhere between Pa—hÈnko— and BhÏ—È. The mound of AgarwÈ located to the northeast of
TarÏÈ SujÈn,  as the name suggests perhaps represents it, though there is, however, no other reasonable4

ground to believe so. All the four references to AggaÄapura in the PÈli canon relate to Revata’s march and
thus, this settlement appears to have been in existence about sixty years after the Buddha’s death.5

3.1.2 ¶ÄavÏ/¶lavÏ
This nagara lay on the route which passed though SÈvatthÏ, KÏ—Ègiri, ¶ÄavÏ, and RÈjagaha.  A forest called6

Si£sappÈvana at Gomagga was in the vicinity of this settlement.  The AggÈÄava cetiya located near this7

settlement was probably a pre-Buddhist cetiya and was the scene of many Vinaya rules.  This cetiya had8

both a living-place (yathÈvihÈra) and an attendance-hall (upa——hÈnasÈlÈ).  Monks are known to have9
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prepared a site and erected a wall of burnt bricks (kuÇÇa) for a vihÈra as well as repairing and fixing a
platform at ¶ÄavÏ.  At times ¶ÄavÏ was short of alms, while at other times alms could be found in10

abundance.  C.A.F. Rhys Davids proposed its location on the bank of the Ga×gÈ perhaps basing her11

argument on the incident of ¶Äavaka threatening to throw the Buddha across the Ga×gÈ (pÈra-Ga×gÈya).12

But it seems the expression is merely rhetorical and does not have any geographical significance.  A13

similar modern usage (Ga×gÈya-pÈra) implies anywhere across the Ga×gÈ. Cunningham and Hoernle
identified ¶ÄavÏ with Newal, located nineteen miles from Kanauj and Nandalal Dey identified it with
AvÏwÈ, twenty-seven miles northeast of EtÈwa.  According to later sources, this settlement was thirty14

yojanas from SÈvatthÏ  and probably twelve from BÈrÈ‡asÏ.  It is difficult to compute the exact15 16

measurement of a yojana,  but a 30:12 ratio based on the two distances appears to favor Newal. The17

references to this settlement are spread out in different chronological strata of PÈli literature dating from
the Buddha to well into the post-Mauryan period. 

3.1.3 Allakappa
It was a settlement -cum-state of the Bulis, located near the kingdom of Magadha. The Bulis of Allakappa
claimed a share of the Buddha’s relics and having obtained them, built a stÊpa over them.  This settlement18

appears to have been small and short-lived, not going beyond the first stage of its urban development, as
the republican Bulis do not appear to have had a political longevity. The information available about this
settlement is very little and not very helpful in locating it geographically, though it certainly was not far
from the last scene of the Buddha’s life. Cunningham  identifies this settlement with19

Navandgarh/Nandanagarh situated fifteen miles to the north-north-west of BethÏÈ and ten miles from the
nearest point of the Ga×Çak river. As the settlement is mentioned specifically in relation to the Buddha’s
death, the settlement appears to have been in existence at that time.

3.1.4 Amara/AmaravatÏ 
This was the nagara where Sumedha was born in a very rich brÈhma‡a family and renounced the world
after giving his wealth away.  Though there is more than one place which is known by this name, on the20

basis of material remains and Buddhist connections, this settlement maybe tentatively identified with the
ruins on the Krish‡È a mile east of the modern city of AmarÈvatÏ. AmaravatÏ fell outside the Majjhimadesa
and the only reference to it is post-Mauryan. 

3.1.5 Andhapura
Andhapura was situated on the bank of the river TelavÈha in the Seriva country.  As the name suggests,21

it appears to have been fortified. The JÈtakas tell that this was the place where as a hawker Devadatta
began his enmity against the future Gautama Buddha.  This city was probably the capital of the Andhras.22
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Though the river TelavÈha is generally identified with modern Tela or Teli×giri,  but perhaps Seri/Seriva23

refers to the Ga×gÈ kingdom, in which case TelavÈha may have been another name of the Krish‡È.  In24

that case Andhapur may tentatively be identified with BezvÈÇÈ/VijayawÈÇÈ. The only reference to this
settlement is post-Mauryan. 

3.1.6 Ari——ha/Ari——hapura
This nagara was the rÈjadhÈnÏ of Sivira——ha.  UmmadantÏ, the daughter of banker TirÊ—avaccha was born25

here.  On the basis of reference of early Greek writers to a country in the Pa×jÈb called the territory of26

the Siboi, Vogel identified it with Shorkot- the ancient ƒivapura or ƒivipura, located about four miles from
the left bank of ChenÈb and thirty-six miles southwest of Jhang town.  But this identification may only27

be accepted tentatively, as the JÈtakas locate it on the road from MithilÈ to Pa¤cÈla.  But it must be noted28

that Jetuttara (identified with NÈgarÏ in RÈjasthÈn) was also the capital of Sivira——ha, where in all
probability the Sivis migrated around 300 BCE.  This may perhaps explain the contradictions amongst29

the references. 

3.1.7 A——hakanagara
This nagara was connected to PÈ—aliputta.  Dasama, a businessman, came from this place and while on30

a trip to PÈ—aliputta he had a discussion with ¶nanda at BeluvagÈma.  A——hakanagara is perhaps31

represented by the modern village of HathagÈo× on the BÈghmatÏ river. All the seven references to this
settlement appear to be pre-Mauryan. 

3.1.8 BÈrÈ‡asÏ/KÈsi/KÈsikÈ/KÈsipura/KÈsinagara/RammavatÏ etc.
BÈrÈ‡asÏ was known from time to time by various names like Sudassana,  KÈsi,  KÈsika,  KÈsipura,32 33 34 35

KÈsinagara,  MolinÏ,  Surundha,  Surundhana,  BrahmavaÇÇana,  PupphavatÏ,  KetumatÏ,  Ramma,36 37 38 39 40 41 42

Rammaka, Rammanagara, and RammavatÏ.  This rÈjadhÈnÏya nagara of KÈsi janapada, was one of the43

most important places of Buddhist pilgrimage, an important centre of trade and industry, wealthy and

D.R. Bhandarkar 1925: 34; IA 1918: 71. There is also a tributary of the MahÈnadÏ known as Tela river. 23

See H.C. Raychaudhuri 1953: 92; where he tries to identify TelavÈha with Krish‡È on the basis of a line in an24

epigraph reading vikhyÈta k‚–‡È-ver‡È taila snehopalabdha saralatva (with a smoothness caused by sesame oil of the famous
(river) Krish‡È).
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prosperous.  It was also a centre of shipbuilding industry.  Its sandalwood and cloth were praised far and44 45

wide for their value and beauty.  BÈrÈ‡asÏ being an important centre of trade, various kinds of46

businessmen (se——hÈnuse——hi) are mentioned as living here.  Rich merchants are said to have sailed from47

here to Suva‡‡abhÊmi  and also a sea trader bringing the news that a large ship had arrived in the port,48

hearing which a hundred merchants went to the harbour to buy the cargo.  This clearly implies that49

BÈrÈ‡asÏ was an important port. Some of the specialists who specialised in particular activities lived within
the walls of the city, as implied by terms like dantakÈravÏthi (ivory-workers’ street).  The extent of50

BÈrÈ‡asÏ is often quoted as twelve yojanas.  At another place we are told that while the walls of BÈrÈ‡asÏ51

(i.e., its fortifications) were twelve yojanas in length, the city and its suburbs put together were 300
yojanas in totality.  There were villages outside its four gates (bahinagara catusu dvÈresu52

dvÈragÈmake).  Various types of specialized villages including that of carpenters (vaÇÇhakigÈma),  and53 54

hunters (nesÈdagÈma)  are mentioned to have existed on the outskirts of this city. One of the gates of55

BÈrÈ‡asÏ and a ford in the Ga×gÈ were named Akitti-dvÈra and Akiti-tittha after a famous brÈhma‡a
magnate of BÈrÈ‡asÏ called Akitti.  There was a round hall (ma‡Çala mÈla) in BÈrÈ‡asÏ.  The JÈtakas56 57

speak of a seven-storeyed palace with fine terraces at BÈrÈ‡asÏ.  It is said that Yasa, the son of a58

merchant, had three mansions (pÈsÈdÈ) over here.  The city was properly defended with rampart wall,59

gates, towers, moats, and battlement.  A JÈtaka verse points out that60

Ukki‡‡antaraparikha£ daÄhama——Èlako——haka£
rakkhita£ khaggahatthehi duppavesam ida£ pura£.
Daharassa yuvino cÈpi Ègamo ca na vijjati61

To this fortified city, dug with moats, approach is hard, 
While its trenches and its towers hand and sword unite to guard, 
Not the young and not the mighty entrance here can lightly gain.62

The commonest king (perhaps only a title for the kings ruling from here), Brahmadatta, lived in a palace
which had at least two storeys.  He was rich, wealthy, opulent, of great strength, with many vehicles,63

large territories, full storehouses, and granaries.  Various festivals, especially the night festival of KattÏkÈ64
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were celebrated here with pomp and show and on such occasions BÈrÈ‡asÏ was decorated like a devanagara
and everybody kept a holiday.  Isipatana with its famous Deer Park (MigadÈya) was near here.  BÈrÈ‡asÏ65 66

is mentioned in most of the texts of the PÈli Tipi—aka, though the JÈtakas, which mention it 712 times by
name give it a special status.  RÈjghÈ— situated on the eastern bank of the Ga×gÈ and to the northeast of67

present VÈrÈ‡asÏ, represents the ancient site of BÈrÈ‡asÏ. Due to the limitations of the excavations
conducted here, it is not possible to identify the various localities mentioned in the PÈli literature, lying
either within or outside the settlement. However a good number of small ancient settlements like
ChiurÈpura, UmdÏ, SirsÏ, MatigÈo‡, MurdÈhan, MachiyÈn etc. have been located roughly within a radius
of twelve to twenty-two kms from the RÈjaghÈ— mound.68

3.1.9 Bhaddiya/Bhaddiyanagara
This nagara was in the A×ga Kingdom.  The Buddha stayed here sometimes at the JÈtiyÈvana.  It was69 70

the residence of Bhaddaji Thera.  The precept forbidding monks to wear sandals was laid down here.71 72

The banker Me‡Çaka belonged to this place.  This city is identified with BhadariyÈ eight miles south of73

BhÈgalpur.  This settlement appears to have been in existence from the Buddha’s time till at least the74

Third Council.75

3.1.10 Bharukaccha/BhÈrukaccha
This pattana/ pattanagÈma was va‡ijjÈ (trading centre) in Bharu country where people went for trade.76

Later sources call it a nagara.  Merchants went from here by sea to Suva‡‡abhÊmi.  Bharukaccha is the77 78

modern BhÈruch in GujarÈt. B‚ghukaccha is the Sanskrit rendering which means šhigh coast land› and
the city is exactly situated on a high coast land. The fame, prosperity, and wealth of Bharukaccha were
due almost entirely to its extensive maritime commerce and strategic location, providing an outlet for the
settlements of both the Deccan and northern India. The references appear to be not earlier than the
Mauryan period. 

3.1.11 BhogagÈmanagara/Bhoganagara/BhogagÈma
This settlement was in the VajjÏ country.  The Buddha visited this place at least thrice and stayed at the79

¶nanda-cetiya,  a pre-Buddhist shrine belonging to a yakkha, but later converted into a Buddhist vihÈra.80 81

From here the Buddha went to PÈvÈ.  This place lay between PÈvÈ and VesÈlÏ and was one of the places82
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passed by BÈvarÏ’s disciples on their way to RÈjagaha.  This settlement may be identified with the modern83

city of Bho×gÈo× or BhogÈo× in Uttar Pradesh. According to a local tradition, it was founded by a
mythical king called BhÏma who was cured of leprosy by bathing in a pond here.  The references to this84

place are linked to the Buddha and his prominent contemporaries. The use of three hierarchical names,
i.e., gÈma, gÈmanagara and nagara points towards it having attained an urban status around the time of
the Buddha. 

3.1.12 CampÈ/CampÈpuri/CampÈvatÏ
This settlement variously known as CampÈpuri, CampÈnagara, CampÈmÈlinÏ, CampÈvatÏ etc. was founded
by MahÈgovinda.  According to a commentary, CampÈ took its name from the fact that it abounded in85

large campaka trees.  It was the rÈjadhÈnÏya nagara of A×ga and was situated on the eastern bank of the86

river CampÈ.  It was one of the six mahÈnagaras at the Buddha’s time.  It was known for its beautiful87 88

lake called the GaggarÈ  and was šfull of life (sattussada), grassland, woodland, water and corn.›  A89 90

brÈhma‡a called So‡ada‡Ça was granted a royal fief in CampÈ.  CampÈ lay at a distance of sixty yojanas91

from MithilÈ.  The JÈtakas refer to the gates, watchtowers, and walls (dvÈra——ÈlakapÈkÈre) of CampÈ.92 93

The Buddha’s bathing-robe (udaka-sÈ—ikÈ) was deposited here after his death.  CampÈ was an important94

centre of trade from where merchants are said to have travelled to Suva‡‡abhÊmi for trade purposes.95

Various regulations regarding the validity and invalidity of different formal acts of the Sa£gha were laid
down at CampÈ.  Various suttas like the So‡ada‡Ça,  Dasuttara,  Kandaraka,  and the KÈra‡Çava96 97 98 99 100

were preached at CampÈ. CampÈ is identified with CampÈnagar situated about twenty-four miles from
BhÈgalpur.  The references to CampÈ range from the Buddha’s time to the post-Mauryan period. 101

3.1.13 Dantapura
This nagara was the rÈjadhÈnÏ of Kali×ga country.  Kings called Sattabhu,  Kali×ga,  NaÄikÏra,  and102 103 104 105

Kara‡du  reigned from Dantapura. This settlement has been variously identified with RÈjamahendrÏ106
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(RÈjÈhmundry) on the GodÈvarÏ in ¶ndhra Pradesh, PurÏ in OrissÈ and modern Dantan on the KasÈi river
near MidnÈpur.  But it is perhaps represented by the ruins of the fort of Dantapura situated on the107

southern bank of the river Vi£sadhara, three miles from ChikÈkol.  This identification is favoured by108

the similarities of name and geographical location. The references to Dantapura appear to be Mauryan and
post-Mauryan. 

3.1.14 Devadaha
It was a nigama of the SÈkyans.  According to a commentary, originally it was the name of a lake.109 110

LumbinÏvana was near here, where Gautama Buddha was born.  The Buddha’s mother, PajÈpatÏgotamÏ111

was born at Devadaha.  The Buddha stayed here on many occasions. Vost identified Devadaha with the112

high ground extending east to west for about 400 metres and about 200 metres north to south (about twenty
acres) and situated about a mile north of Pararia village about seven miles east of PiprahwÈ,  LumbinÏ113

is now identified with Rummindei, 2 miles north of BhagwÈnpur within the Nepalese border. The
settlement due to its strong association with the Buddha, appears to have been in existence in pre-Mauryan
days. 

3.1.15 Dha¤¤avatÏ 
This was the nagara where NÈrada Buddha was born in Dhana¤jayÈrÈma at the house of Sudeva and
AnomÈ.  This settlement also existed at the time of VipassÏ Buddha  and may perhaps be identified with114 115

the modern village of DhannagÈo× in GayÈ district. Dha¤¤avatÏ, which is mentioned only in the
Buddhava£sa and the ApadÈna, appears to be post-Mauryan. 

3.1.16 DvÈravatÏ/DvÈraka
This nagara with a mountain on one side and sea on the other, was the rÈjadhÈnÏ of king Sivi.  This city116

existed at the time of Siddhattha Buddha.  According to the Petavatthu it was a city of Kamboja.  The117 118

JÈtakas  point out that ten brothers including VÈsudeva, Baladeva, Ajjuna, and others, who were119

notorious highway robbers, the sons of Andhakave‡hudÈsa and nephews of Ka£sa, desired to conquer the
whole of India. After conquering AyodhyÈ, they proceeded to DvÈravatÏ, which had the sea on one side
and mountains on the other. This city had four gates.  At first they failed to take it, but afterwards they120

succeeded with the help of Ka‡hadÏpÈyana. They lived in the city after dividing it into ten parts.
VÈsudeva’s son by a ca‡ÇÈla woman reigned here. The city later perished.  Modern DvÈrkÈ is situated121

on the western coast of SaurÈsh—ra just where the land juts out more prominently into the sea than
anywhere else on the peninsula. The eleven references to this settlement are related to the famous cult of
Vai–‡avism, which became prominent towards the beginning of the Common Era. 
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3.1.17 Erakaccha
It was a nagara in the Dasa‡‡a Country  where banker DhanapÈlaka had his residence.  IsidÈsÏ, a122 123

goldsmith, was born here as a wealthy craftsman.  The ancient name of ErÈn is given as ‘Airki‡a’ in two124

ErÈn inscriptions,  as ‘Eraki‡a’ in a donative inscription at SÈ¤cÏ,  as ‘Airiki‡a’ in a seal from the125 126

excavations at ErÈn,  and as ‘Erakanya’ on early copper coins.  Thus in all probability Erakaccha was127 128

none other than ErÈn or Airiki‡a/Eraki‡a, situated fifty miles northeast of BhilsÈ and six miles from
BÈmorÈ railway station on the junction of BÏnÈ and ReutÈ, the two tributaries of BetwÈ.

3.1.18 GayÈ
It was a nigama and lay on the high road (addhÈnamagga) between the Bodhi-tree and BÈrÈ‡asÏ.  It was129

three gÈvutas  from the Bodhi-tree and fifteen yojanas from BÈrÈ‡asÏ.  GayÈsÏsa (a hill) was near here130 131 132

where AjÈtasattu is known to have built a vihÈra for Devadatta.  The references to this settlement belong133

to the Buddha’s time. This settlement is represented by TÈrÈÇÏh situated on the bank of LÏlÈjana (ancient
Nera¤jarÈ) near modern GayÈ.

3.1.19 Ha£savatÏ
This nagara was the birth place of Padumuttara Buddha.  The river BhÈgirathÏ flowed by this134

settlement.  It is perhaps represented by the modern town of Ha×swÈ about sixty miles from KorÈ in135

Uttar Pradesh, though no ancient remains have as yet been found here. This settlement is mentioned only
in the ApadÈna (once) and the Buddhava£sa (twice). It seems to have existed in the post-Mauryan period
though the characters associated with it are fictional.

3.1.20 HatthÏpura/HatthÏgÈma
HatthÏpura was a nagara built by the eldest of the five sons of the CetÏ king Upacara/Apacara on the spot
where the king’s son saw a white royal elephant.  It was located in the Vajjian territory.  While on his136 137

way from RÈjagaha to KusinÈrÈ, the Buddha passed through here.  Uggagahapati, a se——hi, declared by138

the Buddha to be the best of those who waited on the Order, came from there.  All the references date139

from the Buddha’s time except one reference from the JÈtakas which possibly is equally early. It is
identified with the modern village of HastinÈpur and the neighboring mounds, twenty-two miles northeast
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of Meerut.  Though now the Ga×gÈ flows about five miles away, in ancient times it flowed by its side. 140

3.1.21 Indapatta/Indapa——ha/Indapattana
This puruttama and nagara located on a mount,  was the rÈjadhÈnÏ of Dhana¤jaya Koravya.  The extent141 142

of this settlement was said to have been seven yojanas  whereas the Kuru kingdom around it extended143

more than 300 yojanas.  It was connected through a straight road to BÈrÈ‡asÏ.  The Buddha’s razor and144 145

needle (vÈsisÊcighara¤ cÈpi) were deposited here after his death.  The JÈtakas tell us that in times past,146

Indapatta was one of the three chief cities of India, the other two being Kekaka and Uttarapa¤cÈla.  It was147

prosperous, fertile, and had gold, elephants, horses, chariots, and infantry in abundance.  Though the148

settlement was situated on a hillock and fortified, still her defenses were so fragile that it could šbe taken
with a very small army.›  Most of the references appear to relate to pre-Buddhist times. The original149

settlement stood on the banks of the YamunÈ between Ko—lÈ of Firoz ShÈh and the tomb of HumÈyÊ¤ in
New Delhi. Here the village of Indraprastha was in existence till recently. Although the river has now
shifted its channel a mile eastward, the former bed can still be traced past the early site. 

3.1.22 Jetuttara/Jetuttarapura
This nagara and puruttama was the rÈjadhÈnÏ of Sivira——ha, where Sivi and Sa¤jaya ruled.  Vessanatara150

was born here in the Vessa street.  From here river KontimÈrÈ was fifteen yojanas, the brÈhma‡a village151

of Du‡‡ivi——ha twenty and the capital of Cetara——ha was thirty yojanas.  Sa¤jaya later built a road from152

Jetuttara to Va¤kagiri, a mountain in the HimÈlaya.  The JÈtakas point out that Va¤kagiri was thirty153

yojanas from the Cetara——ha and sixty from Jetuttara, the way passing through Suva‡‡agiritÈla over the
river KontimÈrÈ, through Ara¤jaragiri, Dunnivi——ha northwards beyond GandhamÈdana over mount Vepula
(near RÈjagaha), across the KetumatÏ river through mount NÈlika and the lake Mucalinda.  It appears154

from this that Vessantara went towards the northeast instead of northwest as is generally believed.
Cunningham tended to identify Jetuttara with Jaipur especially because Jaipur was spelt as Jetur/ Jaytur
in medieval times.  Not only does NÈgarÏ appear to be favoured by the various distances as against155

Jaipur, but the seven copper coins (found nowhere else) with the legend MajhÈmikÈya s(i)bijanapadasa
prove beyond reasonable doubt that NÈgarÏ situated about seventeen kms north of Chittorgarh in RÈjasthÈn
is the ancient Jetuttara.  It is difficult to date the references to this settlement in the absence of historical156

knowledge on the personalities related to this settlement. 

3.1.23 Kaja×gala/Kaja×galÈ/Ja×galÈ
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This settlement mentioned as a nagara and a janapada (city-state?), formed the eastern boundary of
Majjhimadesa.  At the Buddha’s time it was a prosperous place where provisions could easily be157

obtained.  There was an old vihÈra here.  The Buddha is said to have stayed in VeÄuvana  and158 159 160

Mukheluvana  at Kaja×gala. This settlement is identified with Ka×kjol located eighteen miles to the south161

of RÈjmahal in Bihar.  The references to this settlement belong to the Buddha’s time.162

3.1.24 KammÈsadamma/KammÈssadhamma
This settlement was nigama of the Kurus  and was located near a forest thicket (vanasa‡Ça).  The163 164

JÈtakas mention two places of the same name, CÊÄakammÈsadamma and MahÈkammÈsadamma
respectively, to distinguish one from the other. MahÈkammÈsadamma, which was evidently the original
place, was founded on the spot where the man-eater (porisÈda) of the MahÈsutasoma JÈtaka was tamed165

while CÊÄakammÈsadamma was the name given to the place where Jayaddisa showed this powers by his
spiritual victory over the ogre in the Jayaddisa JÈtaka.  Several suttas including the MahÈnidÈna,  the166 167

MahÈsatipa——hÈna,  the MÈgandiya,  and the ¶na¤jasappÈya  were preached by the Buddha here. The168 169 170

JÈtakas relate the story of its growth from a gÈma into a nigama. The Bodhisatta šhad a vast lake
constructed near the Banyan tree and transported thither many families and founded a village. It grew into
a big place supplied with 80,000 shops. And starting from the farthest limits of its branches, he levelled
the ground about the roots of the tree and surrounded it with a balustrade (vedikÈ) finished with arches and
gates and the spirit of the tree was propitiated. And owing to the fact of the village having been settled on
the spot where the ogre was converted, the place grew into the nigama of KammÈsadamma.›  As the171

Deer Park, MigÈcira, is mentioned near both Indapatta and Thullako——hika,  it must have been a satellite172

nigama of Indapatta, in all probability being the present-day settlement of KamÈspur located on the
outskirts of the union territory of Delhi near the 20  mile on the G.T. Karnal Road in Sonepat district ofth

Haryana.  This settlement is reported to have yielded archaeological remains from early historic173

period.174

3.1.25 Kampilla/Kampillaka/Kampilliya/KappilÈ
This puruttama  and nagara was in Uttarapa¤cÈla and possibly its rÈjadhÈnÏ.  Dummukha and175 176
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AlÏnasatta were once its kings.  Sometimes Kampilla is spoken of as a country (ra——ha) with its capital177

at Uttarapa¤cÈla.  It was a rich and prosperous city.  We are told that a highly artistic tunnel (ummagga)178 179

was dug out from the bank of the Ga×gÈ to the royal palace at Kampilya. The entrance to the tunnel was
provided with a door fitted with some kind of machinery. It was built up with bricks and worked with
stucco. There were many chambers and lamp-cells inside and it was well decorated.  This city is180

identified with modern Kampil in FÈrukhÈbÈd district of Uttar Pradesh.  If one were to believe the181

PurÈ‡as and the MahÈbhÈrata, Ahichchhtra and Kampilya were contemporary and slightly younger than
HastinÈpura. Except the JÈtakas other texts are silent about this settlement and the references to it appear
to have been composed in post-Mauryan days, but perhaps relate very old incidents. 

3.1.26 Ka‡‡akujja
It was the nagara which was amongst the places passed by the Buddha on his way from Vera¤jÈ to
BÈrÈ‡asÏ, the route passing through Soreyya, Sa£kassa, Ka‡‡akujja, PayÈgatittha, across the Ga×gÈ, to
BÈrÈ‡asÏ.  It may have been the very road followed by Revata while going from Sa£kassa to SahajÈti182

via Ka‡‡akujja, Udumbara and AggaÄapura.  According to a commentary, the settlement had gates,183 184

i.e., it must have been fortified. Ka‡‡akujja is identified with the ruins close to modern Kanauj in Uttar
Pradesh. The only six references to this settlement belong to the Buddha’s time, though the report of its
fortification is available only from Buddhadatta. 

3.1.27 Kapilavatthu/Kapilapura/Kapilanagara
It was a nagara near the HimÈlayas from where the SÈkyans ruled.  According to later sources,185

Kapilavatthu, which was founded by the sons of OkkÈka on the site of the hermitage of sage Kapila, had
seven eighteen-cubit high walls.  Rohi‡Ï flowed close to Kapilavatthu and formed a boundary between186

the SÈkyans and the KoÄiyans.  The MahÈvana was situated close to Kapilavatthu.  The LumbinÏvana,187 188

where the Buddha was born, was near this settlement and was located between Kapilavatthu and
Devadaha.  Here a Conference/Mote Hall (santhÈgÈra£) with grand seats, was inaugurated by the189

Buddha.  Perhaps there was one already in existence of a similar kind called SanthÈgÈrasÈlÈ, in which190

judicial, administrative, and other matters of the city were discussed.  ViÇÊÇabha was received by the191

SÈkyans here.  ViÇÊÇabha ransacked this city to take revenge on the SÈkyans who had insulted him and192

his mother.  The NigrodhÈrÈma near here was the Buddha’s favourite resort  and KÈÄa-Khemaka built193 194
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a cell for the Buddha here.  After the Buddha’s death, the SÈkyans received their share of the mortal195

remains of the Buddha and built a stÊpa over them at Kapilavatthu.  The Buddha’s bedspread196

(paccatthara‡a) was deposited here after his death.  From Kapilavatthu lay a direct road to VesÈlÏ  and197 198

the road taken by BÈvarÏ’s disciples from AÄaka to SÈvatthÏ also passed through here.  It is important to199

note that in spite of the lofty accounts of this settlement given in the texts, it may not have been a big
settlement. ¶nanda does not mention Kapilavatthu as one of the mahÈnagaras.  A great deal of200

exaggeration seems to have worked in the accounts due to its strong association with the Buddha. While
some trade at Kapilavatthu cannot be ruled out, it is doubtful if the city comparted with SÈvatthÏ and UjjenÏ
or even RÈjagaha in commercial importance.

Initially some scholars identified the modern village of PiprahwÈ with Kapilavatthu,  while201

others, including Rhys Davids, said that there were two cities, one ancient called TilaurÈko— and the other
modern, founded after ViÇÊÇabha’s conquest. But most scholars do not accept this two-city theory.  Now202

the choice lies between TilaurÈko— and PiprahwÈ-GanwÈrÏÈ. Besides highly deplorable political string
pulling, many events and activities have affected the decision one way or the other. Topographic
correspondences of the located spot with Xuanzang’s description of Kapilavatthu led Mukherjee to identify
TilaurÈko— as the place of birth of the Buddha. In the same year (1898) Peppè laid a trench into a stÊpa
mound at PiprahwÈ. He found a stone coffer with a number of vessels and four caskets, among them the
famous PiprahwÈ vase, the inscription of which provoked heated controversies. The inscription reads:
sukiti bhatina£ sa-bhaginikana£ sa-puta dalana£ iya£ salila-nidhane Budhasa bhagavate SakiyÈna£.203

Most scholars now doubt that the PiprahwÈ casket inscription refers to the SÈkyans. In fact it only
mentions the Buddha, Lord of the SÈkyans (bhagavate sakyÈna£).  As the signs for long medial vowels204

are absent and šthe style of writing is poor and there is nothing in it that speaks of the hands of the A„okan
scribes... the inscription may be confidently dated to the earlier half of the second century  BC.›  This205

is the earliest possible date at all for the PiprahwÈ vase. The material and the shape of the reliquaries also
deserve attention. One must note that stone vessels in such developed ceramic form were produced in the
second century BCE at the earliest. In 1972-73 K.M. Srivastava unearthed more than thirty terracotta
sealings here, picked up from different levels and spots, with the legend Kapilavastu.  In 1974 the206

monastery yielded more sealings in Ku–È‡a type letters and a lid of a pot carrying the same inscription as
the majority of the sealings.  But the major question arises, should one really rely on the testimony of207

Srivastava? On Srivastava’s own admission,  a holyman played a godly role in the discovery.  The208 209

objections of the Nepalese Government and scepticism of most scholars, therefore, to accepting PiprahwÈ
as the ancient Kapilavatthu are understandable. Till the issue is further resolved TilaurÈko— may tentatively
be taken as the site representing ancient Kapilavatthu.
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3.1.28 KÈvÏra/KÈvÏrapa——ana 
It was a pattana in the DamiÄa country.  According to a commentary, SumanÈ, the wife of Laku‡—aka-210

Atimbara  was born in the house of a mariner at KÈvÏra.  Akkiti lived near this settlement in a park.211 212 213

This settlement is represented by the modern seaport of KÈveripa—nam in TamilnÈÇu. At present it is a
mere fishermen’s hamlet located at the mouth of the river KÈverÏ. The references to this settlement are
post-Mauryan. 

3.1.29 Kekaka/Kekaya
It was a nagara and rÈjadhÈnÏ regarded by the JÈtakas as one of the three chief cities of India in past-
times, the other two being Uttarapa¤cÈla and Indapatta.  We are told that this city was prosperous, fertile,214

and had gold, elephants, horses, chariots, and infantry in abundance.  Despite the fact that it was situated215

on a mount and was fortified, its defenses were not strong as it could šbe taken with a small army.›216

This city must have been situated in the kingdom of Kekaya lying between the BiÈs and the Jhelum, from
where Kakeyi of the RÈmÈy‡a came. Cunningham identified the capital of the Kekeyadesa with Girijak
or JalÈlpur situated on the right bank of the Jhelum.  The remains of ancient walls are still found and217

coins found among the ruins date back to the Graeco-Bactrian kings.  Both the references to this218

settlement appear to refer to pre-Buddhist times. 

3.1.30 Kesaputta
It was a nigama of the Kosalans and the residence of the KÈÄÈmas, who were republican people.  The219

Buddha once stayed there and preached the Kesaputtiya Sutta.  The KÈÄÈmas may be located to the south220

of the Mallas, below the river GhÈgrÈ to the north of the Ga×gÈ and northeast of BÈrÈ‡asÏ  as such a221

location is consistent with Kesaputta being in Kosala.  It would place them just on the borders of the222

other republican communities, which seem to have occupied a large territory, bounded on the west by the
directly governed part of the Kosalan kingdom. The only reference to this settlement appears to be pre-
Mauryan. The mound of KesarÏyÈ, situated thirty miles north-north-west from BasÈrh, consisting of the
ruins of an establishment including an imposing brick stÊpa and the remains of a monastery,  perhaps223

represents ancient Kesaputta.

3.1.31 KhemavatÏ/Khema/Khemaka
It was the nagara from where Khema and Janasandha ruled.  It was the birth place of Tissa  and224 225

Kakusandha  Buddhas. Carlleyle identified it with the ruins near the modern village of KhemarÈjpur and226
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the neighboring villages of PÈer and Asojpur, situated in the BastÏ district of Uttar Pradesh.  Situated227

eleven miles to the northeast from the nearest part of the river lies AyodhyÈ. One large mound of ruins
apparently represents the remains of a stÊpa.  The references to this place possibly composed in the post-228

Mauryan period, are related to unidentified or fictional personalities. 

3.1.32 KoÄiyanagara/KoÄanagara
It was a nagara in the KoÄiyan state.  In the Ku‡Èla JÈtaka we are told that the KoÄiyans and the SÈkyans229

fought over the rights to the waters of the Rohi‡Ï, which irrigated the fields on both sides. A bloody feud
was averted by the Buddha. This time the Buddha stayed alternately in Kapilavatthu and KoÄiyanagara,
between which the river flowed.  In all probability it was the present site of KorÈo× ÒÏh, which is230

situated about eighteen miles to the east of BastÏ and on the right side of the river RÈptÏ.  The references231

to this settlement belong to the Buddha’s time.

3.1.33 KosambÏ 
KosambÏ was a well-known rÈjadhÈnÏ of the Vatsas/Va£sas  and was one of the six mahÈnagaras of232

India at the Buddha’s time.  BÈlakalo‡akÈragÈma and the PÈcÏnava£samigadÈya were in the233

neighbourhood of KosambÏ.  Here the Buddha promulgated the law forbidding the monks to use234

intoxicants.  It was also the most important entrepöt for both human and goods traffic coming to Kosala235

and Magadha from the south and the west.  The usual route from RÈjagaha to KosambÏ was up the236

river,  though there was a land route as well passing through Anupiya and KosambÏ to RÈjagaha.  The237 238

route from MÈhissatÏ to RÈjagaha passed through UjjenÏ, Gonaddha, VedisÈ, Vanasa, KosambÏ, SÈketa,
SÈvatthÏ, SetavyÈ, Kapilavatthu, KusinÈrÈ, PÈvÈ, Bhoganagara, and VesÈlÏ.  The GhositÈrÈma, the239

BadarikÈrÈma, the Kukku—ÈrÈma, and the PÈvÈrikÈmbavana were the four main establishments of the
Sa£gha here.  By the river near KosambÏ was Udena’s park, the Udakavana.  The Si£sapÈvana was240 241

also in KosambÏ.  Here the recalcitrant monks brought about great dissension among themselves because242

one of them had left in a vessel the surplus water for rinsing the mouth. When recalcitrant monks refused
to heed the advice of the Buddha, the latter left the place in disgust and retired to the PÈrileyyaka forest.243

A„oka’s schism edict here also points to an impending split. KosambÏ was obviously a storm-centre of
monastic disputes. KosambÏ is mentioned as situated on the bank of the Ga×gÈ (Ga×gÈya nadiyÈ tÏre) in
the Sa£yutta NikÈya,  but this appears to be an error. In modern times this city is represented by the244

village of Kosam situated on the right bank of the YamunÈ about forty kms to the southwest of
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AllÈhÈbÈd.  GhositÈrÈma has also been identified as consisting of a courtyard with room on the interior245

and a large stÊpa in the courtyard. 

3.1.34 Kukku—a/Kukku—avatÏ
Kukku—avatÏ was the rÈjadhÈnÏ of MahÈkappina.  But the commentaries point out that the kingdom of246

MahÈkappina was 300 yojanas in extent and they call it a paccantima£-nagara (frontier town).  This247

settlement appears to have been fortified as MahÈkappina is said to have sent men from its four gates to
look for learned men.  MahÈkappina had matrimonial relation with Madda through his wife AnojÈ of248

SÈgala.  There were three rivers which had to be crossed on the way from Kukku—a to SÈvatthÏ which249

were the AravacchÈ, the NÏlavÈhanÈ, and the CandabhÈgÈ, the AravacchÈ being closest to Kukku—a.  As250

CandabhÈgÈ is identified with ChenÈb  in northwestern India, Kukku—a has to be located somewhere in251

the NWF Province of Pakistan. We are told that Kukku—a was 120 yojanas (about 900 miles)  from252

SÈvatthÏ  and a trade route existed between the two settlements on which merchants travelled on foot.253 254

Tentatively, it may perhaps be identified with the frontier town of PeshÈwar because not only does the
distance favour this location, but PeshÈwar is also known for its strong association with Buddhism. 

3.1.35 KumbhavatÏ
It was a nagara in Kali×ga, from where Da‡ÇakÏ ruled.  Kisavaccha lived in the park near here.  The255 256

forest called Da‡ÇakÈra¤¤a overgrew Kali×ga when it was laid waste because of the wickedness of king
Da‡ÇakÏ.  As this forest was on the banks of the river GodÈvarÏ and comprised all the forest from257

Bundelkha‡Ça to the river Krish‡È,  KumbhavatÏ may be located anywhere within this area. The258

MahÈvastu mentions Govaradhana as the capital of Da‡ÇakÏ.  This means that KumbhavatÏ was the same259

as Govaradhana, which in turn has been identified with NÈsik.  The references to this settlement are260

difficult to date as Da‡ÇakÏ’s historicity is not known. 

3.1.36 Kuraraghara/Kulaghara/Kusaghara
It was a nigama in Avanti adjoining the PapÈtapabbata/ KuraragharapapÈta.  So‡a Ko—ika‡‡a  and MahÈ-261 262

KaccÈna  are said to have lived here. The Buddha’s lower robe was deposited here after this death.  G.263 264

Bñhler identified this place with a site of considerable size known as ‘Kurawar’ located about 100 km west
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of SÈnchÏ at 23E 38N N. Lat. and 77E 05N E. Long.265

3.1.37 KusinÈrÈ
KusinÈrÈ appears to have been the capital of one of the two groups of Mallas, while the others had their
capital at PÈvÈ.  When the Buddha died, KusinÈrÈ is said to have been a small branch township with266

wattle-and-daub houses in the midst of a jungle (kuÇÇa-ujjangala-sÈkha nagaraka).  But in ancient times267

KusinÈrÈ is said to have been 12x7 yojanas in area with seven ramparts, four gates, and seven ÈrÈmas of
palm trees.  It lay on the high road (addhÈnamagga) from AÄaka to RÈjagaha, the road taken by BÈvarÏ’s268

disciples.  Between KusinÈrÈ and PÈvÈ about three gÈvutas from the former, flowed the Kaku——ha river269

on whose banks was the Ambavana; between Kaku——ha river and KusinÈrÈ was the Upavattana (the
SÈlavana of the Mallas), and beyond the Kaku——ha flowed the Hira¤¤avatÏ.  The city had various gates,270 271

i.e., some sort of fortification. To the east of the city was Maku—abandhana, the shrine of the Mallas,
where the Buddha’s body was cremated.  At the scene of the Buddha’s death, KusinÈrÈ became one of272

the four holy places declared by the Buddha to be right places for pilgrimage for the pious, the other three
being Kapilavatthu, Isipatana, and BodhagayÈ.  One-eight of the Buddha’s relics was deposited in a cairn273

at KusinÈrÈ and honoured by the Mallas.  Various forests known as Balihara‡avana, SÈlavana were in274

the neighbourhood of this city.  It was identified by A. Cunningham with KasÏa (the ruins locally known275

as MÈta-KuÈr-kÈ-Ko—) at the junction of RÈptÏ and the smaller Ga‡Çaka, thirty-four miles east of
Gorakhpur, on the basis of a hint provided by H.H. Wilson.  Its position was confirmed with the finds276

of a colossal reclining statue of the Buddha, which corresponded closely with Xuanzang’s description of
a similar statue at KusinÈrÈ as well as a copper plate which bore the inscription: šnirvÈna caitya tÈmra
pa——a iti.›277

3.1.38 MacchikÈsa‡Ça 
It was a nigama in KÈsi kingdom.  Sudhamma Thera and Citta had their residences here.  It contained278 279

the AmbÈ—akavana, where Citta built a vihÈra and presented it through MahÈnÈma Thera to the Order of
the Buddha. Later it became the abode of a large number of Bhikkhus.  Behind the AmbÈ—akavana was280

Migapathaka, a tributary village of Citta.  This place was visited by MahÈnÈma, SÈriputta, MoggallÈna,281

Acela Kassapa, UpÈli, ¶nanda, RÈhula, Anuruddha, MahÈkaccÈna, MahÈko——hita, MahÈcunda, and
MahÈkappina.  The place was perhaps the centre of the Niga‡—has, because Niga‡—ha NÈtaputta is said282
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to have gone there with a large following.  It was thirty yojanas from SÈvatthÏ.  This settlement may283 284

be identified with MasÈo×/ MasÈwÈ×-ÒÏh, situated about a mile north of ZahÊrganj in GhÈzipur district.
This place is known to have had ancient links.  The references to this place appear to belong to the285

Buddha’s time as all the figures associated with this settlement, especially MahÈnÈma Thera, who was one
of the šunknown confounders of Buddhism,›  were contemporaries of the Buddha. 286

3.1.39 MadhurÈ/Madhura/Uttaramadhura
This nagara situated on the YamunÈ was the rÈjadhÈnÏ of SÊrasena, MahÈsÈgara, SÈgara, and
Avantiputta.  The Gha—a JÈtaka confirms the brÈhma‡ical tradition as to the association of VÈsudeva’s287

family with MadhurÈ.  Avantiputta, as the name shows, appears to have been related to the UjjenÏ royal288

family and ruled at MadhurÈ after the death of BimbisÈra.  MadhurÈ was visited by the Buddha, but there289

is no record of his having stayed here. He viewed the city with a distinct dislike for its dust, uneven
ground, too many dogs, bestial yakkahas, and shortage of alms.  Near this city was situated the grove290

known as GundÈvana/GunnÈvana.  It was connected to Vera¤jÈ/Vera¤ji through a high road291

(addhÈnamagga).  Most of the references to this settlement appear to belong to the Buddha’s time.292

MadhurÈ is represented by various mounds in and around the modern city of MathurÈ.

3.1.40 MÈhissatÏ
It was a nagara in the Buddha’s days, mentioned as lying on the route from BÈvarÏ’s hermitage to
SÈvatthÏ.  The DÏgha NikÈya mentions it as rÈjadhÈnÏ of Avanti and as having been founded at the same293

time as CampÈ.  In all likelihood ancient Avanti was divided into two parts, the northern part having its294

capital at UjjenÏ  and the southern part (Avanti Dakkhi‡Èpatha) at MÈhissatÏ.  This city was initially295 296

identified with MÈ‡ÇlÈ  and O£kÈre„avara MandhÈtÈ, an island in the river NarmadÈ in the east of NimÈr297

district of Madhya Pradesh.  But now it has been satisfactorily identified, on the basis of a coin bearing298

the word mahisati found here  with Maheshwar or Mahesh, situated on the right (northern) bank of the299

NarmadÈ forty miles to the south of Indore.300

3.1.41 MithilÈ
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This puruttama  and nagara was the rÈjadhÈhÏ of Videha.  This settlement was said to have been very301 302

ancient and was founded by MahÈgovinda, steward of king Re‡u. King MakhÈdeva once ruled here and
his mango grove was known as MakhÈdevambavana.  Various other kings who ruled from here were303

A×gati,  Ari——hajanaka,  Nimi,  Videha/Vedeha,  MahÈjanaka,  SÈdhÏna,  and SurucÏ.  The extent304 305 306 307 308 309 310

(circumference? ) of MithilÈ is generally given as seven yojanas.  A king dug three moats around it, a311

water-moat, a mud-moat, and a dry-moat.  According to a long verse in the JÈtakas, MithilÈ was312

spacious and splendid (visÈla£ sabbatopabha£), divided into well-measured blocks (vibhatta£ bhÈgaso
mita£), having many walls and gates (bahupÈkÈratora‡a£), strong towers and palaces
(dalhama——Èlakotthaka£), intersected by big roads (suvibhatta£ mahÈpatha£), laid out with shops at
regular intervals (suvibhattanatarÈpa‡a£) thick with traffic of carts and chariots (gavÈssarathapÏÄita£),313

beautiful with parks and gardens (ÈrÈmavanamÈlini£). This settlement had four gates  and all the four314

gates had a nigama outside it, each of which was known by the name of Yavamajjhaka.  Here the315

Buddha’s fire-stick (ara‡Ï) was deposited after his death.  There was a sixty-yojana long road leading316

from CampÈ to MithilÈ.  MithilÈ has been identified with Janakapura, a small town within in the317

Nepalese border.  318

3.1.42 Nagara
It was a pura, nagara, and rÈjadhÈnÏ of the Maddas.  The ancient site of this settlement lies at NÈgar319

on the left bank of BiÈs, fourteen miles north of SultÈnpur in HimÈchal Pradesh.320

3.1.43 NÈlandÈ
This nagara was visited by the Buddha many times and he stayed there in the PÈvÈrikambavana.  The321

road from RÈjagaha to NÈlandÈ passed through Ambala——hikÈ  and from NÈlandÈ it went on to322

PÈ—aligÈma.  Between RÈjagaha and NÈlandÈ was situated the Bahuputta-Cetiya.  Buddhaghosa gave the323 324
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distance between NÈlandÈ and RÈjagaha as one yojana.  In the Buddha’s time, NÈlandÈ was already an325

influential, wealthy, and prosperous city, which was crowded and thickly populated.  In the Sa£yutta326

NikÈya, we are told that there was a severe famine in this city during the Buddha’s days.  About seven327

miles to the southwest of BihÈra SharÏf and about the same distance north-north-west of RÈjagÏr lie the
modern villages of BarhÈgÈo×, Begampur, JagdÏshpur, Muzaffarpur, and Kapa—yÈ which surround a very
ancient site, more than 2x1 square miles in area, dotted with numerous tanks and high mounds, and strewn
over with innumerable carvings and sculptures, and brick ruins of buildings. Cunningham identified this
site with NÈlandÈ when he found two inscriptions mentioning it by name.328

3.1.44 Na×garaka/Nagaraka/Nangara£ka
It was a SÈkyan nigama and was situated at a distance of three yojanas from MedataÄumpa.  The Buddha329

once stayed here  and from here Pasenadi along with DÏgha-KÈrÈya‡a paid his last visit to the Buddha.330 331

This settlement is identified with the town of Nagara or NagarakhÈs which is situated on the eastern bank
of the Chando TÈl, near a large stream named KohÈna, a tributary of the RÈptÏ.  The references to this332

settlement appear to belong to the Buddha’s time.

3.1.45 Pa‡‡akata/Pa‡‡akaÇa
It was a nagara in EsikÈ country.  In all probability it was the same as PalakkaÇa/PalÈka—a, which occurs333

as the name of the capital of the Pallavas in Uruvupalli Grant of Si£havarman and in ChÊrÈ Grant of
Vi–‡ugopavarman  and which in turn has been identified with PÈlghÈ— in Kerala.  It is located in the gap334 335

in the Western GhÈ—s to which it gives its name, and its position as key to the west coast has always made
it a place of importance both strategically and commercially. The fort here is said to have existed from
very early times, though no dates are available on it. The reference to this settlement is post-Mauryan. 

3.1.46 PÈ—aliputta/PÈ—aligÈma/PÈ—aliputtanagara
This settlement referred to as gÈma, nagara, rÈjadhÈnÏ and pu—abhedana£ was in Magadha state and the
moden city of Pa—nÈ stands on its ancient site. Shortly before his death, when the Buddha visited
PÈ—aliputta, he saw two ministers of AjÈtasattu, SunÏdha and VassakÈra, engaged in building fortifications
to defend PÈ—aliputta against a possible attack by the Vajjians (PÈ—aligÈme nagara£ mÈpenti VajjÏna£
pa—ibÈhÈyÈ).  The Buddha prophesied the greatness of PÈ—aligÈma as an agganagara£ (a leading city)336

as long as there is trading (yÈvatÈ va‡ippatho ida£).  The Buddha also mentioned the danger of its337

destruction by fire, water, or internal discord (PÈ—aliputtassa kho...tayo antarÈya bhavissanti aggito vÈ
udakato vÈ mithubhedato vÈ ’ti).  The gate by which the Buddha left PÈ—alig—ma was called GotamadvÈra338

and the ferry at which he crossed the river was called Gotamatittha.  Near PÈ—aliputta was the339
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Kukku—ÈrÈma, where the monks stayed when they came to PÈ—aliputta.  When NÈrada was living in the340

Kukku—ÈrÈma at PÈ—aliputta, king Mu‡Ça, whose wife and treasure were called BhaddÈ and Piyaka, ruled
from here.  The Buddha’s water-pot (karaka/kara‡a) and girdle (kÈya-bandhana£) were deposited here341

after his death.  After the death of the Buddha, brÈhma‡a Gho—amukha at the suggestion of Udena had342

an upa——hÈnasÈlÈ£ (assembly hall), called Gho—amukhi, built for the Order.  Another building called343

ÈvasathÈgÈra£ (mote-hall), which had private rooms (su¤¤ÈgÈra), walls (bhitti£), and pillars (thambha£),
was built here by the people themselves.  According to a commentary, this hall was constructed by the344

people to avoid harassment caused by the officials of AjÈtasattu and the LicchavÏ princes, who came here
from time to time and drove the people from their homes and occupied them. The Buddha came here on
the day of its completion and stayed in it for the night.  According to Megasthenes, PÈ—aliputta had a345

ditch in front for defence and for receiving the sewage of the city. The ditch which encompassed it all
round was 600 feet in breadth and thirty cubits in depth, and the wall was crowned with 570 towers and
had sixty-four gates.  346

It is worth noticing that the name of this settlement does not appear in the list of six
mahÈnagaras.  This suggests that during the days of the Buddha this settlement did not enjoy much347

prominence. Actually nearer his death, the Buddha saw this place making a beginning towards its later
days of glory. As mentioned above, this was the incidence of its being fortified. It may be important to
notice that this settlement is mentioned with both the names viz. PÈ—aligÈma and PÈ—aliputta in the same
suttanta.  It appears there were two settlements next to each other, one called gÈma and the other putta.348

With the passage of time the former must have been assimilated by the latter when it grew in size. It
appears the Buddha’s age saw this settlement grow big enough to be considered a mahÈnagara. Some
scholars  incorrectly assume that the portion of our textual material dealing with the Buddha’s prophecy349

of this settlement becoming a leading city shows the šbenefit of hindsight›  and hence the špossibility350

of the notice of the event’s late insertion into the text.›  But this does not appear to be true. Accepting351

the new date of the Buddha which reduces the gap between the age of the Buddha and Candragupta Maurya
to only about seventy years, we must accept the fact that the incidence of its fortification work does not
appear far removed from the age of the Buddha. It must have considerably developed in size and stature
before the Mauryas chose it as their capital and they were not the first to choose it as their capital. 

This settlement is the only place which is mentioned as a pu—abhedana£ in the PÈli Tipi—aka.352

Following the PED, Horner feels that PÈ—aliputta was called so šbecause on the day of its foundation
several pÈ—ali-shoots sprouted forth from the ground.›  In the Dialogues of the Buddha it is translated353

as ša centre for interchange of all kinds of wares,›  whereas the Minor Anthologies  have it as šthe354 355

place where men shall open up their bales of merchandise.› A similar term (nÈnÈ-pu—abhedana£) has been
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used in the Milindapa¤ha for SÈgala which appears to mean šthe distribution-centre of parcels of
merchandise of many kinds.› T.W. Rhys Davids explains it in a note to mean ša town at the confluence
or bend of a river.›  Thus, it appears that pu—abhedana£ was an interior-port, which was based at the356

bend or confluence of a river and was of commercial nature at least in its initial stages of growth. Perhaps
it was its commercial importance that gave PÈ—aliputta an edge over RÈjagaha in becoming the headquarters
of many ruling dynasties. However, the precise time of this place becoming a capital may not be possible
to fix as yet. Xuanzang seems to record that KÈÄÈsoka was the one who made this place as his capital,357

whereas according to the Jains, UdayÏ, son of AjÈtasattu, made it his capital first of all.  The latter358

tradition appears to be correct as Mu‡Ça is known to have ruled at PÈ—aliputta.  359

3.1.47 Pati——hÈna
This nagara was the rÈjadhÈnÏ of AÄaka/MuÄaka and was the first place to be passed by BÈvarÏ’s disciples
on their way to SÈvatthÏ.  It is also mentioned as the capital of Assakara——ha and king Assaka.  This360 361

settlement had a gate and some sort of fortification.  The references to this settlement appear to belong362

to the time of the Buddha. This city is the modern Pai—hÈna (KausÈn and other mounds) situated on the
northern bank of GodÈvarÏ in Aura×gÈbÈd district.

3.1.48 PÈvÈ
This nagara was the rÈjadhÈnÏ of the Mallas.  The Buddha visited this settlement from time to time363 364

and stayed at the AjakalÈpaka Cetiya.  PÈvÈ was connected to BhogagÈmanagara and the three gÈvuta-365

long road from PÈvÈ to KusinÈrÈ passed over Kaku——ha river.  At the time when the Buddha was staying366

at PÈvÈ, the Mallas had just completed their new mote-hall, Ubha—aka, and at their invitation, the Buddha
consecrated it by staying there first and then by preaching in it.  The Buddha had his fatal meal at367

Cu‡Ça’s house at PÈvÈ.  A stÊpa was erected in PÈvÈ over the Mallas’ share of the mortal remains of the368

Buddha.  PÈvÈ was also the centre of the Nigan—has and we are told that shortly after the death of369

Nigan—ha NÈtaputta at PÈvÈ, his followers were divided by bitter wrangles.  This settlement is identified370

with the village of PadraonÈ in BihÈr.

3.1.49 PayÈgatittha/PayÈgapati——hÈna/PayÈga
This settlement was considered holy from very early times and people did ceremonial bathing here in order
to wash away their sins.  This settlement fell on the route which connected Ka‡‡akujja with BÈrÈ‡asÏ and371

crossed the Ga×gÈ over here.  It has been identified with the modern site of JhÊsÏ situated opposite372
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AllÈhÈbÈd on the left bank of the Ga×gÈ.  373

3.1.50 Pipphalivana
The Mauryas hailed from Pipphalivana and had their headquarters here.  They claimed their share of the374

Buddha’s relics, but as they were late in arriving, they had to content themselves with a share of the ashes
only.  They then built a stÊpa over the ashes.  It is important to notice that ViÇuÇabha’s onslaught was375 376

directed besides others against the Mauryas. Therefore, there is a possibility that the Mauryas, who were
the Buddha’s kinsmen, are the ones represented by the controversial inscription of PiprahwÈ.  The377

settlement has been variously identified with BhadÈra  and Nyagarodhavana (Banyan Grove).  But the378 379

choice of PiprahwÈ itself, due to the similarity of two names and its geographical position, cannot be ruled
out; especially if Kapilavatthu is represented by TilaurÈko—.

3.1.51 RÈjagaha/Giribbaja
This settlement is mentioned as a nagara, nagaravara (noble city), and the rÈjadhÈnÏ of Magadha where
BimbisÈra and AjÈtasattu had an at least two-storeys high palace (RÈjÈ MÈgadho AjÈtasattu uparipasÈda-
vara-gato nisinno hoti).  In one of the JÈtakas, RÈjagaha is called the capital of A×ga.  This evidently380 381

refers to a time when A×ga had subjugated Magadha. When RÈjagaha was the capital of Magadha, special
attention was paid to her defences. AjÈtasattu caused the fortifications of RÈjagaha to be repaired as a
preparation against a threatened invasion by king Ca‡Çapajjota of Ujjain.  AjÈtasattu’s brÈhma‡a382

minister, Gopaka MoggallÈna, was in charge of these defense works, as seen by the Buddha himself.383

Twice, VassakÈra, the chief minister of Magadha was seen inspecting the repair works near RÈjagaha.384

The Buddha had visited this city soon after the Renunciation, journeying there on foot from the river
Anoma, a distance of ten yojanas.  At the time of the Buddha’s death there were eighteen monasteries385 386

in RÈjagaha which included NigrodhÈrÈma,  TapodÈrÈma,  and ParibbhÈjakÈrÈma.  Cetiyas including387 388 389

ManimÈlaka,  Supati——ha,  Bahuputta,  and PÈsÈ‡aka  were in RÈjagaha. ParibbÈjakÈrÈma was390 391 392 393

situated on the banks of the river SappinÏ which perhaps arose in the GijjhakÊ—a.  People had a hall called394

AllÈhÈbÈd is still known as PrayÈga to pilgrims.373
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AvÈsathÈgara£ at RÈjagaha, where they debated various issues.  Many people of RÈjagaha were engaged395

in trade and commerce.  During the days of the Buddha, RÈjagaha was inhabited by many rich and396

influential khattiyas, brÈhma‡as, and gahapatis.  Famous physicians like JÏvaka  and AkÈsagotta  also397 398 399

lived here. RÈjagaha was important primarily for being the capital of the rising Magadhan monarchy. It
must have attracted merchants and bankers, though its commercial importance does not compare with that
of SÈvatthÏ or UjjenÏ. The commentaries talk of both the antonagara (inner city) as well as bahinagara
(outer city) as two divisions of the city of RÈjagaha.  The antonagara consisted of localities at the four400

gates (catu-dvÈra-gÈma).  This settlement was surrounded by many brÈhma‡a settlements like EkanÈÄÈ,401 402

Ambasa‡Ça,  and Khanumata.  A village called Andhakavinda was situated at a distance of about one403 404

gÈvuta from the city of RÈjagaha and the river SappinÏ perhaps flowed between the two.  RÈjagaha was405

surrounded by five hills viz. VebhÈra, Pa‡Çava, Vepulla, GijjhakÊ—a and Isigili.  On GijjhakÊ—a was the406

SÊkarakhatÈ (Boar’s Cave) where the Buddha once stayed.  IndakÊ—a was a peak near RÈjagaha, on which407

a yakkha lived and the Buddha too stayed there once.  Pilindavaccha at the time of BimbisÈra got a cave408

dug out in the slope of one of the mountains.  Next to this cave came into existence a village called409

variously as PilindagÈma and ¶rÈmikagÈma as a result of the donation of 500 attendants to the Buddhist
Sa£gha by the Magadhan king BimbisÈra.  A festival was regularly held on the top of one of the410

mountains near RÈjagaha.  We are told that RÈjagaha had šdelightful forests, delightful fields, delightful411

parks.›  There was a rest-house by the city-gate.  RÈjagaha is mentioned as one of the six mahÈnagaras412 413

of India.  There was a commercial syndicate (negama) at RÈjagaha, which took permission from king414

BimbisÈra for placing a courtesan at RÈjagaha, so that more prosperity could be brought by attracting
costumers.  RÈjagaha was connected to VesÈlÏ by a high road (addhÈnamagga).  The journey from415 416

TakkasilÈ to RÈjagaha passed through SÈketa and was full of hazards like little water and food.  We are417

told that at the Buddha’s time RÈjagaha had a population of 180 million, 90 in the city and 90 outside, and
the sanitary conditions were not so good. At one time RÈjagaha was short of alms.  Dakkhi‡agiri lay to418
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the south of the southern line of hills surrounding RÈjagaha.  Cora-papÈto’s location is not clear, but it419

was a precipice from where thieves were thrown down.  Pa—ibhÈnakÊ—a a peak near GijjhakÊ—a, also had420

a fearful precipice (subhayÈnako papÈto).  Sattapa‡‡iguhÈ  was a cave on the side of the mountain421 422

VebhÈra and was the venue of the first Buddhist Council. Another solitary cave called Pippali-guhÈ  was423

MahÈkassapa’s favourite resort. Other natural caverns like Gotama-kandarÈ, Tinduka-kandarÈ, Tapoda-
kandarÈ,  and Kapota-kandarÈ  served as retreats of bhikkhus. SÏtavana  was a sort of šcemetery-424 425 426

grove,› where dead bodies were disposed of to decay and be eaten by all sorts of animals. It had a wall
with gates around it.  VeÄuvana/Venuvana  was a charming grove surrounded by bamboos and was427 428

gifted by BimbisÈra to the Buddha and his disciples. Kalandaka-nivÈpa was the place within VeÄuvana,
where the Buddha stayed.  JÏvaka-ambavana  was a mango-grove, gifted by JÏvaka to the Buddha and429 430

his order. It must have been quite a big place, as we are told that as many as 500 monks were once staying
there.  MaddakucchimigadÈya  was a deer park. La——hivana, the royal park of BimbisÈra,  was situated431 432 433

on the outskirts of RÈjagaha (RÈjagahanagarupacÈra) and was considered very far (atÏdÊre) as compared
to VeÄuvana.  The SumÈgadha,  a well-known water tank near GijjhakÊ—a had the MoranivÈpa434 435

(Peacocks’ Feeding Place) on its bank and Isigili was near here.  AjÈtasattu built a stÊpa at RÈjagaha for436

the enshrinement of his share of the Buddha’s relics.437

This settlement had not only a natural fortification around it, but also its fortifications were
strengthened from time to time as can be seen in the textual references. The fortifications had proper
entries into it. Localities at the four doors  must have provided besides added security to the city, an easy438

means of exploitation to the insiders. Buddhism, which provided great strength to the upcoming
urbanisation, appears to have laid its blessings on this city not only through the constant presence of monks
and monasteries in and around this city, but also through its success by winning over its king, BimbisÈra.
The fact that RÈjagaha was one of the six main cities of India in the days of the Buddha is further proved
by the fact that it is mentioned as many as 601 (including six as Giribbaja) times in the PÈli Vinaya and
Sutta Pi—aka, which comes next only to SÈvatthÏ. Many localities in and around RÈjagaha have been
identified, though not always unanimously. 

Modern excavations show to the west of New RÈjagaha and across the SarasvatÏ a large mound
which marks the site of the stÊpa, which is attributed to AjÈtasattu and A„oka by Faxian and Xuanzang
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respectively.  About 100 yards to the south of this mound is a bathing place with steps leading up to439

water and to its east is the cemetery still in use. The cemetery in all probability is the SÏtavana and the
excavations of 1957-58 have confirmed that the water tank is the SumÈgadh tank.  At RÈjagaha, in the440

area identified as JÏvakÈmbavana were found a series of elliptical structures, which might represent the
earliest form of Buddhist monasteries; but though seemingly early, they are of an uncertain date.  The441

KalandakanivÈpa has been identified with a tank to the south of the Inspection Bungalow. The mound near
it is taken to be the site of the vihÈra of VeÄuvana which is about half a mile to the north of the northen
gate of the high stone fortification encompassing the valley. On the northen scarp of the VebhÈra hill there
is a group of natural caves, identified with Sattapa‡‡iguhÈ. In the southeastern corner of the hill-girt where
the JÏvaka-ambavana monastery has been located, the excavations have brought to light the enclosure -wall
together with foundations of new large elliptical halls and subsidiary oblong rooms, all built of rubble. The
plan of this complex, however, does not conform to the usual plan of Buddhist monasteries, this may be
due to its early date, when the monastic plan had not as yet been standardized.  The river SappinÏ has442

been identified with modern Pa¤cÈna which flows on the east end of the hills, but then flowed on the south
side of the city.  Similarly the other river Anoma has been identified by Cunningham with the river443

¶mi.  Most of the hills mentioned in the literature have also been identified. 444

Giribbaja (hill-fortress) was the earlier capital of Magadha, i.e., Magadhanam Giribbajam
(Giribbaja of the Magadhan people). According to Xuanzangg it was the šcentre of Magadha and its old
capital› with high hills forming its outer walls.  He further says that the name RÈjagaha was strictly445

applicable to the new city built either by BimbisÈra or his successor AjÈtasattu, not far to the northeast
from Venuvana.  According to Faxian the new site was built by AjÈtasattu, it had two vihÈras in it, was446

enclosed by a wall with four gates, and about 300 paces outside the west gate was the stÊpa erected by
AjÈtasatu over the Buddha’s relics. We are further told that about four li (less than a mile) south from the
south gate was the old city of king BimbisÈra- a circular place surrounded by five hills.  The inner-city447

was the palace area within the girdle of five hills. According to Xuanzang this place was afflicted
frequently by fires, and BimbisÈra, on the advice of his ministers, abandoned it and built the new city on
the side of the old cemetery.  This city was called RÈjagaha because BimbisÈra was the first person to448

occupy it. Both Xuanzang and Faxian record another tradition according to which the new site was founded
by AjÈtasattu.  At certain places the names Giribbaja and RÈjagaha are used indiscriminately, though449

Giribbaja as a name appears to have been restricted to verse passages.  All the six references to Giribbaja450

appear in the earliest portions of the PÈli literature and it may be reasonable to say that the site of
Giribbaja or Old RÈjagaha is perhaps a little earlier than the days of the Buddha, but in all probability as
the references show, RÈjagaha or bahinagara (called New RÈjagaha by archaeologists) was founded during
the very life time of the Buddha. Xuanzang distinguished two different parts of Old RÈjagaha which Beal
renders as ‘Palace City’ and ‘Mountain City’ and it is also clear that both had two different enclosures.
The deep ditch mentioned by Xuanzang may be identified with the deep moat beyond the NÈkÈ Bund over
which passes the small bridge on the way from south gate of the inner enclosure to Chhatagiri. The palace
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city, thus, roughly occupied the southern part of the hill-girt area, bounded by the BÈ‡aga×gÈ Pass on the
south, Sonagiri on the west and Udayagiri on the southwest. In the north it was probably demarcated from
the Mountain City by the southern walls of the latter, the remains of which can clearly be traced. To its
east lay the long narrow valley running northeast between two hill ranges viz. the Chhatagiri and the
Sailagiri on the north and the Udayagiri on the south. It was protected in this direction by a cross wall
connecting these two which runs almost north to south. This wall can clearly be traced right across the
whole valley. But whereas it has been regarded as a part of the defensive arrangements for the city, it
should rather be regarded as the eastern enclosure of the Palace City.  The Palace City was evidently the451

citadel, containing the royal palace and the more aristocratic quarters. Cunningham called both the Palace
City and the Mountain City simply the Walled City of RÈjagaha. 

3.1.52 RÈmagÈma
It was a settlement from where the KoÄiyans ruled.  The KoÄiyans erected a stÊpa here enshrining their452

portion of the Buddha’s relics.  Whereas A.C.L. Carlleyle tried to identify it with the modern village453

of RÈmpur in BastÏ district,  W. Vost identified it with BhÊilÈ-ÒÏh and the stÊpa to the east of Jaitapura454

as representing RÈmagÈma and the famous RÈmagÈma stÊpa respectively. Cunningham, however,
identified it with the ruins near Deokali, situated eight-nine miles to the east of the river Rohi‡i, and about
eighty miles to the east of river Ga×gÈ.  Cunningham felt that the Ga×gÈ flowing by RÈmagÈma is a455

simple fabrication of the SrÏ La‡kan chronicler.  Also the story of the chronicler that the stÊpa was456

washed away by the Ga×gÈ current  is not true because the Chinese pilgrims who visited India much after457

the time of Du——hagÈma‡i found the stÊpa intact but no river. Faxian in the beginning of the fifth century
saw a tank beside the stÊpa in which, according to local tradition, lived a NÈga (i.e., dragon) who
continually watched over the tower.  Xuanzang in the middle of the seventh century saw the same stÊpa458

and the same tank of clear water inhabited by NÈgas who daily transformed themselves into men and paid
tribute to the stÊpa.  Both the pilgrims mention A„oka’s attempt, abandoned on the expostulation of the459

NÈga king, to remove these relics to this own capital. In the Chinese accounts the argument which the
NÈga king gave to A„oka is the same as that he gave to dissuade the holy Sonuttara from removing the
relics to SrÏ La×kÈ. It is therefore right to agree with Cunningham that the original tank of RÈmagÈma was
šadroitly changed into a river› by the SrÏ La×kan author so that the relics which were in the charge of the
NÈgas of the tank might be conveyed to the ocean-palace of the NÈga king and thence as readily be
conveyed to SrÏ La×kÈ as to any other place.  The river was thus necessary in the SrÏ La‡kan legend to460

transfer the relics from RÈmagÈma to the ocean and to establish the authenticity of the remains enshrined
in the Great StÊpa of AnurÈdhapura. But the legend can have no weight against the unified testimony of
the pilgrims who, independently and many centuries later, found the stÊpa but no river. Hence, the
fabricated story of the river may be rejected in preference to the one about the tank by the Chinese
travellers, though destruction of the stÊpa due to floods is possible. Therefore, the identification of
RÈmagÈma with Deokali is the most suitable one.  461
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3.1.53 Roruva/Roruka
It was a nagara and the rÈjadhÈnÏ of the SovÏras  and was established by JotipÈla, chaplain of Re‡u. King462

Bharata ruled from here.  At the time of king SerÏ, charity was given to the needy at all the four gates.463 464

Cunningham tended to place this settlement somewhere in Eder at the head of the Gulf of Khambhat  but465

on the basis of the compound Sindhu-SovÏra, Malalasekera preferred a place somewhere between the Indus
and Jhelum.  Eggermont felt that this settlement should be located in the Las Bela region of Eastern466

MukrÈn.  Law identified it with Alor/Aror, an old city of Sindh.  Law’s identification appears to suit467 468

the geographical position as well as the ruins that can be found at Alor/Aror, which is situated five miles
east of Rohri town. It was built on the old course of the Indus and was destroyed by the earth quake which
diverted the route of the river around 962 CE.  469

3.1.54 SÈdhuka
This nigama was in Kosala.  Two brothers called Isidatta and PurÈ‡a (both chamberlains of Pasenadi)470

once visited this settlement on some business,  though Buddhaghosa says the settlement belonged to471

them.  There is no other information available on SÈdhuka in our textual material. It was perhaps472

Sidhaur, eighteen miles southeast of NawÈbga¤j in BÈrÈ BÈ×kÏ district. This town is surrounded by a
number of mounds, tanks, and depressions. The references appear to belong to the age of the Buddha. 

3.1.55 SÈgala/SÈgalÈ/SÈkala
This nagara was the rÈjadhÈnÏ of the Maddas.  KusÈvatÏ was 100 yojanas from SÈgala.  The king of473 474

SÈgala had matrimonial relations with the kings of BÈrÈ‡asÏ  and KÈli×ga.  It was the capital of the475 476

famous king Milinda also.  The whole story of Milindapa¤ha moves around this city where it is477

mentioned as a nÈnÈpu—abhedana£  SÈgala is identified with the ruins near SiÈlko— in Pakistan.  Located478 479

on the northern bank of the Aik torrent and at a distance of seventy-two miles from LÈhore, although the
ruins of the fort do not appear to be older than early medieval times, the mound which rises in the middle
of the town and the mounds on the outskirts certainly would go back to ancient time.

3.1.56 SahajÈti/SahajÈt/SahajÈta
Apart from the above mentioned variations, other variations of its name like Saya£jÈti, AssÈsa¤cÈti,
Sa¤jÈti, Saha¤canika, Saha¤cani, SahajÈtÈ, SahajÈniya£, and SahajÈnÈya£ are given in various
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manuscripts. This settlement is mentioned as a nigama of CetÏ.  Revata went there from Soreyya, and480

Yassa followed him passing through Sa£kassa, Ka‡‡akujja, Udumbara, and AggaÄapura. SahajÈti was
situated on the bank of a river and the Vajjiputtas went there from VesÈlÏ by boat.  SahajÈti lay on the481

trade route near the river Ga×gÈ.  MahÈ-Cu‡da is mentioned as having stayed there and preached three482

sermons.  At the time of Xuanzang, the walls of this settlement, about six or seven li in circuit, were483

thrown down, though the foundations were still strong and firm.  On the basis of the legend on a seal-die484

of terracotta found at BhÏ—È, ten miles from AllÈhÈbÈd, SahajÈti is identified with BhÏ—È.485

3.1.57 SÈketa/SÈketÈ
It was a nagara and older rÈjadhÈnÏ of Kosala,  where the king had his residential palace with gates.486 487

At the time of the Buddha, city was recognised as one of the six mahÈnagaras.  It was one of the places488

where alcohol was introduced soon after its discovery by Sura and Varu‡a  There was a robber-infested489

highway (addhÈnamagga£)  between SÈketa and SÈvatthÏ  and distance between the two is given as six490 491

yojanas.  The journey from TakkasilÈ to RÈjagaha passed through SÈketa and was full of hazards like492

shortage of water and food.  The Tika‡Çakivana and the A¤janavana with a deer park, were near here493

where the Buddha stayed from time to time.  This settlement lay on the direct route between SÈvatthÏ and494

Pati——hÈna and is mentioned as the first stopping place out of SÈvatthÏ. Between SÈketa and SÈvatthÏ was
a broad river which could only be crossed by a boat.  Though Vost identified SÈketa with the ruins of495

SujÈn Ko— in UnnÈo district,  it appears to be the same as AyojjhÈ. It seems that originally this urban496

centre figured as a name of a town in a genre of literature that is predominantly fictional.  SÈketa, on the497

other hand, was the name of one of the most ancient historical towns in North India situated on the site
of the present day AyodhyÈ-FaizÈbÈd. Gradually along with the deification of the legendary king of
AyodhyÈ, RÈma, the fictional city was identified with the real city of SÈketa, a reification that eventually
turned this site into an important place of pilgrimage.  In a commentary we are told that SÈketa was498

situated on the bank of the SarabhÊ (SarayÊ)  which appears to point out that these two names may have499

been used for the same settlement. But this fact may be accepted only tentatively, because though the two
settlements may have been used interchangeably in Buddhist literature, they both are mentioned as places
visited by the Buddha.  Though existence of more than one name of the same statement in Buddhist500
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literature is not unusual, e.g., BÈrÈ‡asÏ is known by more than a dozen names in the PÈli Tipi—aka,  their501

mention specifically in relation to the Buddha’s visit cannot be ignored out of hand. 

3.1.58 Sa£kassa
This nagara was visited by the Buddha more than once.  A road from Soreyya to SahajÈti passed through502

Sa£kassa.  As the textual sources mention this settlement as having a gate,  it must have been fortified.503 504

At its gate SÈriputta interpreted a problem, on which JÈtaka no. 134 is based.  Sa£kassa is now505

identified with Sa£kissa-Basantpura situated on the left bank of the KÈlÏnadÏ (IkkhumatÏ), between Atra¤jÏ
and Kanauj, twenty-three miles west of Fatehgarh.506

3.1.59 Sara‡a
It was the birth -nagara of DhammadassÏ Buddha  and the place where he met Paduma and Phussadeva,507

this two disciples.  It may be identified with Saran KhÈs in Bihar situated about sixteen miles due north508

of Manji, where there are extensive ancient remains covered for the most par cultivated fields. Hoey saw
near here a high ground extending for an average width of over half a mile.  It is difficult to date the509

references in the absence of historical knowledge on the personalities associated with this settlement. 

3.1.60 SÈvatthÏ 
It was the rÈjadhÈnÏya nagara of Kosala  and was situated on the AciravatÏ  in the eastern districts510 511

(puratthimesu janapadesu).  King Pasenadi had a palace here with some kind of enclosure around it.512 513

The Buddha passed most of his monastic life at SÈvatthÏ. Access to the city across the AciravatÏ was
provided by a bridge of boats. The river carried a considerable volume of commercial traffic conducted
by commercial carriers, and it was also a source of livelihood for numerous fishers. The fact that it was
the home of the greatest merchant banker, AnÈthapi‡Çika, is an indication of the accumulation of
mercantile capital in the city. The JÈtakas are full of the glory and richness of SÈvatthÏ.  It was an514

entrepöt from where caravans started with as many as 500 cartloads of wares.  Well-recognized routes515

connected this city to various parts of the country and major commercial centers, even as far to the south
as Pati——hÈna. While a considerable volume of commodity production within the environs of the city may
be assumed, the more important activity may have been in commodity-exchange, as the city was very
conveniently located for the distribution of goods along the sub-HimÈlayan highlands on the one hand, and
the riverine territories to the south. It was perhaps to most important centre of early Buddhism before the
rise of imperial Magadha. A number of celebrated personalities, monks, nuns, laymen, and laywomen
were either from the city or first converted to the faith here.  Sutanu river, on whose banks lived516
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Anuruddha, passed by SÈvatthÏ.517

A six-yojana long  high road (addhÈnamagga) connected SÈvatthÏ to SÈketa.  SÈvatthÏ was thirty518 519

yojanas from Sa£kassa.  The road from RÈjagaha to SÈvatthÏ passed through VesÈli, Setavya,520

Kapilavatthu, KusinÈrÈ, PÈvÈ, and BhogagÈmanagara.  From SÈvatthÏ road went southwards through521

SÈketa to KosambÏ.  Once king Pasenadi went from SÈvatthÏ to SÈketa to attend to an important job522

through seven relays of chariots.  At one place we are told that once SÈvathÏ ran short of alms.  A523 524

certain guild of merchants (pÊga) at this city once offered food to the Order of the Buddha.  We are also525

told of a certain festival being celebrated here.  RÈjakÈrÈma was situated near the city.  The Jetavana,526 527

one of the royal gardens of northern India which included AnÈthapi‡pi‡Çka’s monastery and became a
favorite retreat of the Buddha, was situated at a distance of about one mile to the south of SÈvatthÏ.528

There was an assembly-hall in the Jetavana  and a large vihÈra (Mahallaka vihÈra) in its529

neighbourhood.  There was the PubbÈrÈma near SÈvatthÏ which had MigÈramÈtupÈsÈda (Palace of530

MigÈra’s Mother) in it.  There was a public rest-house (¶vas—hapi‡Ça) in the neighbourhood of531

SÈvatthÏ.  The Andhavana was at a distance of one gÈvuta from the city.  Of the four NikÈyas, 871532 533

suttas are said to have been preached at SÈvatthÏ, 844 of which were in the Jetavana alone, twenty-three
in the PubbÈrÈma, and four in the suburbs.  C.A.F. Rhys Davids felt that this settlement was either the534

earliest emporium for the collection and preservation of the discourses for the Buddha mainly lived at this
place.  Sahe—h-Mahe—h, on the south bank of the RÈptÏ (AciravatÏ), on the borders of the GonÇÈ and535

Bahraich districts of Uttar Pradesh, is the modern equivalent of the ancient site of SÈvatthÏ.  Sahe—h-536

Mahe—h has two distinct sites, 300 metres apart, the former representing the Jetavana and the latter the city
proper.  The identification of Sahe—h with the Jetavana was confirmed by the find of an inscribed Ku–È‡a537

Bodhisatta sculpture  having been set up in the Jetavana of SÈvatthÏ according to the inscription.538

Afterwards a large number of stÊpas, temples, and monasteries were cleared. On the basis of the Bharhut
relief, depicting the Jetavana scene, showing in it two buildings, the Gandhaku—i and the Kosambaku—i were
identified with the two brick structures in the monastic area.
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This settlement was situated on the bank of the Nera¤jarÈ river near the Bodhi-tree.  The sources mention539

it as SenÈnigama  as well as SenÈnÏnigama.  Two variations of the name of this settlement have resulted540 541

in differing opinions about its nature. According to Buddhaghosa either it was occupied by soldiers at the
beginning of the kappa (pa—hamakappikÈna£ senÈya nivi——hokÈse pati——hitagÈmo) or it was a marketplace
belonging to SujÈtÈ’s father SenÈnÏ (SujÈtÈya vÈpitu SenÈnÏ nÈma nigamo).  On the basis of this542

observation of Buddhaghosa, some say it was the settlement of SujÈtÈ’s father SenÈnÏ, i.e., SenÈnÏ-
nigama,  whereas others call it a camp city  or cantonment city,  i.e., SenÈ-nigama. But the only543 544 545

reading given for the father’s name is SenÈnÏ.  However, the issue does not look as complicated. It seems546

the mix up has arisen from the fact that SenÈnÏ besides being the name of SujÈtÈ’s father, means a general.
The references to this settlement appear to belong to the time of the Buddha. It may be identified with
Bakraur near GayÈ.

3.1.62 SetavyÈ/SetabbyÈ
It was a Kosalan nigama near Ukka——hÈ,  to which it was connected by a highroad (addhÈnamagga).547 548

To the north of this settlement was the Si£sapavana, where KumÈra Kassapa lived  and preached the549

PÈyÈsi Sutta to brÈhma‡a PÈyÈsi, the holder of a royal grant here.  This settlement was on the road,550

taken by BÈvarÏ’s disciples, from SÈvatthÏ to RÈjagaha, and was the first halting-place outside SÈvatthÏ.551

Beyond it were Kapilavatthu, KusinÈrÈ, and PÈvÈ. It may be identified with SatiÈbÈ and BaseditÈ seventeen
miles from Sahe—h-Mahe—h and six miles from BalrÈmpur.  The references to this settlement appear to552

belong to the Buddha’s time.

3.1.63 SÏhapura
It was a nagara built in the west of SotthivatÏ by the third son of king Upacara/Apacara of the
MahÈsammata dynasty.  It may be identified with Sihor (corruption of SÏhapura) in GujarÈt, thirteen553

miles west of Bhaunagar, on the slope of the Sihor range of hills. The old site of this settlement is about
half a mile south of Sihor and is known to have been extremely old.  The references to SÏhapura are554

difficult to date in the absence of the historicity of the personalities related to it.

3.1.64 SobhavatÏ
It was the nagara where Ko‡Ègamana Buddha was born in the SubhagavatÏ park.  It was the rÈjadhÈnÏ555
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of king Sobha.  SobhavatÏ was identified by A.C.L. Carlleyle  with a large mound of ruins called556 557

KhopoÈ-ÒÏh, situated in the BastÏ district of U.P. The mound of KhopoÈ is situated on the northen side
of a lake, one half of which lies east and west, and then for its remaining half it turns southwards from
the east. 

3.1.65 Soreyya
It was a nagara where Soreyya-Revata lived.  There was a direct route from Vera¤jÈ to PayÈgapati——hÈna,558

passing through Soreyya, Sa£kassa, and Ka‡‡akujja.  There was a caravan route from here to559

TakkasilÈ.  I.B. Horner placed it in the vicinity of TakkasilÈ,  but it was the same city as Soriya/Sorika560 561

of the Jaina texts and may be identified with the modern site of Soron situated at a distance of twenty-four
kms northwest of ¶tra¤jÏkherhÈ. The references appear to date from the time of the Second Buddhist
council, as they are mentioned in connection with it.

3.1.66 SotthivatÏ  
It was a nagara which was the rÈjadhÈnÏ of CetÏra——ha at the time of king Upacara.  A shrine was built562

here by a prince of CetÏ.  Uttarapa¤cÈla was to its north, Daddarapura in the northwest, SÏhapura in the563

west, HatthÏpura in the east and Assapura in the south.  It appears to have been the same as SukhimatÏ/564

SuttimatÏ of the Jaina texts and ƒaktimatÏ of the PurÈ‡as, which Pargiter placed in the neighbourhood of
BÈndÈ on the bank of river Ken, a tributary of the YamunÈ.  But as this contradicts the location of565

HatthÏpura, the identification may only be accepted tentatively. The only JÈtaka reference to this settlement
is difficult to date as the historicity of the personalities associated with this settlement is unknown.

3.1.67 Su£sumÈragiri/Su£sumÈragira
It was a nagara in the Bhagga country, of which it was perhaps the capital and used as a fort.  According566

to a commentary, when its foundations were being laid, a crocodile (su£sumÈra) made a sound in a nearby
pond, hence the name.  It had BhesakaÄÈvana in the deer park.  NakulapitÈ belonged to this place.567 568 569

The Buddha visited this settlement from time to time.  The Buddhist texts associate the Bhaggas with the570

Va£sa prince Bodhi, son of Udena, who resided in a magnificent palace built for him at Su£sumÈragiri.571

A. Ghosh identified this settlement with ChunÈr in MirzÈpur district of Uttar Pradesh.  Tradition assigns572

a high antiquity to the fort of ChunÈr,  though no dates are available for it as yet. The references to this573

settlement belong to the time of the Buddha.
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3.1.68 SuppÈra/SuppÈraka
It was a pattanagÈma. It was in the Sunapranta country and was the birth place of Pu‡‡a. There was
regular trade between Bharukaccha, SuppÈraka, and Suva‡‡abhÊmi.  From the commentaries it appears574

to have been an important centre for horse-dealing as horse-dealers are said to have been living here.575

SuppÈraka is identified with the modern SopÈrÈ in the ThÈne district of MahÈrÈsh—ra, thirty-seven miles
north of Bombay.  The references to this settlement appear to be post-Mauryan.576

3.1.69 TakkarÈ
This nagara was the rÈjadhÈnÏ of GandhÈra.  It was most probably Tagara, which was identified by Fleet577

with a village called Ter/Thair situated on the left (west) bank to TimÈ river in the OsmÈnÈbÈd district
about ninety-five miles southeast of Pai—han and twelve miles north of OsmÈnÈbÈd in the Naldrug tÈluq.578

Fleet’s identification appears acceptable, in the light of finds and the geographical position of Ter, though
this settlement has been variously identified with Nagaram, DhÈrur, JunnÈr, DaulatÈbÈd, and TavarÈgÏr
etc.  The only reference to this settlement appears to be post-Mauryan, though in the absence of historical579

knowledge on Sumana Buddha, not much can be said.

3.1.70 TakkasilÈ
This nagara was the rÈjadhÈnÏ of GandhÈra.  Naggali, the king of KasmÏra-GandhÈra once ruled from580

here.  It was a well-known centre of education since pre-Buddhist times. The JÈtakas are full of stories581

and names of various princes and sons of rich and influential people, going there for training in various
arts like the three Vedas and the eighteen sciences,  including science of archery,  medicine and582 583

surgery,  the art of swordsmanship,  the elephant craft,  magic for charms and snakes,  and the art584 585 586 587

of recovering buried or lost treasure.  Only brÈhma‡as and khattiyas appear to have been eligible for588

admission at TakkasilÈ.  As we are told of the city walls being repaired,  and the city having a gate with589 590

a tower and rest-houses at the gates,  TakkasilÈ appears to have been fortified. BÈrÈ‡asÏ was two thousand591

yojanas from here  and the journey is said to have been accomplished in one day,  which obviously is592 593

an exaggeration. TakkasilÈ was a great centre of trade where people flocked from various parts of the
country including BÈrÈ‡asÏ, SÈvatthÏ, and Soreyya.  It is identified with the mounds around modern594
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TaxilÈ in Pakistan. Interestingly, TakkasilÈ gets a place of prominence in the JÈtakas. There is no doubt
that TakkasilÈ is one of the oldest cities of historic India, but as it fell outside the Majjhimadesa, it seems
to have come under Buddhist influence at a somewhat later date. At least some of the JÈtaka stories,
woven around this settlement appear to have been quite old, Buddhist characters replacing or/and
supplementing the previous characters.

3.2.71 Thullako——hita/ThÊllako——hita/ Thullako——hika
It was a nigama in the Kuru country  and appears to be the capital of king Koravya.  This king had a595 596

deer park (migÈcÏra) near this place.  This settlement received its name from the fact that its granaries597

always remained full (thullako——ha£, paripu‡‡ko——hÈgÈra£).  Ra——hapÈla was born here in the house of598

a very rich councilor.  This settlement must have been a satellite nigama of Indapatta, in all probability599

being the site of modern Tilpat near Faridabad in Haryana.  Both PGW and NBPW have been discovered600

here.  The references to this settlement cannot be dated as the historicity of Koravya is unknown.601

3.1.72 ThÊ‡a/Thu‡a
It is mentioned as a nagara in the JÈtakas  and as a brÈhma‡agÈma in the Vinaya Pi—aka forming the602

westernmost boundary of the Majjhimadesa.  The UdÈna mentions it as a Malla settlement.  This603 604

settlement appears to have been fortified as it had a gate on the southern side.  It is identified with the605

mounds in and around ThÈneshwar in HaryÈ‡È.  The references to this settlement appear to belong to606

the Buddha’s time.

3.1.73 Udumbara
This settlement is mentioned in connection with Revata’s visit. He went there from Ka‡‡akujja and
stopped before proceeding to AggaÄapura and SahajÈti. There the elders followed him to ask his opinion
on the Vajjian heresy.  Cunningham identified it with modern Pa—hÈnko—.  Though this identification607 608

has been accepted unanimously, there are certain problems in accepting it. According to the route followed
by Revata, this settlement should fall somewhere close to Ka‡‡akujja (Kanauj).  The basis of the609

identification was the coins discovered by Cunningham, which had the legend Odumbara on them.  But610

as he said, the inscription may actually refer to a tree (ficus glomerata) of the same name.  Udumbara611

being the name of fig-tree, it was a well-known word in the Ga×gÈ valley.  Thus, the identification may612

only be accepted tentatively. The reference to this settlement is of the time of the Second council. 
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3.1.74 UjjenÏ
This settlement was the rÈjadhÈnÏ of Avanti since ancient times,  though at some place MÈhissatÏ is also613

mentioned as Avanti’s capital.  IsidÈsÏ,  courtesan PadumavatÏ,  and MahÈ-KaccÈna  were born here.614 615 616 617

UjjenÏ was connected to VesÈlÏ by a road  and was situated on the route taken by BÈvarÏ’s disciples from618

MÈhissatÏ to VesÈlÏ.  There was an old trade route from UjjenÏ to BÈrÈ‡asÏ and the merchants of the two619

cities showed healthy rivalry not only in trade but also in the matter of culture.  In the Buddha’s time620

Ca‡Çapajjota was the king of UjjenÏ and he was on good terms with the Magadhan king BimbisÈra, but
fell out with the next king, AjÈtasattu.  UjjenÏ is represented by Garh-KÈlikÈ, on the northern outskirts621

of modern Ujjain. Most of the references to this settlement appear to belong to the Buddha’s time. 

3.1.75 Uju¤¤È/Ujju¤¤È/ Uru¤¤È/Uda¤¤È
It was a janapada as well as nigama in Kosala.  In the neighbourhood of this place was a deer park at622

Ka——akatthala.  All the four references to this settlement appear to belong to the Buddha’s time. Uju¤¤È623

was perhaps the modern SahsÈrÈm, as the full name of SahsÈrÈma/ Arjunapura.

3.1.76 UkkÈveÄÈ/UkkacelÈ/UkkÈvela 
It was a nigama of the Vajjians on the bank of the Ga×gÈ.  It was connected with VesÈlÏ.  The624 625

CÊlagopÈlaka Sutta was preached here.  The settlement received its name from the fact that on the day626

its site was marked, fish came out of the river at night, which the people caught with the help of the light
produced by torches (ukkÈ) made out of rags (celÈ) dipped in oil.  The references to this settlement627

appear to belong to the time of the Buddha. A commentary provides an important hint towards its
identification, which places it on the road from VesÈlÏ to RÈjagaha and closer to the former.  The obvious628

choice appears to be Sonpur.

3.1.77 Vamsa/Vanasa/Vanasavhya
This nagara was situated between VedisÈ and KosambÏ, on the road taken by BÈvarÏ’s disciples.  Vanasa629

appears to be the same as Tumbavana.  An inscription of the Gupta Era 116 at Tumain near Gwalior630

mentions Tumbavana, on whose basis Sircar identifies Tumbavana with Tumain.  The references to this631

settlement relate to the Buddha’s time.
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3.1.78 Vara‡È/Vira‡È
It was a nagara on the bank of lake Kaddamadaha, where ¶rÈmada‡Ça visited MahÈ-KaccÈna.  Vara‡È,632

which fell on the lesser known route from Indapattha to Vera¤jÈ, is identified with modern
Bula×dshahar.  633

3.1.79 VedisÈ
This nagara, famous for sharp-edged swords,  lay between Gonaddha and Vanasa, on the route followed634

by BÈvarÏ.  Lake identified it with the ruins at Besnagar at the confluence of the Bes and BetwÈ situated635

about two miles northeast of modern BhilsÈ.  636

3.1.80 Vera¤jÈ/Vera¤ja/Vera¤ji
It was a nigama where the Buddha spent one of his rainy seasons in the company of 500 monks near the
NaÄeru’s Nimba Tree (niÄerupucimandamÊla).  There was frequent intercourse between SÈvatthÏ and637

Vera¤jÈ.  Vera¤jÈ was also connected to MadhurÈ by a high road (addhÈnamagga)  This settlement fell638 639

on the famous route which from here went to VesÈlÏ via Soreyya, Sa£kassa, Ka‡‡akujja, PayÈgapati——hÈna,
and BÈrÈ‡asÏ.  We are told that at the time of the Buddha’s visit this place was suffering from famine and640

food tickets had been issued.  It has been identified with ¶tra¤jÏkherhÈ in EtÈh district of Uttar641

Pradesh.  Originally ¶tra¤jÏkherhÈ was called just Atra¤ja and the word šKherhÈ› which means ša642

mound› was added to it during the Mughal period, making it ¶tra¤ja-Ï-kherhÈ. The famous site of Soraon
is twenty-four kms to its northwest and that of Sa£kisa about sixty-two kms to the east as the crow files.

3.1.81 VesÈlÏ
This nagara, from where the Licchavis ruled, was opulent (iddhÈ), prosperous (phitÈ), populous
(bahujanÈ), crowded with people (Èki‡‡amanussÈ), and provided with abundant food (subhikkhÈ).  It was643

a highly prosperous river-port (paramsobhaggapatta£) and was encompassed by three walls at a distance
of one gÈvuta from one another and at three places the walls had gates with watchtowers.  VesÈlÏ had644

many cetiyas called Bahuputta, SÈrÈdada, Gotamaka, Udena, Bahuputta, Sattamba, and CÈpÈla.  They645

were all pre-Buddhist cetiyas.  The Gotamakacetiya was one of the beautiful spots of VesÈlÏ  and was646 647

situated near and to the south of VesÈlÏ.  There was a Conference/ Mote Hall (SanthÈgÈra) at VesÈlÏ648

where the Licchavis assembled to discuss various matters.  Near this settlement was a cemetery where 649

near the cell of Kappitaka Thera the Chabbaggivya nuns erected a stÊpa over the ashes of one of their
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leaders.  This city had many highways, byways, and cross roads (rathiya£, singhÈ—aka£, bÈha650

paggayha).  The Second Buddhist Council was held here.  VesÈlÏ was connected to RÈjagaha by a651 652

highroad (addhÈnamagga).  To the west of the city was a forest.  AmbapÈlÏ specially contributed653 654

towards the prosperity of this city.  The AmbapÈlÏvana, where the Buddha often stayed, was near here.655 656

The Buddha also stayed sometimes in the MahÈvana in the hall of the Gabled House (KÊ—ÈgÈrasÈlÈ) near
VesÈlÏ.  BeluvagÈma was near here.  After the Buddha’s death a portion of the relics was enshrined in657 658

this city.  According to the Vinaya Pi—aka various temples, shrines, and monasteries were constructed659

for the monks, who themselves superintended their construction.  The JÈtakas point out that there were660

7707 rÈjÈs and a like number of viceroys, generals, and treasurers,  which possibly refers either to all661

the male adults of VesÈlÏ or more probably to the simple fact that it was a populous settlement. VesÈlÏ was
not only the area enclosed within the walls of the city, but it also included a wider territory of the suburbs.
The auspicious Pokkhara‡Ï was the tank wherein the representatives of the khattiya families of VesÈlÏ were
anointed (VesÈlÏnagare ga‡arÈjakulÈna£- abhiseka-ma×gala Pokkhara‡Ï).  Though J. Stephenson had662

noticed the ruins of considerable antiquity as early as 1835,  it was Cunningham who in 1861-62 visited663

the site and found the mound of a fortified settlement called RÈjÈ-BisÈl-kÈ-Garh at BasÈrh  and in 1902,664

V.A. Smith further confirmed that BasÈrh and its adjoining villages indeed now occupy the site of ancient
VesÈlÏ.  665

3.1.82 Ve—hadÏpa
It was a brÈhma‡agÈma  whose chieftain claimed one-eighth share of the relics of the Buddha  and built666 667

a stÊpa over them.  Fleet identified it with BetiyÈ in ChampÈran district of BihÈr.  But Grierson668 669

disagreed saying that BetiyÈ and Ve—hadÏpa are different as št› in the former is dental.  But he accepted670

the point that it was in the ChampÈran area as Hari–candra’s VallabhÈcÈriya-jÏvana-Caritra mentions that
Vallabha was born mÈrga me× bitiyÈ ke ilÈqe me×... CampÈra‡ya.  However, Vogel on the basis of a671

seal die discovered at KasiÈ reading ƒri-Vi–‡udvÏpa-vihÈre bhik–u-sa£ghasya, identified it with KasiÈ
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saying that Ve—ha and Vi–‡u are the same.  But as KasiÈ has been fairly certainly identified with672

KusinÈra, it may perhaps be identified tentatively with BetiyÈ.

3.2 Unidentified Settlements
The settlements mentioned in this section, appear to have been historical, but due to the paucity of
information, are difficult to identify. 

3.2.1 Anupama/Anoma/Anopama/AnÊpama
This settlement was the rÈjadhÈnÏ of kings SuppatÏta and Sudinna/ Sudha¤¤a.  PiyadassÏ and VessabhÊ673

Buddhas were born here.  Here in the AnomÈrÈma, AtthadassÏ Buddha died.  As the references refer674 675

to those personalities whose historicity is not established, it is difficult to say which period they refer to,
nor is it possible to identify Anupama.

3.2.2 Anupiya/AnÊpiya/Anopiya 
Anupiya was a nigama in the country of the Mallas.  It was connected in the east to Kapilavatthu.676 677

RÈjagaha was 30 yojanas from here.  It was also connected to KosambÏ.  The SukhavihÈri JÈtaka and678 679

the PÈ—ika Suttanta were preached here by the Buddha.  ChannaparibbÈjaka Bhaggavagotta lived near680

here in a park.  Near the town of Anupiya was the Anupiya-ambavana, where the Buddha after having681

arrived from Anoma/Anopama spent his first week after renunciation.  The references to this settlement682

appear to belong to the days of the Buddha.

3.2.3 ¶pa‡a
It was a nigama in the A×guttarÈpa country.  As A×guttarÈpa and ¶pa‡a are mentioned invariably683

together, it seems ¶pa‡a was the main urban centre in A×guttarÈpa and in all probability its rÈjadhÈnÏ.
The Sa£yutta NikÈya, however, mentions it as a nigama of the A×ga country.  There does not appear684

to be any inconsistency in this as according to the commentary of the Sutta-NipÈta, A×guttarÈpa country
was located to the north of MahÏ river.  The Buddha visited this place from time to time  and once685 686

coming with a company of 1250 monks he was entertained by Ja—ila Keniya.  ¶pa‡a was connected to687

Bhaddiya and KusinÈrÈ.  According to the commentaries this settlement received its name from its shops688

(Èpa‡Èna£ ussannattÈ) and bazaars (Èpa‡È).  It appears ¶pa‡a was situated to the north of the Ga×gÈ689
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in the modern PÊrnea or SÈharsÈ districts of BihÈr and may have been a marketplace connecting north and
south BihÈr. The references to this settlement appear to belong to the time of the Buddha.

3.2.4 Aru‡avatÏ/Aru‡apura 
It was the nagara from where Aru‡a ruled.  It was the birthplace of SikhÏ Buddha  and AmbapÈlÏ.690 691 692

When SikhÏ and AbhibhÊ went to the Brahmaloka to preach to BrahmÈ and his attendants, at that time
Salalapupphiya Thera was a confectioner at this place.  693

3.2.5 Assapura
It was a nigama of A×ga country.  Assapura was built by the second of the five sons of king694

Upacara/Apacara of CetÏ, on the spot where he saw a pure white horse.  It lay to the south of SotthivatÏ,695

Upacara’s capital.  The Buddha preached here the MahÈ Assapura and CÊla Assapura Suttas.  The696 697

references to this settlement appear to belong to the time of the Buddha.

3.2.6 ¶tumÈ
It was a nigama that lay between KusinÈrÈ and SÈvatthÏ.  The Buddha stayed here more than once at the698

BhusÈgÈra.  The references to ¶tumÈ appear to belong to the Buddha’s time.699

3.2.7 BhaddavatÏ/BhaddavatikÈ
It was a nigama near KosambÏ  and located in CetÏra——ha.  This settlement lay on the way from the700 701

PÈrileyyaka forest to SÈvatthÏ. It appears to have been a small marketplace in the days of the Buddha.

3.2.8 BhÏmaratha/BhÏmarattha
It was the nagara where Siddhattha Buddha preached to the king of the same name as this settlement.702

3.2.9 CÈlikÈ
Though the texts do not say as to what type of settlement it was, the commentary calls it a nagara.  The703

Buddha stayed here on a hill called CÈlikapabbata.  The village of Jantu was near this settlement.  The704 705

river KimikÈlÈ flowed in the neighbourhood of CÈlikÈ.  The settlement according to the commentaries706

received its name from the fact that due to a bog (calapa×ka) all around the city and outside its gate, it
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appeared to be moving.  According to the UdÈna commentary, JantugÈma was in707

PÈcÏnava£samigadÈya,  which in turn lay between BÈlakalo‡akÈragÈma and PÈrileyyaka.  But both708 709

BÈlakalo‡akÈragÈma and PÈrileyyaka were located near KosambÏ  PÈrileyyaka was further connected to710

SÈvatthÏ.  This means CÈlikÈ must be located near KosambÏ on the way to SÈvatthÏ. But as yet no suitable711

site is known in this area.

3.2.10 CÈtumÈ/CÈtuma
It was a settlement of the SÈkyans.  The SÈkyans had their SanthÈgÈra (Mote Hall/Congress Hall) at this712

place.  Near here was an ¶malakÏvana (Myrobalan Grove) where the CÈtuma Sutta was preached by the713

Buddha.  The references to this settlement appear to belong to the Buddha’s time.714

3.2.11 Daddara/Daddarapura
It was a nagara founded by the fifth son of king Upacara/Apacara on a spot where two mountains rubbing
together made the sound daddara.  In the JÈtakas we get the impression that a mountain called715

Daddara  did indeed exist in the HimÈlayan region.  The sole reference to this settlement is difficult to716 717

date in the absence of historical knowledge on Upacara.

3.2.12 Da‡Çaka
It was a nagara  which could be reached by crossing three ranges of hills in the HimÈlaya, the nearest718

one being of golden hue.  The references to this settlement cannot be dated due to their association with719

historically unknown personalities.

3.2.13 Da‡Çakappaka
It was a Kosalan nigama situated near the AciravatÏ (RÈptÏ).  It was visited by the Buddha during a tour720

in Kosala and he preached the UdÈna Sutta here in answer to a question by ¶nanda.  This settlement is721

mentioned just twice in the A×guttara NikÈya and appears to have existed in the Buddha’s time.

3.2.14 Desaka/Setaka/Sedaka
It was a nigama in Sumbha country,  where the Buddha preached the Telapatta JÈtaka  and the Udaya722 723

Sutta.  Not much is known about this settlement though Su£bha (Suhma of the MahÈbhÈrata) country724

is identified with various areas of Bengal including ancient RÈÇha, the present Hoogly district and the area
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around both banks of the Ajoy river.  725

3.2.15 GambhÏra
This settlement was a pattanagÈma where Mittavindaka went after he had to flee from BÈrÈ‡asÏ.  The726

sole reference to GambhÏra is post-Mauryan.

3.2.16 Gonaddha/Gonaddhapura
It was a nagara passed by BÈvarÏ’s disciples on their way from BÈvarÏ’s hermitage to see the Buddha at
RÈjagaha. After Gonaddha their next halting place was VedisÈ,  i.e., it lay between UjjenÏ and VedisÈ.727

B.C. Law was wrong in presuming that Gonaddha was the later name of MÈhissatÏ  because MÈhissatÏ728

does no lie between UjjenÏ and VedisÈ. The reference to this settlement appears to belong to the Buddha’s
time.

3.2.17 Haliddavanasa
It was a nigama of the KoÄiyans.  According to a commentary, at the time of its being built, people wore729

clothes of the color of gold (haliddavatthanivatthÈ) to celebrate the lunar mansion.  The Buddha stayed730

here and preached the Kukkuravatika Sutta to Pu‡‡a Koliyaputta and Seniya Kukkuravatika. This nigama
appears to have existed in the Buddha’s days.

3.2.18 Kakkarapatta
It was a nigama of the KoÄiyans.  It was while the Buddha was staying here that the Koliyan DÏghajÈnu731

came to see him.  The only reference to this settlement appears to belong to the Buddha’s time.732

3.2.19 KÈma‡ÇÈ
It was a nagara where there was a mango-grove (ambavana) of Todeyya. Todeyya was born as a dog in
the house of his own son called Subha at the time of the Buddha.  While once staying at Todeyya’s733

mango-grove, UdayÏ converted a pupil of a brÈhma‡a woman of the VerahaccÈnÏ clan and, as a result, was
invited by VerahaccÈnÏ herself to her house who too became a follower of Buddhism.  The references734

to this settlement appear to belong to the time of the Buddha.

3.2.20 Karambiya/Karambhiya
It was a pa——ana on an island  on or near the southeast coast of India. Here the people built a hermitage735

for the saint of the same name.  The references to this settlement appear to be post-Mauryan.736
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It was the rÈjadhÈnÏ of Mahi£saka, where a king named Ajjuna once ruled.  Though Mahi£saka is737

generally identified with Malayagiri (the MÈlÈbÈr GhÈ—s),  this settlement is difficult to identify due to738

the paucity of information. The reference is also difficult to date due to lack of historical knowledge of
Ajjuna.

3.2.22 Khomadussa
It was a nigama in the SÈkyan country.  As khomadussÈ means linen cloth, Buddhaghosa says that this739

place owed its name to the preponderance of linen cloth.  But whether this was so because of the fact that740

this cloth was manufactured here or just worn, or both, we do not know. This settlement appears to have
existed at the Buddha’s time.

3.2.23 KimbilÈ/KimilÈ/Kimbila
This nagara was situated on the banks of the river Ga×gÈ.  VeÄuvana was near here.  Among the places741 742

seen by Nimi, when he visited heaven, was that of a deva who had been a pious man of KimbilÈ and
KimbilÈ Rohaka and BhadditthikÈ hailed from this place.  Kimbila and KimbilÈ Suttas were preached743

here.  This settlement appears to have existed at the Buddha’s time.744

3.2.24 KÏ—Ègiri/KitÈgiri
It was a nigama in the KÈsÏ kingdom  and lay on the road from KÈsÏ to SÈvatthÏ.  This place which was745 746

the headquarters of the followers of the notorious Assaji and Punabbasu, was visited by the Buddha with
a large company of Bhikkhus. There appears to have been some sort of residence (ÈvÈsa) of monks over
here.  The references to this settlement are from the Buddha’s time.747

3.2.25 KokÈli
It was a nagara connected with a banker of the same name.  The only reference to this settlement is748

difficult to date as KokÈli’s historicity is unknown.

3.2.26 LambacÊÄaka
This nigama was situated within the kingdoms of PajÈka  and Ca‡dappajjota,  which means that it was749 750

a settlement in the Avanti kingdom. The ascetic SÈtodikÈ and his followers had their residence here on the
banks of the SÈtodikÈ.  SÈtodikÈ was river in Sura——ha  which in turn may be identified with the region751 752
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around SaurÈsh—ra.  The references to this settlement appear to belong to the Buddha’s time.753

3.2.27 Makkaraka—a
It was a nagara in the Avanti country.  MahÈ-KaccÈna once stayed here in a forest hut and was visited754

by Lohicca and his pupils.  As MahÈ-KaccÈna was a contemporary of the Buddha, the references to this755

settlement appear to belong to the Buddha’s time.

3.2.28 MantÈvatÏ
This nagara was the rÈjadhÈnÏ of Ko¤ca and the birthplace of his daughter SumedhÈ TherÏ.756

3.2.29 NaÄakapÈna/NalakapÈna
It was a Kosalan nigama  where the Buddha stayed at the PalÈsavana.  The Ketakavana was also near757 758

here.  The Buddha preached the NaÄakapÈna Sutta here.  The references to this settlement appear to759 760

belong to the Buddha’s time.

3.2.30 Pa¤kadhÈ
It was a nigama in Kosala  and the residence of a monk named Kassapa of the Kassapagotta. The Buddha761

is mentioned as having stayed there during his tours in Kosala.  The references to this settlement appear762

to belong to the Buddha’s time.

3.2.31 PÈrileyya/PÈrileyyaka
It was a nagara near KosambÏ.  It was connected to KosambÏ via the PacÏnava£sadÈya and763

BÈlakalo‡akÈragÈma, and was also connected to SÈvatthÏ.  The Buddha stayed here at the764

Rakkhitavanasa‡Ça.765

3.2.32 Pota/Potana/Potala/Potali
It was a nagara and rÈjadhÈnÏ in the country of KÈsÏ, where Assaka reigned.  According to a766

commentary, it appears to have been in the vicinity of BÈvarÏ’s residence.  Assaka is mentioned along767

with Avanti  in the same way as A×ga with Magadha and its position in the list between SÊrasena and768

Avanti makes it probable that when the list was drawn up, its position was immediately to the northwest
of Avanti. It is possible in this case that the settlement near GodÈvarÏ/ GodhÈvarÏ in the south was a later
colony.  It is important to notice that whenever it is mentioned in connection with Potana/Potala,769
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GodÈvarÏ is not mentioned. As king Assaka is known to have been a contemporary of the Buddha,  Pota770

must have been a subsidiary capital at the time of the Buddha.

3.2.33 Sajjanela/Pajjanika£
It was a nigama of the KoÄiyans where SuppavÈsa, daughter of the KoÄiyan king lived.  The Buddha once771

stayed here.772

3.2.34 Sakkara/Sakkhara
It was a SÈkyan nigama near RÈjagaha,  where the miserly Maccharikosiya lived.  It was forty-five773 774

yojanas from Jetavana.775

3.2.35 SakuÄa
It was a nagara in Mahi£sakara——ha from where SÈkuÄa ruled.  Near SakuÄa was a lake called776

MÈnusiya.  Mahi£sakara——ha is generally identified with Malayagiri (the Malabar GhÈ—s),  but this777 778

seems unacceptable because the river Ka‡‡ape‡‡È which flowed through Mahi£sakara——ha passed by
mountain Candaka/Canda,  which in turn was in the HimavÈ.  All the JÈtaka references to this779 780

settlement cannot be dated due to lack of historical knowledge on the personalities associated with this
settlement. 

3.2.36 SÈpÊga/SÈmugiya  
It was a nigama of the KoÄiyans.  ¶nanda once stayed here and preached the SÈpÊgiya Sutta to the people781

of SÈpÊga.  This settlement appears to have been in existence at the Buddha’s time.782

3.2.37 Setaka‡‡ika
It was a nigama in the Majjhimadesa and formed its southwestern boundary.  783

3.2.38 SilÈvatÏ
It was a SÈkyan nagara at the Buddha’s time.784

3.2.39 Sobhana/Sobhita
It was the nagara of birth of AtthadassÏ Buddha, where he peached to his relations.  It was built by785

Vessakamma.786
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3.2.40 Sudhamma
The sixth Buddha Sobhita was born in this nagara in the SudhammÈrÈma.  Sobhita Buddha’s father,787

Sudhamma, ruled from here.788

3.2.41 Suma×gala
It was the nagara where SujÈta Buddha was born and where he preached his first sermon.  789

3.2.42 Ugga
This nigama and pura, which was in Kosala country,  was once a stronghold of the Niga‡—has.  The790 791

Buddha stayed here at the BhaddÈrÈma.  The banker Ugga had his residence here.  In all probability792 793

UggÈrÈma was situated near this settlement, in which case Uggapura was located near Ku‡Çiya of the
Kurus.  The only reference to this settlement appears to belong to the Buddha’s time.794

3.2.43 Ukka——hÈ
This nagara was in the Kosala country.  It was connected to Setavya and VesÈlÏ by high roads795

(addÈnamaggÈ ).  It was thickly populated and had much grassland, woodland, and corn.  The forests796 797

called IcchÈna×gala, Vanasa‡da and Subhagavana were in the neighbourhood of Ukka——hÈ.  The798

MÈlapariyÈya Sutta  and JÈtaka  were preached here. According to a commentary, the settlement799 800

received its name from the fact that in order to complete its construction within an auspicious time torches
(ukkÈ) were used at night.  Ukka——hÈ was donated as brahmadeyya by the king of Kosala to801

PokkharasÈtÏ.802

3.2.44 UÄumpa/MedaÄumpa/MedataÄumpa
It was a nigama of the SÈkyans.  When the Buddha was staying here, he was visited by king Pasenadi803

of Kosala.  MedaÄumpa was three yojanas from Na×garaka.  All the references to this settlement appear804 805

to belong to the Buddha’s time.

3.2.45 UpakÈrÏ
It was a nagara of the PÈ¤cÈlas.  Here was the entrance to the tunnel through which king Vedeha escaped806
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to MithilÈ.  The references to this settlement appear to belong to the Buddha’s time.807

3.2.46 Uruvelakappa
This was the nigama in the Malla country from where Tapassu came.  Bhadragaka, father of CiravÈsi808

and head of this place, was preached a sermon by the Buddha over here.  The MahÈvana was near this809

settlement.  The references to this settlement are from the Buddha’s time.810

3.2.47 Uttara
It was a nagara of the KoÄiyans.  Ma×gala Buddha was born here.  811 812

3.2.48 VajirÈ
It was the nagara in which the Buddha’s bowl and staff were deposited after the MahÈparinibbÈna.813

3.2.49 VebhaÄi×ga£/VehaÄi×ga£/VebhaÄiga£
It was a gÈmanigama of Kosala state.  Gha—ÏkÈra, friend of JotipÈla lived here.  The Buddha preached814 815

the Gha—ÏkÈra at VebhaÄi×ga£.  This place was said to have been prosperous, wealthy, and crowded with816

people.817

3.2.50 VeÄuka‡Ça/VeÄuka‡—a
It was a nagara in Avanti country, where NandamÈtÈ entertained MoggallÈna and SÈriputta while they
were on their journey in Dakkhi‡Ègiri.  This city received its name from the fact that its wall and818

fortification were strengthened by thickly planted bamboos.  819

3.2.51 VenÈgapura
It was a prosperous brÈhma‡agÈma and nagara in Kosala.  Vacchagotta, a ParibbÈjaka, was a native of820

this place.  As the name suggests, it appears to have been a fortified settlement.821

3.3 Duplicated Settlements 
There are some urban settlements which have more than one name. The following settlements have to be
counted out to avoid duplicity:

3.3.1 Asita¤jana
It was a nagara in a division of the UttarÈpatha called Ka£sabhoga and it was the rÈjadhÈnÏ of

Ibid.329ff.807
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MahÈka£sa, and his successors the ten Andhakave‡hudÈsaputtas including VÈsudeva and Baladeva.  Due822

to its association with Ka£sa family and VÈsudeva (who is addressed as Ka‡ha),  this settlement appears823

to have been associated with the legend of K‚–‡a. Thus, Ka£sabhoga was in all probability the area around
modern MathurÈ and Asita¤jana the same as MadhurÈ.

3.3.2 AyojjhÈ/AyojjhÈya 
This nagara was the rÈjadhÈnÏ of king KÈÄasena.  KÈÄasena was taken prisoner by ten brothers called824

Andhakave‡huputtÈ when the latter breached the wall after having besieged AyojjhÈ. Having thus
subjugated the city, the conquerors went to DvÈravatÏ. The Buddha visited the city twice.  According to825

commentary, the people of this city constructed a vihÈra, in a spot close to a curve of the river.826

Strangely this city is mentioned as having been situated on the bank of the river Ga×gÈ.  The well-known827

AyodhyÈ was situated on the SarayÊ. It seems this confusion has arisen from some unintelligent
tradition.  828

3.3.3 BandhumatÏ
It was a nagara from where Bandhuma ruled.  We are told of 84,000 souls living in this city.  VipassÏ829 830

Buddha was born here in the KhemÈrÈma.  But as KhemÈrÈma/KhemamigadÈya was the other name of831

Isipatana,  BandhumatÏ appears to have been another name of BÈrÈ‡asÏ.832

3.3.4 BrahmavaÇÇhana
It was the other name of BÈrÈ‡asÏ.833

 3.3.5 CandavatÏ/CandavÈrÏ
It was the rÈjadhÈnÏ of king VijitÈvÏ.  AnomadassÏ Buddha was born here in the house of YasodharÈ and834

YasayÈ.  This settlement existed at Sumedha Buddha’s time.  SujÈta Buddha died here in the SilÈrÈma835 836

and a stÊpa, three gÈvutas high, was erected in his honour.  One of the commentaries gives this837

settlement as BandhumatÏ,  which in turn may be identified with BÈrÈ‡asÏ.838

3.3.6 KÈÄacampÈ
It was a nagara in A×ga,  and was connected to MithilÈ by a sixty-yojana long cart road.  To839 840

J.iv.79ff.822
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KÈÄacampÈ came sages from the HimÈlaya to procure provisions including salt and sour condiments.  As841

both this place and CampÈ are shown as the birth place of So‡a KoÄivisa,  they appear to be the same.842

3.3.7 KÈsÏ/KÈsikÈ/KÈsipura
This puravaruttama (incomparable fortified town)  was another name of BÈrÈ‡asÏ.  Phussa Buddha was843 844

born here.845

3.3.8 KetumatÏ
It was a nagara at the head of 84,000 towns and the rÈjadhÈnÏ of cakkavatti Sa£kha.  This settlement846

was the same as BÈrÈ‡asÏ.847

3.3.9 Kosala
This settlement is called a nagara at some places, though it was better known as a country. It appears to
have been used as an alternative name for SÈvatthÏ.

3.3.10 Ku‡Çiya/Ku‡Çi
This was a Koliyan nagara,  near which was the Ku‡ÇadhÈnavana where the Buddha stayed.  Near here848 849

in the forest tract the Koliyan nobles built a vihÈra for the Buddha and his monks.  In the Jaina sources,850

it is mentioned as Ku‡Çapura-sa£nevesÈo, which is interpreted by the commentator as denoting a halting
place for caravans or processions.  This settlement lay very close to VesÈlÏ on the northeastern side of851

it.  Hoernle thinks this settlement represented the city of VesÈlÏ as a whole,  but as VesÈlÏ was a very852 853

large city, Ku‡Çiya was probably only a suburban part of it. It was in all probability the same place as
Ku‡Çapura or Ku‡ÇagÈma, a suburb of VesÈlÏ, which was the capital of the J¤at‚kas, one of the
confederate states of the Vajjian confederacy.

 3.3.11 KusÈvatÏ
It was a nagara in the kingdom of the Mallas  and was once the rÈjadhÈnÏ of MahÈ-Sudassana.  It was854 855

twelve yojanas long and seven yojanas broad, prosperous and full of people like AÄakamandÈ,  and was856

at the head of 84,000 towns.  It is said that KusÈvatÏ was surrounded by seven ramparts, which had four857

gates, each gate had seven pillars fixed at it and the pillars were equal to the height of three or four men
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put on top of each other.  It was one hundred yojanas from SÈgala.  There were seven rows of palm858 859

trees around the city and the city had its fair share of gamblers and drunkards.  The DÏgha NikÈya 860

mentions it as the old name of KusinÈrÈ.861

3.3.12 Mekhala
It was the nagara where sumana Buddha was born.  As at some places Mekhala and Khema are used862

alternately,  the two settlements appear to have been the same.863

3.3.13 MolinÏ
It was another name of BÈrÈ‡asÏ.  864

3.3.14 NÈgapura
Here one eyetooth of the Buddha was deposited after his death.  The PurÈ‡as give NÈgapura as the other865

name of HastinÈpura (HatthÏpura).866

3.3.15 PupphavatÏ
It was the old name of BÈrÈ‡asÏ, when EkarÈja, father of CandakumÈra was its king.867

3.3.16 Ramma/Rammaka/Rammanagara/RammavatÏ
This was the place where DÏpa×kara Buddha, Ko‡da¤¤a Buddha, and Muraja were born.  DÏpa×kara868

Buddha stayed here in the Sudassana-MahÈvihÈra  and MahÈkassapa reigned here as king Ubbiddhata869

64,000 kappas ago.  This settlement was the same as BÈrÈ‡asÏ.870 871

 
3.3.17 Sudassana
This nagara, where Sumedha Buddha was born  and NÈrada Buddha died,  was the other name of872 873

BÈrÈ‡asÏ.  Here a four-yojana high stÊpa was built in the memory of NÈrada Buddha.  874 875

3.3.18 Sudha¤¤a/Sudha¤¤aka/Sudha¤¤avatÏ
This nagara was the birth place of both Revata  and PiyadassÏ  Buddhas. But as Anoma is also given876 877
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as the name of the birth place of PiyadassÏ Buddha,  it appears to be the same as Anoma/ Anopama.878

3.3.19 Surundha/Surundhana
It was the old name of BÈrÈ‡asÏ.879

3.3.20 UruvelÈ/UruveÄÈ/UruveÄa/UracelÈ
It was a Magadhan settlement on the bank of the Nera¤jarÈ and in the neighourhood of GayÈ.  This was880

the place where the Buddha practised austerities for six years. The AjapÈla-nigrodha,  the Mucalinda881

tree  and the KappÈsikavanasa‡da  were near UruvelÈ. Some have tried to identify UruveÄÈ with the882 883

modern village of Urel within a mile of the MahÈbodhi temple at GayÈ.  But as suggested by some884

references  this settlement appears to be the same as SenÈnÏnigama, which in turn may be identified with885

Bakraur.

3.3.21 Uttarapa¤cÈla
It was a nagara and a rÈjadhÈnÏ which was founded by fourth of the five sons of king Upacara/Apacara
of CetÏ  in the north of SotthivatÏ.  It was founded on the spot where the prince saw a wheel-frame886 887

(cakkapa¤jara) entirely made of Jewels.  It is also mentioned as the capital of a Kosalan king.  At other888 889

places it is mentioned as the capital of Kampilla kingdom.  King Re‡u is said to have been ruling over890

Uttarapa¤cÈla city as well as Kuru kingdom.  This appears to have happened when Uttarapa¤cÈla was891

perhaps a part of the Kuru kingdom. At some places it is also mentioned as a country.  We are told that892

this city was prosperous, fertile, had gold, elephants, horses, chariots, and infantry in abundance.893

Despite the fact that it was located on a mount and was fortified, its defences were not strong, as it could
šbe taken with a very small army.›  As the JÈtakas are often confused between Uttarapa¤cÈla and its894

capital Kampilla, it seems Uttarapa¤cÈla actually is the name used for Kampilla.

3.3.22 VettavatÏ
It was a nagara in the Mejjha country and was situated on the bank of a river of the same name.  The895

river VettavatÏ is identified with the modern BetwÈ. This settlement appears to be the same as VedisÈ,
which was located on the BetwÈ.

3.3.23 Yavamajjhaka
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These were four nigamas of the same name at the four gates of MithilÈ.  Elsewhere in the JÈtakas, they896

are mentioned as one.  AmrÈdevÏ, the wife of Mahosaddha lived here.  The settlement may be taken897 898

to represent the suburbs of ancient Janakpur.

3.4 Mythical Settlements 
Urban settlements associated with Uttarakuru or other mythical lands and worlds are included in this
category. As the line dividing reality and myth in our texts is indeed very thin, there is a strong possibility
that at least a couple of the settlements in the section on unidentified settlements fall in the category of
mythical settlements. However, there appears a reasonable ground to consider the following settlements
as mythical and hence non-historical.

3.4.1 Nagaras of Uttarakuru
Alaka/ ¶ÄakamandÈ,  Ambara-AmbaravatÏya/AmbaravatÏ,  A—ÈnÈ—È,  Janogha,  KusinÈ—È,899 900 901 902 903

NÈ—apuriya,  Navanavatiya,  ParakusinÈ—È,  Parakusi—ÈnÈ—È,  Uttarakuru,  and VisÈ‡È  are904 905 906 907 908 909

mentioned as nagaras of the Uttarakuru.

3.4.2 Other Mythical Settlements
3.4.2.1 Kapivanta
It was a nagara to the north of Uttarakuru.  910

3.4.2.2 Re‡uvatÏ
It was a nagara and the rÈjadhÈnÏ of a mythical king called Vimala, who ruled twenty-one kappas ago.  911

3.4.2.3 SirÏsavatthu
It was a nagara of the yakkhas in SrÏ La×kÈ (Tambapa‡‡idÏpa).  912

3.4.2.4 Sobha
It was a nagara of the Gandharvas, much given to merrymaking.913

3.4.2.5 TÈvati£sa
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It was a nagara in one of the devalokas.914

3.4.2.6 Tidasa
In this pura one eyetooth as well as the tuft of hair forming topknot of the Buddha were deposited after
this death.915
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4

ARCHAEOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVE

The basic purpose of this chapter is archaeological and surface description of those settlements which have
been identified and reported in various survey and excavation reports. Information provided by surface
collections and archaeological data help considerably not only in fixing rough date brackets, but also in
throwing light on various aspects of a settlement. But it is also important to remember that archaeological
data has its own snags. Radiocarbon dates besides being not too accurate for shorter periods, are not in
all cases available. Furthermore, in the absence of standard interpretational methods, analysis of
archaeological material can be of an extremely sensitive and crucial nature. The absence of burnt-bricks
in pre-Mauryan days and the existence of habitations on top of many ancient mounds have also put decided
limitations on the availability of archaeological data. In such situations, punctual excavations, small cuts,
and trenches are the only ways out, which at best are a small proportion of the whole truth. Many mounds
are still unexcavated and in the case of some others information about their lower levels cannot be obtained
without running the risk of destroying the upper levels. Many perishable materials have disappeared,
others washed away by rivers, and much more destroyed through human vandalism. Thus, the available
information has to be considered in the light of these difficulties.  It will be seen that though more than1

fifty settlements are described here, some kind of archaeological interpretation can be realised only in the
case of about half of them.

4.1 ¶ÄavÏ (Newal)
The village of Newal stands on a mound and the ancient remains consist mainly of three mounds called
DeorÈ-ÒÏh, SÏtalÈ-ÒÏh, and DÈno-ÒÏh.  One of these mounds possibly represents the AggÈÄava Cetiya  or2 3

another vihÈra constructed by the monks.

4.2 Allakappa (Nandangarh)
The ruins include an A„okan stone pillar and three rows of earthen mounds. According to the
archaeological reports  the mound of Nandangarh/Naonandagarh which is spread over more than 100 acres4

of land, constitutes the ruins of a colossal stÊpa. To its west, is an oval shaped brick fortification covering
an area of about fifty-nine acres. This fortification has yielded artifacts ranging from first century BCE
to second century CE and thus, may be dated to about second century CE. It appears the stÊpa was erected
after the second century CE. A twelve-foot high stÊpa was discovered in the core of this stÊpa at a depth
of thirty-five feet. Though the interior of the smaller stÊpa yielded no relics, beside it a tiny copper casket
containing a long strip of a birch-marked manuscript of about fourth century CE was discovered. Four
other mounds yielded two gold leaves with a female figure standing in a frontal pose and a small deposit
of burnt human bones mixed with charcoal.

4.3 AmaravatÏ/Amara (AmarÈvatÏ)
The settlement of AmaravatÏ appears to have sprung up during the Mauryan period. This is attested by a

Some survey and archaeological information has already been given along with the identification-related issues, in1

the previous chapter.
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pillar-fragment with an inscription,  two inscribed potsherds reading thispata and malasa in early BrÈhmÏ5

characters, inscribed granite uprights bearing typical Mauryan polish and other archaeological records
which in their earliest phase include B&RW and NBPW sometimes in association with iron.  The nucleus6

of the MahÈcetiya, which formed the principal focus of the Buddhist establishment, cannot be dated prior
to c.170 BCE.  But there is no authentic record about its shape, dimensions, and composition. Some of7

the donative records go back to about first century BCE at least. Intensive structural activity could be
witnessed during the second-first centuries BCE and the sculptural work on limestone was found to be
quite rich showing a distinctive AmarÈvatÏ style with its affinity with the post-Mauryan sculptural art of
Bharhut.

4.4 BÈrÈ‡asÏ (RÈjghÈ—) 
The limited excavations conducted here  show that this settlement sprang up around 800 BCE and in the8

pre-NBPW phase (till c.615 BCE)  there is no evidence of any housing activity as no plan of any house9

could be recovered from the excavations. Perhaps the limited excavations are responsible for this. It also
might have been possible that these early settlers were poorly equipped and did not build houses of durable
material. However, one can have some idea about the nature of house constructions from the available
fragmentary evidence. The occurrence of postholes as well as some fragments of mud-plaster with reed
impressions suggest that wooden or bamboo screens plastered with mud were used in making houses.10

The floors were made of burnt clay and vertical pits of different types and kaccÈ drains were used for
sanitation. The pits had their beginnings from the early phase of this period, while the drains were noticed
to occur from the late phase. It is difficult to compute the exact extent of the settlement during this phase,
but it may be said on the basis of the limited information available from the trenches dug, that the first
settlers occupied much smaller area than those of subsequent periods. Between the sixth century BCE and
the second century CE there was an extension of the area of the settlement and hence the population. The
settlement actually appears to have grown rapidly. RÈjghÈ— supported the extensive monastic community
of SÈrnÈth, although as far as published evidence goes the monastic remains of SÈrnÈth do not antedate
the third century BCE. The original monastic settlement undoubtedly must have come into existence at
the Buddha’s time. The size of the city was not very big compared to others. The ramparts, which are
datable to the fifth century BCE, enclosed an area of about ninety-nine acres and the size of mounds
outside the defenses though is not entirely known, but they covered at least 346 acres at the beginning of
the Common Era. The ramparts, resting on a wooden platform, measure about twenty metres at the base
and are preserved to a height of six metres. On the three sides they are surrounded by river and on the
fourth side a moat had to be dug for additional protection. As is the case with some other cities, the
magnificence of RÈjghÈ—’s defences is not matched by the finds within the enclosed area. Only from the
fourth-third centuries BCE is extensive construction activity evident in the shape of baked brick structures,
drains, wells, and tanks. Due to limited excavations little light can be thrown on the city’s functions
beyond the usual range of manufacturing and trading activities, as shown by presence of seals, coins,
ornaments of semiprecious stones, and a rich variety of terracotta figurines. Along the Ga×gÈ an
embankment of wooden planks, later remade with clay possibly served as a platform to facilitate loading
and unloading of goods from ships in the harbour. Attention also may be paid to the evidence obtained
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from a study of the sculptural details on the AmarÈvatÏ stÊpa which show the city of ancient BÈrÈ‡asÏ.
Inside the city wall, the king’s palace is depicted and the people are seen coming in and going out from
its main gate.  From about the beginning of the Common era till c.300 CE the structures became11

impressive with elaborate foundations, regular planning, use of tiles for roofing, brick-lined drains, large
storage pits for sanitation, a well-paved brick platform, and a well. It seems this was the most prosperous
period of BÈrÈ‡asÏ, though some areas were abandoned. The intensive structural activity of this period
continued in the next one (c.300-700 CE) in which Gupta terracottas, boat-shaped bead of a carnelian, and
inscribed terracotta sealings were discovered. A decline in structural activity starts after this phase, though
the site continued till about 1700 CE.

4.5 Bharukaccha/Bharunagara (BhÈruch)
It is almost impossible to excavate this centre as the high mound on the bank of the NarmadÈ, though
compact and extensive, is almost completely occupied by the busy town thriving on it. This leaves only
the eroded peripheral fringes on the riverside at the eastern and southeastern limits available for
examination. The limited excavations  conducted through vertical trenches, showed three periods of12

occupation. The beginning of period I is put in the third century BCE by the excavator. A mud-rampart
with a deep ditch on the outside was constructed at the same time as the beginning of the settlement. No
structural remains were exposed except ring-wells. In the next period, the rampart appears to have been
provided with heavy brick revetments. This period continued till about the seventh-eighth centuries CE
after which it was abandoned. Period III belongs to modern times when the rampart was built afresh. The
smaller settlement of NÈgal on the opposite bank of the NarmadÈ, where a stone-blade industry was found,
probably goes back to at least c.800 BCE.  F.R. Allchin also found the remains of extensive early brick13

structures north of the mound, probably including the bases of two stÊpas.  14

4.6 CampÈ (ChampÈnagar)
Though CampÈ’s dimensions are unknown, its historical importance and the richness of its finds may place
it in the top category of settlements. The excavation reports  show shards of coarse B&RW above the15

natural soil and the settlement appears to have sprung up around 600 BCE. A brick-drain, brick-wall, and
some kind of storage-pits belonged to the late NBPW phase. The rampart may be dated to about the fifth
century BCE, it being in the early NBPW period.  A revetment of baked bricks was added to the rampart16

in the second century BCE. This mud-rampart had a basal width of about fifteen metres and stood to an
extant height of 4.85 metres.  A drain plastered with lime, ka×kar, and sand belonged to pre-NBPW17

levels.  Evidence of extensive craft activity is provided by the finds of gold and stone jewellery as well18

as jeweller’s mounds from about the early NBPW phase till the Gupta period.  Furthermore, the presence19

of coins and seals indicated trading activity. Unfortunately few details of structural activity are available.

4.7 DvÈravatÏ/DvÈraka (DvÈrkÈ) 
The excavations at DvÈravatÏ showed six phases of habitation.  The lowest habitation placed at or a little20
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before the Common era, but not much earlier, revealed no structures, but the inhabitants used wood, iron,
and fine pottery. The pottery was well baked mostly having a reddish surface. In the second phase, shapes
become extremely specialized. Red Polished Ware appeared to be a clear copy of wares of Roman empire.
Both these phases were covered by the sea one by one and put together produced a small mound twenty-
four feet high. Possibly the engulfment of one of these phases is the one that is mentioned in the JÈtakas.
The beginning of the third period was placed in the fifth-seventh centuries CE. In this phase foundations
of houses were secured by stone-filling over which a regular platform of stones was laid. Besides this
constructional feature, it was interesting to find in the debris and walls of this period, mouldings and
finials of temples with small spires in the neighbourhood.

4.8 Erakaccha (ErÈn)
ErÈn in mostly known for its Gupta remains of temples and inscribed pillars. It is surrounded on three
sides by the meandering BÏnÈ (ancient VenavÈ). Within the separate walls, it is nearly half a mile in length
and less than quarter of a mile in breadth. But in its most flourishing days the suburbs of the town
extended over all the high ground on the south face, which could have been double the size of the walled
city.  The excavations showed four periods of occupation.  Period I began around seventeenth century21 22

BCE and shares all the equipment of the chalolithic cultures of central India. Towards the end of the
chalcolithic period but well within it, the settlement was enclosed by a wide mud-rampart and a moat
outside it, except on the riverside. The fortification continues to be in use in the next period, which begins
after a long gap, a few centuries prior to the beginning to the Common era. Iron was used in this period
and no structures were found, though brickbats suggest their prior presence. In this period, punch-marked
and cast tribal coins were also found. A lead piece bearing an impression of a die with the legend in
Mauryan BrÈhmÏ, reading ra¤o Indaguttasa (king Indragupta’s) is particularly interesting. Period III
represents the first four or five centuries of the Common era. Besides local pottery, Roman ceramics were
used and houses were generally built with kiln-burnt bricks. A large number of coins including punch-
marked, NÈga, Indo-Sassanian, and that of RÈmagupta were found belonging to this period. Many
figurines of Gupta style and a seal bearing the figure of Gaja-Lak–mÏ, with the inscription Arikine Gomika-
va–ay-adhikÈra (nasya), in early Gupta characters were also found. The next phase belongs to c.1600-1800
CE. It may be interesting to note that as the fortification here has been dated like KosambÏ to a very early
time and as the dating of KosambÏ has been doubted by most scholars, the date of ErÈn may be taken as
tentative till a full report is published.  23

4.9 GayÈ (TÈrÈÇÏh)
The excavation records  show that though the settlement history of this region goes back to chalcolithic24

times, archaeological activities in the precincts of the MahÈbodhi temple in BodhagayÈ were limited to the
exposure of the visible ruins directly around the temple. Nothing from the Buddha’s age till the Mauryas
was found here. The three superimposed slabs in the shrine are probably the oldest relic in BodhagayÈ.
The well-known stone vajrÈsana, found by Cunningham at the foot of the Bodhirukkha, is also quite old.
The sandstone slab due to its Mauryan polish and decorative designs is assigned to A„oka. The stone seat
located under the Bodhirukkha, as well as the quadrangular stone-railing, which enclosed the area around
the Bodhirukkha and now surviving only in fragments belong to the first century BCE. The ca×krama, the
promenade of the Buddha, is also of quite an old age in its earliest layer.

4.10 HatthÏpura/HatthÏgÈma (HastinÈpur)
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The ruins at present occupy an area of about 400 acres, but as the Ga×gÈ has washed away a considerable
portion of the city, originally it must have been much bigger.  This site was excavated by B.B. Lal in25

1950-52 and 1962. In the excavations  five cultural periods were noticed. Period I was represented by26

OCP and the site was deserted around 900 BCE.  In this period, no structures were found and habitation27

seems to have been sporadic. Period II lasted from c.800 BCE to c.500 BCE and was represented mainly
by PGW with black-slipped ware, ordinary red, and red-slipped wares. No regular house plans were
obtained. Walls of mud or mud-bricks, reed-walls with mud-plaster, and a fragmentary burnt-brick were
found. Iron slags were found in the upper levels. After this phase the site was abandoned and a
considerable portion of the settlement was washed away. Period III (c.400-200 BCE) is represented by
NBPW, coarse grey ware, unslipped red ware, punch-marked coins, uninscribed-cast-copper coins, copper,
and iron implements. In this period houses of mud and kiln-burnt bricks were found and so were soakage
pits and brick-lined drains. A very long wall of burnt bricks was also found in period II. Around 200 BCE
the entire settlement was destroyed by a large conflagration which has left its scar over a wide area. The
site was reoccupied from c.100 BCE to about the end of the third century CE and is represented by wheel-
turned red were of medium fabric, Yaudheya and Ku–È‡a coins as well as regular house-planning. Brick
building of this period reveals several structural phases. The site was once agin abandoned to be
reoccupied from c.1100 CE till about the end of fifteenth century.

4.11 Indapatta/Indapa——ha/Indapattana (Indraprastha, N. Delhi)
The magnificence of the textual sources is not matched at all by its archaeological evidence.  The site28

sprang up around 800 BCE. Nothing specific is found till the Mauryan period, which is represented by
the occurrence of mud-floors, terracotta figurines both human and animistic, uninscribed copper coin, and
a clay sealing with such motifs as an arched hill, a tree, and a hollow cross. The ƒu×ga period yielded a
figurine of Lak–mÏ, another female figure, and the remains of rubble structures. During the ƒaka-Ku–È‡a
period structural remains of baked bricks, copper coins of MathurÈ kings, Yaudheyas, and Ku–È‡as were
found. The Gupta period was represented by remains of brick structures constructed out of reused bricks.
The settlement continued in a rather poor state into modern times. 

4.12 Jetuttara (NÈgarÏ)
The excavations  show that the settlement began around the fifth century BCE and various types of coins29

including punch-marked, K–atrapa, and tribal coins  point to the trading activity that went on here. The30

mound near the river BirÈch/Bairis consisted of two parts. An enclosed citadel towards the south was
surrounded and fortified by broad ramparts on the southeast and defended by the BirÈch on the west. An
outlying suburb was situated towards the north, which may or may not have been enclosed within a
fortification wall or rampart; but if so no traces of any fortification now exist except for a short distance
on the eastern side, where there is a continuation of the fortification. A somewhat detached outer rampart,
however, which apparently defended the principal entrance to the citadel towards the northeast and the
entrance to a ravine running from east to west leading to a ghÈ— on the river, continues for some distance
along the eastern side of the site of the old outer town. The ravine divides the site of the citadel from the
site of the outer town, the present village being on the site of the outer town/suburb.  The citadel and the31
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outer town covered 21 and 26.5 acres respectively, making it 47.5 acres for the whole settlement. 32

4.13 Kampilla/ Kampillaka/Kampilliya (Kampil)
The presence of PGW with shards of NBPW in a limited area points to the origin of this settlement
towards the beginning of the fifth century BCE.  The mound is nearly one square mile (640 acres) in33

extent.  But nothing more is known about this site as yet.34

4.14 Ka‡‡akujja (Kanauj)
The ruins of this settlement cover an area of about 2.5 square miles (1600 acres).  According to the35

excavation report  though the settlement began around 900 BCE, no structures prior to C.500 BCE are36

available. The period from c.500 to c.200 BCE was represented by a single brick-structure of large-sized
bricks. The next period was divisible into as many as seven structural sub-periods, structures being mostly
of burnt-bricks but occasionally of rubble as well. From the earliest levels of this period, came pottery of
red were, with impressed designs and symbols typical of Ku–È‡a period. The last sub-period represented
early medieval times.

4.15 Kapilavatthu (TilaurÈko—)
D. Mitra in the early sixties opened work with a thirty-two metre long trench placed in the northen fringe
of TilaurÈko— mound and on the premise that NBPW was the oldest pottery ware above the natural soil,
she dated the beginning of the settlement in the sixth century BCE.  Later in the excavations, however,37

NBPW, red ware, grey ware, PGW, painted red ware, coins of the ƒu×gas, Mauryas, Ku–È‡as, and
Pa¤cÈlas were found  and it appears that the beginning of the settlement may actually be dated to c.80038

BCE. The settlement covered about 49.5 acres in c.100 CE.  39

4.16 Kekaka (JalÈlpur)
Though this settlement yielded coins of Alexander’s successors, Cunningham was of the opinion that it
must have been older due to its favourable position in the region.  No reports are available on this40

settlement as yet.

4.17 Kesaputta (KesarÏya)
Cunningham found the mound to be around 1400 feet in circumference (i.e., about 7.2 acres) at the base
of the ruins.  41

4.18 KhemavatÏ (KhemarÈjpur)
A large mound of ruins about 1.5 miles to the northeast of KhemarÈjpur, apparently, has also the ruins
of a demolished stÊpa near it. In all probability the modern villages of Asojpur and Paer also formed a
part of the ancient settlement and are now situated on the debris of the ancient habitation. The ancient city
of KhemavatÏ, most probably, extended around the whole northern and southern sides of the lake, located
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now towards the west of the mound.

4.19 KoÄiyanagara/KoÄanagara (KorÈwÈ-ÒÏh)
The site of KorÈo×-ÒÏh or KorÈwÈ mound, was found to have measured upwards of a mile in circuit (i.e.,
about 123 acres) when Cunningham visited it.  42

4.20 KosambÏ (Kosam)
The excavated remains prove beyond any reasonable doubt that besides HastinÈpur, KosambÏ was one of
the earliest urban centres of historic India. The excavations  exposed structures of a big vihÈra in the43

northeastern corner of the settlement, which later on the basis of an inscribed stone slab was identified as
GhositÈrÈma.  Thus, KosambÏ’s direct Buddhist association was established. The visible walls of44

GhositÈrÈma do not reach below Ku–È‡a times, but the main stÊpa of the vihÈra may rest on an earlier
base. The first phase of its construction is generally dated in the fifth century BCE  though there is as yet45

nothing to prove it. From this monastery comes the huge MathurÈ sculpture of a cakkavatti Buddha of the
year two of Kani–ka I, installed according to the inscription at the ca×krama of the Buddha and gifted by
the same donors as the SÈrnÈth sculpture.  The dates provided by the excavator (G.R. Sharma) are46

generally taken as quite on the high side. The ƒyenaciti of the Puru–amedha is part of a very late šbrick-
mass fallen from the revetment of the defences into the adjacent moat.›  The palace dated by Sharma in47

c.600 BCE may actually belong to the Mughal days  and thus does not have any connection with48

Udayana. The rampart was repaired and added several times and its earliest phase maybe dated a bit earlier
than the advent of NBPW, as the fortification was extant when the ware first appeared at this site.  Dating49

for KosambÏ, in any case has been a problem, as even the calibrated dates provided by Possehl defy
acceptable brackets.  Besides the enclosed settlement, there were some subsidiary settlements just outside50

the ramparts. These sites are generally located along approaches to the city, they may have had primarily
a defensive purpose or could also represent administrative ports for checking the movement of traffic to
and from the city or even more likely these settlements catered to the commercial interests and needs of
the city. At least one of the subsidiary settlements must represent a suburb. However, as its area is no less
than 185.3 acres, the total area of KosambÏ may be estimated around 556 acres in c.100 CE, out of which
only about 112 acres was actually occupied in the fifth-fourth centuries BCE.  51

4.21 Kukku—a (PeshÈwar)
It is generally agreed that the ancient city must be represented by the great mound on which much of the
modern city of PeshÈwar stands. One of the mounds that has been excavated yielded the Buddha’s casket
in the ruins of the great Ka‡i–ka StÊpa till recently known as ShÈh-jÏ-kÏ dherÏ.  52

4.22 KusinÈrÈ (KasiÈ)
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The focus of the ruins at the main site is the NirvÈ‡a StÊpa. With a cylindrical base, the NirvÈ‡a StÊpa
in its ruins stood to a height of more than fifty-five feet above the platform. During the excavation, at a
depth of fourteen feet from the top, was found a circular brick-chamber accommodating a copper vessel,
embedded in sand and a mass of cowries. Inside the vessel a silver coin of KumÈragupta I (415-455 CE)
was found. But both the shrine and the platform on which it stands along with the stÊpa had been built on
earlier remains, as found during the excavations.  The other remains at the main site consist of votive53

stÊpas, monasteries, and miscellaneous buildings. The votive stÊpas are clustered to the south of the main
stÊpa, but small groups occur elsewhere as well. Some of them, to the east of the stÊpa-platform, are to
be seen partially buried under it. The excavated monasteries, including the partially-exposed ones, number
at least eight. They follow the usual plan and, as is common, were built and rebuilt at different times, the
earliest in the Ku–È‡a period.  In spite of the record of the activities of A„oka at KusinÈrÈ, nothing that54

is definitely earlier than the Ku–È‡a period has been so far reported in the excavations. Nor has anyone
tried to reach the natural soil at the place of those ruins.  55

4.23 MacchikÈsa‡Ça (MasÈo×-ÒÏh)
Archaeological evidence suggests that the settlement of MasÈo×-ÒÏh existed from c.600 BCE to c.600
CE.  Discovery of a hoard of 3,000 cowrie shells from the NBPW levels here has thrown interesting light56

on the use of currency around the beginning of the fifth century BCE. The mound covered an area of
nearly 450x250 meters (27.8 acres) and has been extensively despoiled by regular cultivation and the
construction of a railway line. In the period c.600-400 BCE no structural activity was noticed, but during
c.400-200 BCE punch-marked coins, structures of baked bricks, and brick-rammed floors were discovered.
During c.200 BCE and the beginning of the Common era ƒu×ga style terracotta figurines, punch-marked
coins, copper coins, structures of baked bricks, brick-rammed floors were discovered. Between c.200 BCE
and c.200 CE Ku–È‡a copper coins, baked brick structures, brick floorings and a drain, human and animal
terracotta figurines were discovered. During c.200-600 CE a terracotta seal bearing a BrÈhmÏ inscription
reading: Golikasiya in Gupta characters, Gupta style terracotta figurines, beads, shell and glass bangles,
and ivory game pieces were available.

4.24 MadhurÈ/UttaramadhurÈ (MathurÈ)
Archaeological evidence  suggests that MadhurÈ sprang up around the sixth century BCE with the people57

who used PGW. But its size became substantial only by about 300 BCE, as prior to that it is not
represented at all the mounds. Around 300 BCE MadhurÈ had ring-wells, high mud-platforms and yielded
besides punch-marked coins, a square seal of shell reading Idrayasa in BrÈhmÏ characters. During the
second and first centuries BCE baked-brick structures predominated over the mud-structures. Courtyards
paved with brickbats and bricks superimposing floors of compact mud were also found. Besides a few cast
coins, this phase also yielded ƒu×ga style female figurines. But this settlement shot into commercial,
religious, and political permanence only in the first century CE, as pointed out by the finds of cions
signifying intensive trading activity as well as the availability of brick structures, roofing tiles, and
fortification. The rampart with a basal width of about thirty metres and extant height of eleven metres
enclosed as area of about three sq kms (741 acres) at the time of its construction (c.100 CE). As the land
around MadhurÈ is desert-type and this area till recently has been using the Persian Wheel for irrigation,
it seems quite doubtful whether its rural base was exploitable enough to support an urban settlement.
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MadhurÈ obviously owed all its prosperity to its pivotal position as a great clearing house of commodities,
for it was well connected with Central Asia through the northwestern route and also with the western cost
through the Ujjain route. The merchants undoubtedly played a significant role in the economic life of the
city. The period spanning roughly the fourth-fifth centuries CE was not very impressive and is represented
by a few floors of mud and brickbats. One gets a clear reflection of decline in this phase.

4.25 MÈhissatÏ (Maheshwar)  
The town of Maheshwar extends for over a mile from east to west along the NarmadÈ and less than half
a mile in depth northwards, occupying a total of about 320 acres. The whole of this area is dotted with
high mounds and gullies indicating a long man-made occupation and its erosion by nature. A passage in
a first century BCE inscription at SÈ¤cÏ  depicts a living tradition as pilgrims from MÈhissatÏ along with58

those from UjjenÏ, Pati——hÈna, and other places recorded their donations on the stÊpas of SÈ¤cÏ. According
to the excavation record  the settlement at Maheshwar goes back to Early Stone Age, the first three being59

pre-Buddhist. Period IV (c.400-100 BCE) which begins after a gap, is represented by the use of iron,
B&RW as the main pottery, with a few shards of NBPW (perhaps imported from elsewhere) and some
early coins were also found. In period V (c.100 BC-100 CE) B&RW diminishes considerably, while tan
and burnished red wares become more popular. A number of glass objects were also found. The evidence
of houses was provided by brickbats and tiles. Period VI was marked by the presence of red-polished
ware, a fabric closely akin to the Roman Samian ware. During this period, B&RW shows further decrease
while coarse-red and black wares increase. Kiln-burnt bricks were also available. Period VII belonged to
late medieval times of the Mughals and the MarÈ—hÈs.

4.26 Nagara
PGW can be picked up in profusion along the western and southwestern faces of the mound.  The site has60

not as yet been excavated nor is there any information as to this size. 

4.27 NÈlandÈ
The excavations so far have mainly concentrated on the monastic area where nothing prior to the Guptas
has been found.  The real importance of this settlement no doubt began during the reign of the Guptas61

in the fifth century CE. Most of the structures date from the PÈla period, though a number of them have
an earlier nucleus. The total area covered by ruins is more than 2x1 miles (1280 acres.) 

4.28 PÈ—aliputta/PÈ—aligÈma (Pa—nÈ)
The settlement appears to have begun around 500 BCE or so as shown by the presence of NBPW picked
up at Bula×dÏbÈg and KumrÈhar.  It was almost continuously occupied after this till c.600 CE and then62

deserted to be reoccupied in the eighteenth century. The excavations of the ancient settlement have been
made difficult by the overlying modern city of Pa—nÈ, although investigations by Waddell, Spooner, Sinha
and Narain suggest that the defences of the city may have enclosed as much as 3000 acres in c.175 BCE.63

The excavations of a pillared-hall, a rampart stabilized by an internal wooden palisade (both belonging to
about fourth century BCE),  monastery-cum-sanatorium called Arogya-vihÈra (belonging to post-Mauryan64
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but pre-Gupta period) and a monastery which included a long hall measuring 70x30 sq feet with rooms
on east and west- all largely corroborate the reported magnificence of this city, most of which appears to
have been lost irrevocably. The palisade appears to have been a wide wooden-wall, originally covered with
earth up to a certain height and hollow inside to serve possibly as a passage.  This palisade perhaps65

represents the conclusion of more or less a continuing period of extension beginning from t he time of
AjÈtasattu. Could this be the case with the excavated pillared-hall, which is possibly the same as
constructed by Ghotamukha at the suggestion of Udena thera or the other ÈvasathÈgÈra£ (mote-hall)
where the Buddha once stayed? The background to the construction of these halls appears quite reliable
from the way they are mentioned in these texts. But the polished chunar sandstone pillar excavated by
Spooner at KumrÈhar  on the basis of various signs and other relevant data, appears to have been caused66

to be made by the orders of one of the first three Mauryan kings.  As the Buddha and the Mauryan period67

appear to be separated by less than a century,  there is a strong possibility that foundations of the wooden68

palisade and the two halls were laid in the Buddha’s age itself. After having combined the information
from Megasthenes with the statements of Indian literature and archaeology, Schlingloff feels that the
boundaries of the ancient city of PÈ—aliputta need to be reconstructed.  According to his reconstruction,69

BhiknÈ PahÈrhÏ was a monument in the centre of the city  whereas KumrÈhar appears to have been a70

pleasure-hall outside the town wall, rather than being a palace-area.  The ¶gam KuÈ¤ (Unfathomable71

well), a large circular well, the walls of which were raised ten feet above the ground level and had eight
windows, was perhaps A„oka’s prison, as witnessed by Xuanzang.72

4.29 Pati——hÈna (Pai—han)
The ancient site spans well over four square kms (about 723 acres) with some of the mounds rising as high
as eighteen metres. The limited and unsystematic excavations at this settlement  reported four periods of73

habitation. Period I (c.300 BCE-100 CE) yielded SÈtavÈhana lead coins, glass beads, crystal earrings, lion
capital in bone or ivory, and NBPW. Period II (c.100-500 CE) witnessed a heavy flood. Period III (c.600-
800 CE) yielded a brick temple conditionally placed in the RÈ–trakÊ—a period. Period IV (c.1700-1880 CE)
yielded Mughal/MarÈ—hÈ material.

4.30 PÈvÈ (PadraonÈ)
The remnants at PadraonÈ consist of a large mound covered with broken bricks and a few statues. When
Cunningham visited, it measured 220x120 feet and within the mound, he discovered the remains of a
stÊpa, probably the one erected over the Buddha’s relics.  74

4.31 PayÈgatittha/PayÈgapati——hÈna (JhÊsÏ)
The ruins of this settlement consist of several high mounds at the confluence of the Ga×gÈ and YamunÈ
opposite AllÈhÈbÈd. Although no excavations have been carried out here, the scraping of sections indicates
continuous occupations from c.100 BCE onwards and the origin of the settlement appears to go back to
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the fifth century BCE, as NBPW has been reported from here.  Unfortunately, due to the presence of an75

extensive modern village on top of the mounds, the area of occupation can only be estimated for periods
III (c.350-100 BCE) and IV (c.100-300 CE), when it measured about seventy-four acres. 

4.32 Pipphalivana (PiprahwÈ-GanwÈrÏÈ)
According to the excavation reports  habitation at the twin-settlement seems to have begun in the fifth76

century BCE, ending at PiprahwÈ quite early, though GanwÈrÏÈ (perhaps the rulers’ residence) continued
till about third century CE. It seems that the settlement lost its urban status at least with the end of the
Ku–È‡a period. At PiprahwÈ the main stÊpa was found to be built in three stages.  New trenches at the77

sides of the stÊpa revealed an earlier ring of burnt bricks, edging the outlines of an earlier mud-stÊpa. The
mud-phase of the stÊpa is probably to be dated in the Mauryan period. Srivastava’s reference to the NBPW
surroundings, not even drawn on the stÊpas, is misleading. Even if the NBPW had been found directly
in the stÊpas, it would have hailed from the mud-phase. On the southwestern side of PiprahwÈ mound,
several votive stÊpas were exposed. In the eastern part of the mound, a monastery-like structure was
discovered. The clearance of the northwestern part yielded an extensive flooring of baked bricks. During
1974-76 a number of burnt-brick structures of non-monastic character spread over a large area at GanwÈrÏÈ
were also brought to light.  78

4.33 RÈjagaha/Giribbaja (RÈjgÏr)
This settlement was perhaps the only urban settlement of the first stage of development of the Ga×gÈ
urbanisation, located away from a river. The occupation here began with the beginning of NBPW, thought
it appears that nearby there had been earlier occupation, shards from which were washed and got deposited
in the pebble and pre-pebble strata. It was enclosed by a wall which extended over a length of about twenty
to twenty-five miles along the crest of the hills, was five metres broad at the base and reached to a height
of three metres, thus providing an excellent natural defence. The excavational record of this settlement79

may be divided into two parts: Old RÈjagaha and New RÈjagaha; being respectively antonagara (the inner
city) and bahinagara (the outer city) of the textual records. That this settlement was extremely important
till it was overshadowed by PÈ—aliputta becomes quite apparent when one looks at the localities around
RÈjagaha (RÈjagahassa sÈmantÈ).  80

The antonagara was a stronghold encircled by five low hills as a natural rampart, with walls and
embankments filling the gap between them. According to the excavators, the inner fortification of RÈjagaha
which covered an area of about 450 acres and is the earliest, cannot be dated prior to the fifth century
BCE.  New RÈjagaha was protected by a massive wall of earth, resembling an irregular pentagon in81

shape, with a circuit of nearly three miles and a covered habitation area of about 240 acres in c.100 BCE.
The earthen rampart was built (possibly by AjÈtasattu) when some deposits with the NBPW had
accumulated.  The fortification was internally reinforced with timber and supplemented by moats. Over82

the mud-rampart a brick wall was added later. After the collapse of the brick wall, the rampart was
heightened by a thick deposit of earth and ash around the first century BCE. A little later, the rampart was
again strengthened on top by walls of brickbats.

On the south, towards the hills, a portion of the fortified area was cut off to form a citadel. The
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wall once surrounding the settlement has almost entirely disappeared, but the citadel wall is still fairly well
preserved; a small portion of its southern section, with a gateway has been exposed. There are several gaps
in the fort-wall on the east, north, and west, but it is not possible to say which of them, if any, served as
gateways. After the first century CE, archaeologically the city seems barren. The area in the hill-girt valley
has yielded several large elliptical halls made of rubble and mud-mortar. The largest one measures 228x38
sq feet, its wall being 3.5 feet wide.  The archaeologists do not explicitly give a date, but it has been83

hinted that they could belong to the pre-brick period. It is surprising that a sufficiently old date for
RÈjagaha could not be proved anywhere, the best calibrated carbon date being 395±25 BCE for habitation
and defence. As it remains unexplained whether some of the associated wares found together with the
NBPW had an earlier origin, the time of the rise can at best be pushed back to c.500 BCE after these
results. Whatever may come, on present showing RÈjagaha belongs basically to the category of younger
cities of India. Yet in mitigation it may be said that the first excavations conducted by Ghosh to reveal a
properly stratified sequence in the inner city were pre-radiocarbon and the dating of New RÈjagaha is
really quite inadequate for forming any firm conclusions. 

4.34 SahajÈti (BhÏ—È)
BhÏ—È was an outstanding example of Marshall’s excavating a stratified sequence, which remains one of
the few early historic excavations in the Ga×gÈ valley to reveal the plans of whole houses. The
archaeological data  shows that this settlement was fortified during the days of the Mauryas and existed84

at least till the Gupta days. Marshall dated the beginning of this place to about tenth century BCE, but as
an urban centre it seems to have existed from about the early Mauryan period till about the Gupta days.
In the four respective periods of occupation the areas covered by this settlement were: 8.5 (c.1000-600
BCE), 8.5 (c.650-350 BCE), 47 (c.350-100 BCE) and 47(c.100-350 CE) acres including 12.3 acres outside
the ramparts during the last two periods.  The site seems to represent a settlement inhabited by a85

mercantile community. The finds included mercantile and religious sealings mostly of the Ku–È‡a and
Gupta periods as well as tribal and Ku–È‡a coins.

4.35 SÈketa (AyodhyÈ)
According to the archaeological information  this settlement appears to have started in c.625 BCE,  as86 87

NBPW in all its shades along with degenerate phase of PGW is available in the lowest strata. With this
inception the occupation phase of the mound appears to have continued up to the third century CE,
represented by several structural phases. In the earliest stage, the houses were made of wattle-and-daub
or mud, followed by those of baked bricks. In the Janma-bhÊmÏ area, a massive wall of bricks was
observed across the sector obliquely, which may perhaps be identified as a rampart wall. Immediately
below the massive wall, were found mud-brick structures. In the upper levels of the post-rampart phase,
which extended from about third century BCE to the first century CE, terracotta ring- wells were noted.
The rampart-wall appears to have had a fairly deep ditch, almost like a moat, just on its exterior, which
was partly cut into the natural clay overlaying the fluviatile sand bed. Shards of rouletted ware in levels
assignable to the first-second centuries CE represent the substantial amount of trade and commerce at
AyodhyÈ in the early centuries of the Common era. In this trade the arterial riverine route of the SaryÊ
on to the Ga×gÈ linking it with various other settlements and TÈmralitti in eastern India must have played
an important role. The settlement is represented very poorly in the Gupta period and then was abandoned
to be reoccupied in the eleventh century CE.
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4.36 Sa£kassa (Sa£kissÈ-Basantpur)
The modern village of Sa£kissÈ is located on the top of a high mound. It had once been a fort, but all
round it is a succession of high ruined mounds of bricks and earth, which are said to be the wall of the
old city. One wall was at least eighty feet high.  The mound called QilÈ measures 1500x1000 feet, though88

the total area, if all the mounds are included, would be around 3000x2000 feet (i.e., 137 acres).  The city89

itself, which would appear to have surrounded this central mound on all sides, was enclosed with an
earthen rampart, 18900 feet, or upwards of 3.5 miles in circuit  and most of the circuit still remains.90

PGW and NBPW are reported widely scattered on and around the mound,  which would put the beginning91

of the settlement in pre-750 BCE at least. 

4.37 SÈvatthÏ (Sahe—h-Mahe—h)
At present SÈvatthÏ is represented by a rampart of crescent shape enclosing an area of about 395 acres.
This rampart which may be dated between c.275-200 BCE, circuiting about five kms, later came to be
topped by a burnt-brick wall. Though the settlement continued in a weak state for quite some time, its
decline began with the downfall of Kosala. As indicated by the ruins, the suburb outside the walls of the
city must have been very limited. The archaeological records  show that period I, which is pre-defense,92

may be dated from c.500 BCE to c.300 BCE. No coin or brick structures were found in this period.
Period II (middle of the third century BCE to about the middle of the first century BCE) was marked by
the coming up of a mud-rampart with a circuit of about three miles. The period had four sub-periods
within it. In the earliest sub-period, the rampart had a basal width of ninety-five feet, with seventy-two
feet height above the contemporary ground level. The second sub-period from below had a brick structure.
In the next sub-period the height of the rampart was raised by mud-filling and in the last a brick structure
above the raised mud-filling was constructed. It has been surmised, though not with much conviction, that
the wall was thrown up as a protection against an Indo-Greek invasion.  The pottery of period II showed93

a marked change from the previous period and consisted of shapes commonly found in the ƒu×ga levels
in north Indian sites. Many coins of the AyodhyÈ series dated to the middle of the second century BCE
were found from the upper two levels and so was a terracotta sealing with the legend šBÈladata(sa)›in
the BrÈhmÏ script of the second century BCE. As early as 1863 and 1871, Cunningham cleared parts of
the monastic area and exposed stÊpas and structures of smaller shrines.  Of the brick-structures not a94

single one can be dated prior to the early Ku–È‡a period, the bulk of the buildings belonging to Gupta and
medieval times. No artistic remains of any importance belonging to the Gupta tradition have yet been
brought to light from the ruins of SÈvatthÏ. As PGW occurs here  in conjunction with the NBPW and not95

independently, compared to more westerly sites like HastinÈpur and Ropar, the earliest habitation at this
part of the site may be put in a date-bracket of c.600-300 BCE and the fortification to about the middle
of third century BCE or even later.  96

4.38 SobhavatÏ (KhopoÈ-ÒÏh)
The mound of KhopoÈ is situated on the northern side of a natural lake, one half of which lies east and
west, and then turns southwards for the remaining half. The lake has an extent of about half a mile from
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east to west and a little less from north to south.  The mound measures 740x740 feet (12.6 acres) with97

another mound (probably a stÊpa ) measuring 230x100 feet and a smaller third mound.98

4.39 Soreyya (Soron)
The ancient settlement is represented by a ruined mound called QilÈ measuring about 400x400 metres (i.e.,
about 40 acres) standing on the high bank of the Ga×gÈ.99

4.40 Su£sumÈragiri/Su£sumÈragira (ChunÈr)
Though at ChunÈr many inscriptions of considerable antiquity, especially of the Gupta period, have been
found from time to time,  it has not been excavated as yet.100

 4.41 SuppÈra/SuppÈraka (SopÈrÈ)
The importance of this place in the days of A„oka is proved by the fact that fragments of the Eighth and
Ninth Rock Edicts of A„oka have been found here. The endowments of a few local people on the Buddhist
monuments at KÈrlÈ and KÈnherÏ have been recorded in the dedicatory inscriptions of the SÈtavÈhana
period. In an impressive mound within an oblong brick enclosure, known as BurudÈ RÈjÈcha ko—, B.L.
Indraji partially opened in 1881 the remains of a large stÊpa with a circular drum.  The stÊpa is better101

known for its remarkable rich deposits enshrined right in the centre inside a regularly-built square chamber
with a pyramidal top. Most of the antiquities reported from this settlement appear to belong to the
SÈtavÈhana period. 

4.42 TakkarÈ (Ter)
Towards the south of the present town extensive mounds covered with brick and pottery debris were
noticed, which at one point contained the foundation of brick walls of an early type of construction.  A102

brick cetiya later converted into a temple was also located in the middle of the settlement.  Later103

excavations  yielded a large number of terracotta and kaolin figurines, coins, jewellery, beads of104

semiprecious stones, shell amulets etc. Also many lamps with nozzle wicks simulating Roman
craftsmanship were discovered and so were a number of vats for dyeing cloth. Evidence of a wooden
palisade around the settlement was also found. 

4.43 TakkasilÈ (TaxilÈ)
The ruins of TakkasilÈ consist of four fortified sites- HathiÈl, BhÏrh Mound, Sirkap, and Sirsukh- and
numerous isolated Buddhist monuments spread all over the valley, some being near the sites.  Of varying105

sizes and importance, the surrounding Buddhist remains are self-contained units of the requisite buildings,
mainly stÊpas, and monastic establishments. The earliest settlement at HathiÈl goes back to at least c.1000
BCE, although there are traces of an even earlier settlement dating back to perhaps c.2000 BCE. This pre-
Buddhist settlement measures about thirty acres at its maximum.  The culture at this settlement has106

markedly local GandhÈran flavour, while that of the subsequent BhÏrh mound, appears to indicate the
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arrival of much more urbane and widely diffused Ga×getic character.  The BhÏrh mound, had its origins107

in about the fifth century BCE  and continued to be occupied for about three centuries. No Buddhist108

monuments have been found here. The settlement had no systematic planning-the houses were all of
rubble-masonry, being jumbled up and not always with definite boundaries. A large number of soak-wells,
a few of them packed with carefully laid pottery jars all turned upside down, were met with. Another soak-
well was constructed of jars placed one upon the other with a hole in the bottom of each. Coins in large
numbers, including punch-marked, of various sizes and shapes and two that of Alexander were also found. 

Sirkap succeeded BhÏrh around the second century BCE as the main settlement of the city and
continued to be in occupation for the next four hundred years or so under the ƒakas, Parthians, and early
Ku–È‡as. In Parthian times (first century BCE), the northern part of the settlement was abandoned and
there was a simultaneous southward extension. The change was possibly brought about by the military
rather than by civic requirements. Some such settlements could be called šmoving camps of cities,› as the
site from which a king shifted became deserted/ affected or vice-versa. For a conqueror to use this as
capital was against the rules of politics apparently because its ins and outs were known to enemy agents. 
Hence, a new capital at a neighbouring site was done. The new fortification, this time of rubble-masonry,
was most probably built in the second half of the first century BCE. It was 4050 metres in perimeter and
was provided at irregular intervals with rectangular bastions, the corner bastions being, however,
pentagonal in shape. There is evidence that the southern portion of the new city was fenced off to form
a citadel. Sirkap was well laid out and šshows several large blocks of dwellings, separated one from the
other by narrow side streets. The unit of their design is the open quadrangle surrounded by chambers and
this unit is repeated two, three, or four times according to the amount of accommodation required by the
occupants, the small rooms fronting on the streets being usually reserved for shops. The walls were
constructed either of rough ruble or diaper masonry.›  Within the precincts of the fortified settlement109

of Sirkap, the bases of a few stÊpas were exposed, which may be associated with Buddhism on the basis
that during the Scytho-Parthian period, Buddhism flourished in this region, though some have suggested
a Jaina origin of these stÊpas.  In the hilly part of Sirkap, is the stÊpa sometimes identified with the one110

erected by A„oka to commemorate KunÈla’s tragedy. But it dates only from the third or fourth century CE,
though an earlier and much smaller stÊpa had existed at the site of the larger one in whose core it was
buried. The DhammarÈjikÈ stÊpa, situated about a mile to the east of BhÏrh, is one of the most important
Buddhist monuments at TakkasilÈ and owing to the importance of its being one of the 84,000 stÊpas
believed to have been erected by A„oka, it underwent several restorations. Sirsukh has been excavated in
a very limited area only. Its fortification made of diaper-faced rubble, had semicircular bastions and
contained loopholes for the use of defenders. BhÏrh mound, Sirkap, and Sirsukh occupied 173, 192.7, and
325 acres respectively in the years c.300 BC, c.50 BCE, and c.100 CE.  Location of TakkasilÈ on the111

great trade route which used to connect India with Central and Western Asia, coupled with the strength
of its natural defenses, the fertility of the soil, and a constant supply of good water, readily accounts for
the importance of TakkasilÈ in early times.112

4.44 ThÊ‡a/Thu‡a (ThÈneshwar)
This settlement came into political prominence under Har–avardhana. The various mounds represented by
it have not been excavated sufficiently. The excavational records  show that the biggest mound measuring113
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about 1200x800 metres, is packed with post-Gupta and later deposits, the lowest levels being not
observable. From the ‘city’ mound, which lies opposite the big mound, PGW was recovered. Excavations
at RÈjÈ-Kar‡a-kÈ-QilÈ,  which measures 240x240 metres at the base, yielded grey ware in the lowest114

levels datable to c.400 BCE. Along with the grey ware some shards of PGW and a red ware were also
found.  But the main three mounds occupy an area of about 1600x600 metres though originally the whole115

settlement may have occupied as much as one square mile, i.e., 640 acres.  The structural remains are116

represented by a fragmentary mud-wall constructed over a thick ashy deposit. Baked and mud-bricks were
also discovered. Two identical terracotta sealings, showing svÈstika, snake, nandi-pada and crescent found
from the upper levels are noteworthy. This period ended around 100 BCE. The second period spanned
from about the first century BCE till about the third century CE. It is represented by red-polished ware
and three structural phases with walls of either mud or mud-bricks. After this period the site was deserted
to be reoccupied in the medieval times. D.B. Spooner opined that the ancient mound of RÈjÈ-Kar‡a-kÈ-
QilÈ at ThÈneshwar might well date from the pre-Buddhist days.117

4.45 Udumbara (Pa—hÈnko—)
This settlement, due to its geographical location, appears to have been an important entrepöt for commerce
and human traffic. It must have played an important role in the diffusion of Buddhism along the great
commercial routes of India, notably on the route which ran from the lower valley of the Ga×gÈ to KÈshmÏr
via MathurÈ.  Cunningham had witnessed the ruins of the old fort forming a mound measuring about118

180x180 metres (8.25 acres).  Numerous coins of the Greek king Zoilus and of the Indo-Scythian princes119

Gondophares, Ka‡i–ka, and Huvi–ka were also found and so were some copper coins bearing the name
Odumbara in Arian PÈli letters datable to about the beginning of the Common era. None of the coins,
however, can be dated prior to the latter half of the second century BCE.120

4.46 UjjenÏ (Ujjain)
UjjenÏ, though it fell outside the Ga×gÈ Valley, enjoyed strong political and economic links with it. The
excavations of the 1950's  revealed the continuity of occupation on the site from c.600 BCE  to about121 122

the fourteenth century, divisible into four successive periods. The massive rampart with a moat around
it dates back to the earliest period of occupation on the site. This rampart, which was reinforced with
timber and complemented by moats, was seventy-five metres at the base, fifteen metres high, and six km
in length. It may be remembered that a shard identified as PGW was found in the core of the rampart. The
rampart enclosed an area of about 1.0 x 0.75 mile (480 acres) with openings suggesting gateways at
several places with outside habitation. The rampart as originally planned and built was surrounded on the
west and distantly on the north by the river SiprÈ, while a moat, exposed by excavation on the eastern side
and found to be filled with greenish water-borne silt, added to it a line of defense in that direction and
presumably on the south side as well, being apparently connected with the river and thus completing the
circuit of water-barrier. The moat was found to have been at least eighty feet wide and twenty feet deep
during its functional life. In this period stone and burnt-brick structures, B&RW, fine red-slipped and
coarse granulated wares were reported. Period II ranged from c.500 BCE to c.200 BCE during which time
the height of the rampart was raised and was at least thrice breached by the floods. At the upper levels of
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this settlement were found punch-marked coins, inscribed seals and iron objects. Along with the main
wares of period I, NBPW and associated wares were available. Ring-wells, a brick-well, structures of
mud, mud-bricks, stone-rubble and burnt-bricks, two seals of ivory (inscribed in early BrÈhmÏ script of
third-second centuries BCE) reading Gosahitakasa and Pattilasa respectively were the other finds of this
period. During this period, plaster and mortar were in use. This period appears to have been a period of
prosperity, as is indicated by objects of diverse variety and varied structures in different materials. The
period also represented a workshop of beads of agate, arrowheads, and knitting needles of bone. During
the period from c.200 BCE to c.1300 CE (ƒu×gas to ParamÈras), votive tanks, ring-wells, terracotta
soakage-wells, bottomless soakage-jars, terracotta pipe-drains laid underground, terracotta seal, coins and
moulded medallion were found. The rampart was still in use. The entire pottery of this period was wheel-
thrown. Structures followed the earlier tradition of brick construction over bubble plinths. Period IV
signified a short-lived settlement in the fourteenth century CE.

4.47 UkkaveÄÈ (Sonpur)
The Sonpur excavations  revealed five successive periods of occupation. Period I (c.700 BCE onwards)123

yielded coarse BR&W (wheel made usually) and houses made of wattle-and-daub attested by chunks of
mud-plaster. The economy was largely hunting supplemented by agriculture. Period II revealed B&RW,
NBPW, few shards of fine grey ware, copper antimony rod, bone points, polished stone-axes, few iron
implements, terracotta figurines of NÈgas, and traces of mud-walls were reported. In this period, a
platform was discovered which looked like part of a cooking area. In period III (BCE/CE) NBPW in full
evolved form with golden and silvery finish and other associated wares were found along with beads of
terracotta, glass, ivory and stone, mud-walls (faint traces), several brick structures, terracotta figurines
of NÈgas. In period IV, the wares of the previous period basically continued, though B&R deteriorated
and NBPW had a tendency towards thickness. No brick structures in this period were found, but a floor
plastered with lime and two terracotta ring-wells used for the soakage of refuse-water were discovered.
In period V brick structures appear along with red ware of medium fabric, punch-marked and cast coins,
beads and ear ornaments of terracotta.

4.48 Vara‡È (Bula×dashahar)
The old town Vara‡È stood on a raised bank of the KÈlinadÏ, but the new town of Bula×adshahar has
extended more to the west, so that the present town stands partly on raised and partly on level ground.
Remains of the fifth-seventh centuries CE were reported from here besides coins of much earlier date.124

No more reports are available on this settlement.

4.49 VedisÈ (Besnagar)
This settlement was enclosed by the river Bes on the north, the BetwÈ on the south, and a high 
embankment on the west. The hill Udayagiri lies to the west about a mile from the present village of
Bes.  Lake was the first person to start excavation here and he partly excavated about twelve mounds.125 126

A Mauryan-day canal used for irrigation was discovered.  The excavational records  indicate various127 128

periods of habitation ranging in chronology from prehistoric times to the post-Gupta period. Period I with
phases A and B is said to be represented by pre-pottery microliths both non-geometric and geometric.
Period II is also divided into two phases. Phase A (c.1800-1100 BCE) belongs to the chalcolithic period
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with three sub-phases. Phase B yielded material relating to chalcolithic culture and PGW (c.1100-900
BCE). Period III (c.900-500 BCE) is marked by BR&W and black-slipped wares along with plain-red
ware. A few shards said to be of PGW from the upper levels were also discovered. In period IV (circa fifth
century BCE to the end of the Mauryan period) NBPW along with wares from the previous period was
found. Ring-wells, stone-drains, bricks with semicircular holes in them, mud-walls, brick-wall, punch-
marked coins, and an inscribed stone seal in BrÈhmÏ characters belonging to this period were discovered.
Fortification with a width of fifteen metres and extant height of one metre, appeared during the beginning
of period V (the ƒu×ga-SatavÈhana period, c.200 BCE to the beginning of the Common era). This period
is marked by the absence of NBPW and B&RW, though other ceramics continue. Period VI (the NÈga-
Ku–È‡a period, circa first-third centuries CE) is marked by NÈga and copper coins and painted-black-on-
red, plain-red and decorated wares. The next period (K–atrapa-Gupta period, c. third-fifth centuries CE)
is represented by red, B&RW and Gupta antiquities. After this the site was deserted to be reoccupied after
a lapse of few centuries.

4.50 Vera¤jÈ (¶tra¤jÏkherhÈ)
The mound of ¶tra¤jÏkherhÈ one of the four biggest in Uttar Pradesh, the other three being Sa£kissa,
Ahicchatra, and KosambÏ. KÈlÏnadÏ flows by the eastern side of the mound. The excavations  at129

¶tra¤jÏkherhÈ show that the settlement sprang up in proto-historic times. The first (c.2000-1450 BCE) and
second (c.1450-1000 BCE) phases were mainly represented by OCP and B&RW respectively. During the
third phase (c.1000-500 BCE),  which is represented by PGW, the size of the settlement increased130

considerably. Agriculture seems to have made great strides during this period and there is evidence of the
use of irrigation to grow wheat. However, no agricultural tool was discovered in this level.  The people131

of this phase were different from the previous one, as phase III does not represent an evolution of phase
II. Phase IV (c.500-50 BCE) is mainly represented by NBPW and during this phase the site reached its
maximum size, measuring about 110x405 metres (114.7 acres) in c.100 BCE.  This phase is further132

divided into four parts. In part A (c. 500-400 BCE) the entire cultural pattern including the pottery
complex of the PGW was more or less retained, which indicates that this cultural complex emerged
gradually out of the previous one.  A marked change in building activity came about in part B (c.400-250133

BCE) and though the wattle-and-daub tradition still continued, the structures of mud-bricks and burnt-
bricks began to appear. The use of burnt bricks and building activity accelerated from parts C (c.250-150
BCE) and D (c.150-50 BCE) onwards.  By c.350-100 BCE, the settlement appeared capable of134

supporting a religious establishment and the apsidal brick structure of period D may be interpreted as a
temple. The settlement appears to have been fortified during part C. The production of rice increased
considerably during Phase IV. Phase V and VI spanned c.50 BCE-350 CE and c.350-1100 CE respectively
and the excavator does not provide much information on them.

4.51 VesÈlÏ (RÈjÈ-Bi„Èla-kÈ-garh)
The total area covered by various mounds is spread over 3.5x2.5 miles  and the habitations covered at135

least 617.8 acres in c.100 CE. The existence of a tank was confirmed by the excavations carried out by
A.S. Altekar.  These revealed the periphery of an ancient tank about half a mile to the northwest of the136
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ruins of the fortified city of VesÈlÏ (RÈjÈ-Bi„Èla-kÈ-garh). The site of the tank (now called
Kharau‡ÈpokhrÈ) with a length of 425 metres and a width of 200 metres is locally believed to represent 
the ancient ‘Abhiseka-Pokkhara‡Ï’ in which none other than the Licchavi chiefs were allowed to bathe.
Altekar reports that on the ancient site of VesÈlÏ the smaller tank of the Licchavis was šenlarged and
surrounded by a wall, represented by its present remains, in about the second century BCE, when the
Licchavis might have once more become powerful after the decline of the Mauryan empire.›137

Excavations of an unpretentious low stÊpa, about 800 metres to the northwest of the fort, yielded
interesting results. Originally a mud structure with thin layers of cloddy clay, the stÊpa underwent four
enlargements, in all of which burnt bricks were used. In the centre of the original stÊpa, seemingly lying
in the midst of soil anciently disturbed by a trench, was besides other things a relic-casket of soapstone
containing a small quantity of ashy earth. The original stÊpa appears to have been quite old, perhaps pre-
Mauryan. From its primitive features and from the fact that a trench had been driven into its core in old
times, it has been held that the stÊpa is no other than the one erected by the Lichhavis over their share of
the mortal remains of the Buddha, the trench being the one that was dug by A„oka to reach the relics,
some of which according to Xuanzang, were left in their original position by A„oka. If this identification
is correct, the stÊpa would be the earliest as yet discovered, but it must be added that the identification
cannot be regarded as firmly established.138

  Studying the reports on archaeological activities one gets the clear impression that so far as its antiquity
goes, it has much in common with SÈvatthÏ both starting in the NBPW period with stray finds of PGW,
the date of the earliest habitation to be fixed rather on this side of 600 BCE. While the main mounds were
enclosed within a large rectangular mud-built enclosure, another rampart outside has been traced over a
long stretch. There are remains of several stÊpas inside and outside the fortification. According to the
archaeological records  the occupation may be divided into four periods from c.500 BCE-500 CE. During139

period IA (c.500-300 BCE) BR&W and red wares were found in association with NBPW. Iron objects and
bone arrowheads were revealed and no traces of dwellings were found. But in period IB (c.300-150 BCE)
in which a new red grey ware appears along side NBPW, kiln-burnt bricks were in use. In period II (c.150
BCE-100 CE) some shards of NBPW with punch-marked and cast copper coins were found. This period
was marked by considerable structural activity. A seal of Agnimitra with BrÈhmÏ characters of the second
centre BCE, indicates that perhaps the rampart was erected in the second century BCE. The two mud
stÊpas near VesÈlÏ were constructed during the earlier part of Period II only, because NBPW associated
pottery was available below and in the core of the stÊpas. In period III (c.100-300 CE), which was
represented by a red ware, several remains of well-built brick structures were found. During the KusÈ‡a
days the rampart was heightened with earth and encircled by a moat. Period IV (c.300-500 CE) yielded
five Gupta terracottas and some sealings inscribed in Gupta script. During this period the rampart was
further improved with bricks and barracks and other structures were added to it.
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5

Observations and Conclusions 

The underlying assumption behind the joint use of textual and archaeological materials is to promote full
co-ordination of the two from the initial stages of research. Dymond, a proponent of full coordination, for
example, says that šwe have a moral duty to find out as much of the truth as possible and should therefore
be prepared to use whatever evidence survives. If it is of different kinds, then we must use it in all of its
variety to co-ordinate it.›  Leon,  on the other hand, promoted separation rather than coordination between1 2

the two, so that each could provide its own perspective and then be tested against the other. The
fundamental difficulty in co-ordination arises from the fact that they are essentially different in nature.
They require different methods of approach and are subject to different sets of limitations. They also
produce conclusions which are fundamentally different in nature. The archaeological material as well as
the historical material at its best represents only a part of the whole. To bring them together, i.e., produce
a historical synthesis is not an easy task at all and often produces conflicts, strains, and uneasy balances.
The nature of the evidence controls the nature of the perception. The historian, for example, thinks of
SÈkyans, Mallas, Magadhans, and PÈ¤cÈlas as groups of people identifiable as more or less artificial
organisations of people based on such ties as politics, proximity, geography, tradition, and culture etc. The
archaeologist, on the other hand, would be more interested in the material culture and for him buildings,
fortification, implements, crafts, technological processes, pottery, weapons, ornaments, and the like are
the main pillars of evidence. Both these sources may belong to the same chronological bracket, but one
sees hardly any point of contact between them. They either look from a different angle or different aspects
altogether. What we call historical synthesis may not necessarily mean that historical evidence has
embraced ideas from outside its own sphere. More often than not, the so-called similarity is more in
appearance than reality because it is produced by assumptions combined with the evidence to produce
conclusions, not by the evidence itself. Although we can scarcely expect the practitioners of traditionally
defined disciplines to embrace each other warmly on all occasions, or even to be concerned with the same
range of substantive historical questions, the common processes underlying the formation of our evidence
would seem to suggest a need for developing a sustained and fruitful dialogue amongst themselves. It is
precisely in the field of historical archaeology that we might expect to see the initial stirring of a unified
science; for, understandably the historical-archaeologist-possesses a particular sensitivity to the complexity
of both kinds of evidence, and has important contributions to make toward illuminating the laws of
cultural-formation processes. Whatever we consider ourselves to be historians, archaeologists, or
historical-archaeologists, our substantive research is likely to involve consideration of both historical and
archaeological evidence. Archaeological materials used in conjunction with the historical can be misused
and abused if employed only to illustrate what is known from the texts. Often square pegs are fitted into
round holes resulting in scissors and paste history. In this exercise individual monuments and other
features of settlements reflected in textual documents are not only assumed to be identifiable or locatable
among archaeological materials, their identification is assumed to be of primary importance. In fact,
however, not many sites can be equated so easily. Moreover, the illusion that the historically known can
be equated en masse with the archaeologically known has generated insurmountable problems.
Archaeologists largely depend upon the methodology and paradigms spelled out by historians on the
strength of textual evidence. 

A salient issue that comes to mind in archaeology-aided history in the Indian context, is the
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problem of chronology. Mostly dates in ancient Indian history are based on textual evidence; just as
various periods, reigns and ages are based on textual dates almost exclusively. Archaeology has up to now
played a secondary role. Normally it is left to the archaeologist to relate his data with the textual material
and not vice-versa. An important matter in this case is the date of the Buddha. As, according to our study,
this date was thought to have been nearly a century older than we have argued it to have been,
archaeologists have tried to collate their material findings of the sixth century BCE with the age of the
Buddha. Many younger dates were stretched to fit into that age. Dates of various wares, especially the
NBPW, appear to lack any absolute precision. Dating itself in archaeology is not without hazards. C-14
dates even after calibration still must be expressed in very broad terms, especially when one deals with
the still unexplained distortions that occur in the first millennium BCE. Such problems have often led
archaeologists to leave the textual evidence alone. It appears to an extent quite justified. As can be seen
from chapters on textual and archaeological perspectives, these two forms of evidence even when
belonging to the same time brackets, have very little to offer to each other. Of the more than four thousand
references that can be found in our textual material, most are of a kind for which there is no way to relate
to archaeological material. Despite the fact that nearly half of the settlements mentioned are reasonably
identifiable, only about a dozen or so fortifications, monasteries, and other monuments can be identified
in the archaeological remains. If archaeological material abounds in pottery types, coins, building
materials, and metals, the textual material mainly consists of names of kings, queens, monks, traders,
settlement types, commercial information, and social classes. Only a few cetiyas, moats, fortification-
walls, halls etc. may be collated and rest is very tentative and generalised. But such an exercise does solve
one problem. Textual sources cannot be called downright mythical or unhistorical, as some people still
take them to be. Now nearly all agree that the Buddha was not a mythical character and that at least half
of the settlements if not more that he is supposed to have visited, in fact did adorn the plains of India. The
mention of certain fortification-walls and moats in the literature and their corroboration in the excavations
proves that though there is a tendency in the literature towards exaggeration and the archaeological data
is on the whole very limited, yet the two can offer something by way of corroboration.

The bringing together of both archaeological and historical evidence can greatly amplify various
deficiencies in the historical record and repair its omissions by highlighting and correcting the written
record. The coordination of reliable conclusions from each allows a synthesis fuller and more revealing
than that could be reached by a single approach. But at the same time, one must not forget that šAll human
activity in its several dimensions is inextricably complicated, and each of our conceptions offers at best
only a faint reflection of one aspect of it... any picture of the past recaptured by our inadequate techniques
from the fragmentary evidence available to us cannot be more than a rough approximation to the truth,
a fleeting glimpse of conditions and developments to a great extent outside the range of discovery.›3

The use of the term urbanisation, in the case of historic ancient India, is of a strictly limited sense.
There was no large scale drift to urban settlements. The vast bulk of the population continued to be non-
urban and nothing altered the predominantly rural character of the land. A substantial proportion of the
populations living in the urban settlements, in fact, still maintained strong rural links. Archaeological as
well as textual evidence point to the fact that in the subsistence base no significant changes took place.
Hunting still supplemented agriculture and animal-husbandry. Besides the limited use of iron implements,
which had a stabilizing influence on the economy, bone implements, in particular arrowheads and points
continued to be in popular use. Pestles, grinders, and mortars made of stone used domestically for food
processing, provided a level of technology which continued into modem times.

Every urbanisation is unique in its own way and therefore it may not be wise to look for a
universal model. In the origin and development of the Ga×gÈ urbanisation, political factors appear to have
over-weighed other factors. In the newly emerged states with a monarchical system of government, the
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control of agricultural land and the right of succession played a major role.  A political authority4

functioning within a territorial limit was financed by an income collected by those who contributed
regularly on an impersonal basis to its maintenance. Various specialised agencies and institutions both
formal and informal helped in maintaining an order of stratification. Hierarchy and differential access to
basic resources became an integral part of the system. Centralisation of power, after all, depends upon the
ability of the ruling authority to interfere in society. The bases of this ruling class and its allies provided
the necessary atmosphere for the emergence of the Ga×gÈ urbanisation.

Though archaeology has not yet succeeded in tracing the step-by-step transformation of rural into urban
society, at some sites where PGW and NBPW have been found, that transformation is noticeable. A look
at the PGW culture in the Ga×gÈ valley gives a clear impression of the foundations of the future changes
it laid. It was a culture in which hierarchy was an important element of its settlements. Field studies
carried out in KÈnpur and AllÈhÈbÈd districts of Uttar Pradesh have clearly shown that. Of the 46 PGW
settlements in KÈnpur district, 40 (87%) were below 2.00 hectares in size and the remaining 6 (13%)
ranged in size from 2.00 to 5.00 hectares.  In KÈnpur district, of the 99 NBPW settlements 81 (82%) were 5

below 2.00 hectares in size, 14 (14%) between 2.00 and 5.00 hectares in size, and the remaining 4 above
5.00 hectares in size.  A comparison of the PGW and NBPW settlement pattern shows that over a period6

of time settlements are not only increasing in size, but also multiplying. 
On the basis of the developmental history of urban centres, they may be divided into two categories:

primary and secondary. The primary urban centres were foremost centres of political power. After
urbanisation had been fully established, the secondary urban centres largely came into existence to meet
the needs of the primary centres. But all primary centres did not survive, as their fortunes fluctuated with
the changing political contours. Urban centres like Kapilavatthu and KoÄiyanagara met with such a fate
after the political decline of the states whose capitals they were. Even their religious background could not
revive them. Such urban centres had, in fact, very fragile foundations due to their weak political
backgrounds in the atmosphere of ruthlessness with which many mahÈjanapadas functioned. In keeping
with a hierarchical political organization, the secondary urban centres usually contained a smaller number
of soldiers and administrators than did a capital. Hence they were usually smaller. Unlike capitals, they
were new foundations built for enhancing urban purposes or urban administrative functions were grafted
on to an existing community. Depending upon the general nature of the political organisation, secondary
urban centres served a variety of different purposes. The purpose of an administrative/ bureaucratic centre
was to uphold royal authority in the region and to see that taxes were collected. They were instruments
of power in the hands of the ruling classes, a symbol of power and a necessity to keep it. Secondary
administrative centres also frequently offered housing and various other amenities for travelling
government officials and religious persons. Thus within a large, well-established state like that of
Magadha, additional centres to serve various purposes like administration, transportation and camping,
defence production, trade, religion, and education came up. Port towns came into being somewhat later
due to the growth of international trade. The core area of the Ga×gÈ urbanisation must have played an
indirect role through its participation in international trade. In this way there sprang up urban centres of
varied types, differing from each other in dimensions and functions, but all with the common characteristic
of having non-agricultural population in substantial strength. Possibly the differences in types were much
more pronounced in the initial stages than later or now, because faster communications of later days
brought things to a real flux. In the second stage, in fact, urban centres could be created by royal orders.7

The JÈtakas in particular relate many stories of gÈmas growing into nigamas or kings founding new urban
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centres.  It appears that after urbanisation had entrenched itself property, second stage urban centres could8

be created for artificial reasons, though it seems from later examples that they did not survive for very
long.9

The earliest urban settlements were fortified and each of them had a local agricultural base. RÈjagaha,
BÈrÈ‡asÏ, KosambÏ, and Ujjain were all the centres of the first well-documented historical political powers
of Magadha, KÈsi, Kosala, and Avanti. They all also lay on a well-defined early historic trade route from
the middle Ga×gÈ valley to the Deccan. In times of scarcity and famine, political power kept the urban
centres alive. Though states have existed without urban centres, we do not know of an urban centre having
existed in the absence of political power. To organize things on a gigantic scale a tribal or semi-pastoral
society was not enough. Only a state, i.e., a powerful centralized organisation controlling a large area with
considerable manpower to carry out the major operations could do the job. In fact, the growth of an urban
centre, as we said above, presumes some kind of concentrated authority, be that of a king or an institution.

To sum up the origin and development of the Ga×gÈ urbanisation, it may be said that the period prior
to c.550 BCE was non-urban or pre-urban. Though some scholars have tried to place centres like KosambÏ
as early as 1125 BCE but this appears to have been grossly over assessed . The period from c.550 BCE10

till the beginning of the Mauryan dynasty saw the appearance of urban centres and they were not very big
in terms of size and population. During the Mauryan period, urbanisation became mature and well
established. In this stage and the next one, there sprang up urban settlements of various types, differing
from each other in dimensions and functions, but all with the common characteristic of having a large
number of non-agricultural people. Actually the real strength of an urbanisation can be measured by the
number of secondary centres it had. The more secondary centres an urban civilisation had, the more likely
it was to survive. It may also be interesting to note that secondary centres cannot survive without the
primary centres, as primary centres are the bastions of political power which keeps the lifelines of the
secondary centres protected. We may even speculate that urbanisation of the Indus disappeared because
it did not have enough secondary centres. During the post-Mauryan period till c.200 CE urbanisation
received a further boost due to the proliferation of internal trade and the development of international
trade.

As can be seen from Appendix-II, most of the settlements were quite small in terms of area and
population. On this basis it is sometime maintained that there were no urban settlements in ancient India
and that what are generally taken for urban settlements were basically oversized villages. It is difficult to
imagine the age of the Buddha, without a chain, however limited, of major settlements performing certain
specific functions in relation to the numerically dominant lesser settlements in their individual networks.
The entire point is that even while they remained structurally not so impressive, a settlement could be
called urban provided it fulfilled some urban roles in the regional landscape. The collective textual and
archaeological data indicate that the urban settlements represented a new complexity and scale of human
settlement and were also the focal points of the contemporary politico-military, cultural, economic, and
religious life. On these grounds it would be wrong to call them oversized villages and so would be their
evaluation in the modern context of size and population.

The walled urban settlements appeared as a means of protection, seclusion, and privilege for the ruling
class and particularly its allies. The restriction on the size of the early urban settlements also implied
restrictions on urban life and possibly contributed to dense population agglomerations. Within their own
walls, the urban settlements must have been further divided into areas cut off from one another by walls
and moats. The core area typically contained the prominent government and religious structures and the
main market. Clustered close to these major edifices were the relatively luxuriant dwellings of the elite,
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often facing inward and presenting an inhospitable blank wall to the streets. The distribution of population
within the settlement from the centre was directly proportional to wealth and power, the poorest living
farthest from the centre or outside the fortified area, excluded from their protection. Within this general
framework, the urban settlements tended to be sectioned off on the basis of caste or occupational lines.
With limited means of circulating people and materials, the urban settlements appear to have been quite
congested and lacking in many amenities. Houses were generally made of baked or kiln-burnt bricks
(prestigious materials) and poor quality stuff (less prestigious materials). Most houses were single-
storeyed. Streets were invariably kaccÈ and drainage system of quite a poor quality.

The Buddha appears to have spent most of his time in the dozen or so urban settlements of a substantial
size which existed at that time. The overwhelming majority of therÈs and therÏs also came from these
major settlements. With the development of international trade, the second stage of urbanisation took
urbanisation far beyond the Ga×gÈ valley. By the end of the Mauryan period, urbanisation appears to have
spread all the way to the extreme south. During the Mauryan period even minor centres such as SahajÈti
produced evidence of involvement in long distance trade by their yield of coins, while settlements such
as Vera¤jÈ appeared capable of supporting religious establishments, which were previously associated only
with the largest settlements. This may reflect the dispersal of wealth, and of some of the new economic
institutions to smaller settlements.

Whatever its previous history may have been, writing for practical purposes was introduced during the
Mauryan period, enhancing efficiency in communications and consequently in administrative organisation.
By the end of the second century BCE a new level of wealth is evidenced by the appearance of large
monastic institutions and associated religious structures, the extraordinary refinement in various arts and
crafts, the variety of consumer and luxury goods, and the existence of municipal authorities reflected in
the provisions of roads, wells, and sanitation facilities. All these trends continued into the Common era
with the participation of the Ga×gÈ valley in international maritime trade signaling a further jump in
economic development. Trade with the Roman world was carried on through seaports such as
Bharukaccha, SuppÈra, and Rouletted ware in AyodhyÈ and UjjenÏ as inland emporia, and BÈrÈ‡asÏ as an
inland port suggest that even the Ga×gÈ valley and central India were drawn into the international network.
Such indicators of unprecedented growth of economy continued throughout the political upheavals of the
first to fourth centuries CE, proving the durability of the institutions laid down in the preceding centuries.
In contrast to the limited presence of large fortified urban centres until the fourth century BCE, the
subsequent periods saw a proliferation of such settlements, of which a list based largely on Cunningham's
surveys may be drawn up. It is not exhaustive, containing only those sites for which adequate
documentation is available. Among them MadhurÈ, KosambÏ, RÈjagaha, UjjenÏ, VesÈlÏ, SÈvatthÏ, BÈrÈ‡asÏ,
and CampÈ were capitals of janapadas, which were demoted to the status of provincial capitals in the
Mauryan period, but at least TakkasilÈ, MadhurÈ, and KosambÏ became centres of autonomous states in
the second century BCE. AyodhyÈ and VedisÈ are the other settlements which may be seen as regional
centres in the post-Mauryan period, while the rest were smaller centres, except of course, for the imperial
capital PÈ—aliputta which remained perhaps the largest settlement till after the end of the Gupta period. As
the political importance of states played an important ro1e in the rise and fall of urban centres, the
fluctuating fortunes of various states continued to affect them throughout our period. Change of trade
routes due to political disturbances also affected urban centres. Despite a highly centralized Mauryan state,
political stability remained impossible and so did the condition of most urban centres. But still the fact
remains that Ga×gÈ urbanisation survived through its lean days and did not perish like its predecessor, the
Indus urbanisation.

The overwhelming dominance of capital settlements, the clear hierarchical ordering of settlements,
and the concentration of urban settlements in limited areas is worthy of notice. Differentiation based on
size was accompanied by a clear delineation of functions, with larger settlements serving all the functions,
and the smaller ones their unique roles; villages served as primary agricultural producers, nigamas
participated in trade and redistribution. The capitals not only performed all these functions, but also
supported èlite residences, large religious establishments, and civic and ceremonial structures. As



manufacturing and trading activities can be economically carried out by larger individual units serving
wider areas and larger populations, the task of centralisation is easier in their case. The chief settlements
dominated not only through their economic preeminence and ceremonial institutions, but also through the
presence of a sizeable part of the èlite of the society.

The proliferation of crafts and increasing numbers of artisans lead to an important element in the
urban settlements' economic organisation- the guild system (se‡Ï). The guilds performed various kinds of
important functions including the arbitration to settle differences between members and their wives.  They11

also exercised a considerable control over their members  and probably settlement of various disputes12

amongst members as well as the solution of various problems of trade and business fell under the
jurisdiction of guilds. Undoubtedly, industries and occupations tended to be segregated from one another
partly under the same circumstances which led to the localization of modern industries. We come across
the streets of ivory workers, vessÈs, caterers, and washermen. The isolation of crafts and professions and
their concentration in fixed areas led to the birth of a medley of castes and sub-castes, which were formerly
more or less a priestly hypothesis, now began to harden into rigid social partitions on the basis of
occupations tightened with the bonds of heredity, endogamy and exogamy, rules of the table etc.  The 13

corporate unity, combined with localisation of industry, tended towards a narrowness and exclusiveness.
The localisation of crafts was also due to the policy of segregation adopted by the higher castes or the king
with regard to the people following the hÏnasippas. Looking down upon the rural mentality (gÈmadhamma)
made a special appearance. Besides the caste divisions, which do not seem to have been in any way
contained by Buddhism and other heterodox sects, urban and rural division also came to the fore. But one
group of people was also side by side cutting against this tendency towards narrowness and exclusiveness.
This group consisted of traders who travelled far with their caravans. This in turn influenced the physical
pattern of the urban settlements, for the guilds tended to become localized into zones along specific streets.
The proliferation of specialists also led to specialisation in the provision of services- the washerman,
barber, garland-maker, the scavenger, and the like. Money, credit, the price system, financial institutions-
all were consequences of increased division of labour and specialisation. We also come to know that
various urban places were in considerable contact with each other and peop1e are frequently described as
visiting other cities on various kinds of business.  At many places we are also told of the existence of14

well-fortified towns with city-gates and wise wardens to watch over the entry and exit points.15

Apart from social instability and distress, the growth of money is taken to be responsible for
making social thought impersonal and abstract and leading to ‘reification’ of social relations.  The16

emergence of a more complex economy with a greater specialisation contributed to the expansion of trade.
Some market towns grew up along the trade routes forming linking points. Thus, scores of routes are
mentioned which linked various urban centres to each other  and such routes must have given a decided17

fillip to urbanisation. Trade was carried on briskly by land as well as by various rivers and the sea. The
inland and overland trade seems to have been extensive. It was important in itself and also served as a
feeder to the sea-trade. Well-known seaports like Bharukaccha  and the seaboard of SovÏra  on the west,18 19

KavÏrapattana  and the lesser known ones like Karambiya,  on the southeast are mentioned. Other than20 21
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having trade contacts with inland and overseas centres, a coastal trade must have been maintained between
the seaports themselves.

BÈrÈ‡asÏ was perhaps the most important industrial and commercial centre of those days. It was
reputed to be famous for cotton and silk weaving  and the fine muslin of KÈsÏ (KÈsÏkasuchivattha,22

KÈsikÈni vatthÈni, KÈsikavattha) is a common reference.  CampÈ was the other important commercial23

centre. In the JÈtakas we hear of merchants sailing from CampÈ to Suva‡‡abhÊmi, the great trading
region, to which even traders from Bharukaccha went, doubtless putting in at a SrÏ La×kÈn (Tambapa‡‡i)
port, for SrÏ La×kÈ was another entrepöt of overseas commerce.  From Videha to GandhÈra was a very24

brisk traffic  and the great trade route UttarÈpatha, connecting India with Central and Western Asia passed25

by way of TakkasilÈ and presumably also via SÈgala (SiÈlko—). Archaeologically also there seems an
indication of trade in glass-beads at least between TakkasilÈ and SÈvatthÏ.  Journeys to distant lands26

through the sea are mentioned.  Birds are known to have been used to help in locating land on voyages.27 28

There are dozens of JÈtaka stories referring to shipwrecks,  spacious ships,  shipbuilding activities,  and29 30 31

strong ships provided with oars and rudders.  According to the BÈveru JÈtaka commercial intercourse32

between India and Babylon existed through the Persian Gulf.33

Various concomitants of an expanding economy also began to make an appearance, and some of
them were used by the Buddha as similes. They include debt, interest, usury, and mortgage.  The increase34

in the production of material goods was reflected in the numerous rules that made their appearance in the
Vinaya Pi—aka about the articles of possession permitted for the bhikkhus.  A natural outcome of this35

growing complexity of economy was expressed in the degree of specialisation which became apparent
during this period. The DÏgha NikÈya mentions twenty-five occupations, including a wide range of
specialised skills, that were commonly pursued by people.  The city produced its own social stratification,36

where the se——hi was the most powerful and se‡Ï was the institutional base. The growing complexity of the
economy as it expanded was naturally expressed through the emergence of a more stratified society. The
urban settlements of the Ga×gÈ valley began to develop a style of life which was clearly distinct in many
ways from that of villages. As centres of business and trade they drew in the wealth of the country, and
they also became centres of learning and culture, attracting parasitical professions like stage-acting,
dancing, singing, buffoonery, gambling, tavern-keeping and prostitution.37

An expanding material culture brought with it amenities of life for the wealthy, though a ‘town
proletariat’ had arisen which was much poorer than the humble tribesman of olden days. The rather
optimistic view of some that the Buddhist period was a period of prosperity for the lower orders  appears38

incorrect. The urban settlements definitely brought with them various types of evils. They became centres
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of corruption and bribery. Judgements were often associated with bribery.  In one case the leading lights39

of a city persuade the king successfully to install a courtesan in their city so that she could attract people
like the other cities which had gained prosperity through this method.  The existing religion of the40

brÈhma‡as could not really keep pace with all the developments and hence the new situation created an
atmosphere for the success of various new faiths. New groups of merchants and skilled craftsmen were
gaining in wealth and influence. Their values were not those of the Vedic priesthood and aristocracy and
they no doubt demanded innovations in the field of religion.  This kind of material milieu formed the41

basis of new faiths like Buddhism. Though we can have a fair idea about the overall development of
urbanisation, it may be unwise to look for the developmental stages of most of the individual urban
settlements. Only about a dozen or so of the urban settlements, which were the nerve centres of Buddhism
and contributed manpower as well as provisions towards the faith of Gautama Buddha, may allow for this
kind of assessment. It cannot be denied that most of the settlements have more than one type-names, but
the use of this analogy to work out the developmental history of individual settlement can only be
hazardous. The reason is simple. The Buddhists appear to have concentrated their attention on only a few
important urban settlements as can be seen by way of the references to them and the suttas preached
there.42

One interesting comparison of the identified settlements may be made with those places where the
inscriptions and edicts of A„oka have been located. But this comparison may actually be valid only for the
Majjhimadesa, where Buddhism's important debates took place and suttas were preached. Outside this
area, Buddhism mainly concentrated on a few settlements like TakkasilÈ. But A„oka’s idea of installation
of rock edicts, it appears, was dictated not only by religious reasons, but many other considerations. Edicts
were installed at crossroads, strategic locations, and frontier posts and therefore it is not necessary that
every place associated with Buddhism was expected to have an edict installed. Furthermore, neither all
the edicts have been located nor are all the settlements identified.

A careful examination of the frequency of settlements at Appendix-I and the references in the third
chapter, shows that in the Khuddaka NikÈya, a large portion of which belongs to post-Mauryan and Gupta
period, only the JÈtakas supply any useful information on urban settlements. In other words, the Vinaya
Pi—aka, the first four NikÈyas and the JÈtakas may be taken as the source texts for the study of the Ga×gÈ
urbanisation and development of urbanisation in other areas of the Indian subcontinent. The settlements
which are mentioned in all these texts, i.e., Vinaya Pi—aka, A×guttara NikÈya, DÏgha NikÈya, Majjhima
NikÈya, Sa£yutta NikÈya and the JÈtakas are: BÈrÈ‡asÏ, CampÈ, Kapilavatthu, KosambÏ, KusinÈrÈ,
PÈ—aliputta, RÈjagaha, SÈketa, SÈvatthÏ, and VesÈlÏ. This list includes the six mahÈnagaras mentioned in
the DÏgha NikÈya. A look at the settlements from the Khuddaka NikÈya shows that more mythical element
had made its way into Buddhism. Duplicate names for various settlements are invented especially as the
birth places of Bodhisattas and Buddhas. Though certainly some new settlements from outside the Ga×gÈ
valley are also included, but the general tendency appears to hang on to the settlements of the
Majjhimadesa. The only obvious exception appears to have been TakkasilÈ, which not only was one of
the oldest existing urban settlements in the Indian subcontinent, but also became an important educational
and political centre from the Mauryan period onwards. This appears reasonable for the fact that it not only
became one of the most important centres of Buddhism after the death of the Buddha, but a large number
of the JÈtakas also appear to have been composed here. 

Mythical settlements are mentioned as nagaras, rÈjadhÈnÏs and puras only. The second stage-type
settlements like nigamas, pattanas are not found amongst the mythical settlements. In fact, the mythical
names and types follow an obvious and uncomplicated pattern, where complexity of urbanisational
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development is ignored (unconsciously it seems) and mostly the mythical settlements themselves are
largely associated with mythical personalities and lands. But this does not mean that historical settlements
are not visited by mythical personalities. Strangely, a tiny text like the Buddhava£sa mentions as many
as nine settlements, none of which is mentioned in any other text, viz., AmaravatÏ, BhÏmaratha,
Dha¤¤avatÏ, Mekhala, NÈgapura, Sara‡a, Sudhamma, Sudha¤¤a, and Suma×gala. The obvious reason for
this appears to be that the various Buddhas, most if not all of whom were unhistorical, are provided with
places of birth which either did not exist at the time of the Buddha or an alternative name of a popular
settlement is given to make it look more authentic.

As can be seen from Appendix-I, type-names of some of the settlements including Allakappa,
CÈlikÈ, CÈtumÈ, PayÈgatittha, Pipphalivana, and Ve—hadÏpa are not mentioned in the PÈli canon, but they
have only been presumed by us to have been urban. But there appear certain reasonable grounds on whose
basis they have been included in the category of urban settlements. Allakappa and Pipphalivana were the
headquarters of a people who appear to have been organised politically to an extent that these settlements
must have attained urban status, though perhaps not for very long (as republicanism of their kind was
overcome by other forms of political administration). In fact, Allakappa is mentioned as a rÈjadhÈnÏ in
a commentary.  CÈtumÈ appears to have been an urban settlement because the SÈkyans had their Congress43

Hall here  and this settlement appears to have shot into political prominence under them. PayÈgatittha’s44

geographical location and later history also point towards its having attained an urban status at least by the
end of the Mauryan rule if not earlier. Ve—hadÏpa is mentioned as a rÈjadhÈnÏ in a commentary  and it45

seems to have attained an urban status in the post-Mauryan period. CÈlikÈ is also mentioned as a nagara
in a commentary  though the PÈli Tipi—aka is silent about its exact nature. The other settlements mentioned46

in our textual source material did belong to one or more of the hierarchical categories prepared in the
chapter on textual perspective. But it must be pointed out here that a few settlements (which have been
taken by us as urban) have rural hierarchical names besides urban ones. Though it appears tempting to try
to trace their developmental history on this basis, such an exercise does not appear to be worthwhile
because the change in functional nature of a settlement appears to have taken place faster than its type-
names themselves. In some cases, In fact, the type-names continued to be used as part of the compounded
name of the settlement, despite change in the nature of the settlement.

The normal impression that one gets of ideal urban settlements in our textual sources is that they
were surrounded by walls and moats, interspersed with gates and watch-towers, with smaller settlements
having bamboo palisades, if not any other form of a protective mechanism. Fortification appears to have
been one of the most important features of those urban settlements which were either occupied by ruling
classes or located in sensitive areas, for instance, the frontiers. The security system in certain cases appears
to have given the impression that the gates of the cities were guarded with exceptional care. Even
important people, including kings could not gain entry once the gates were closed.  The city gates appear47

to have gained importance from the commercial side as well. We are told of inns and alms-halls at the city
gates, various commodities being sold there, and people earning their livelihood through the show of their
excellence.  Specialised villages and markets also existed near the gates of important urban settlements48

like BÈrÈ‡asÏ, RÈjagaha, and MithilÈ. This means the city gates were important places where a lot of
commercial as well as cultural exchanges took place. Specialised areas within urban settlements, like
streets of washermen and ivory workers also existed. Initially the settlements were mainly single-
functional. When the requirements of the first stage urban settlements increased, many of them besides
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becoming multi-functional, gave an impetus to the development of more single function urban settlements.
Thus, in the second stage of the development of urbanisation, besides multi-functional settlements, we have
settlements which mainly catered to religious, commercial, and educational needs of the urban society. But
as the complexity of urbanisation grew further these settlements also took on additional functions. As we
move from the pre-Mauryan to the post-Mauryan period, the number of urban settlements increases
substantially, though at the same time a few settlements were abandoned.

Settlements T o t a l
no.

%age Total references  %age

Identified
Unidentified
Duplicate
Mythical

 82
 51
 23
 17

 47.40
 29.48
 13.29
 09.83

 4291
   248
   123
     20

  91.64
  05.30
  02.63
  00.43

Total 173 100   4682 100

       Table: Textual References to Urban Settlements

Of the total 173 settlements 82 are identified, though some of the identifications are either tentative
or doubtful. Identified settlements are less than half of the total settlements mentioned, but they account
for more than 91 percent of all the references to urban settlements. Though the number of mythical
settlements is as much as 17 (i.e., about 10 percent), the total number of references to them is merely 20,
making up less than half a percent of the total references. Of the total 20 references to these mythical
settlements 14 alone exist in the DÏgha NikÈya. Thus it would appear the DÏgha NikÈya has more of the
mythical element than any other text as far as the references to urban settlements are concerned. At least
23 settlements are duplicated, which make up nearly 14 percent of the settlements, but the references to
them are less than 3 percent.

If the number of references to a particular settlement were to be used as the criterion of its importance
to early Indian Buddhism, then that order of importance would appear to be as follows:

Settlement              Frequency         % of Total
SÈvatthÏ            1378            29.43
BÈrÈ‡asÏ             834            17.81
RÈjagaha             570            12.17
VesÈlÏ             243             5.19
TakkasilÈ             147             3.14
Kapilavatthu             117             2.50
MithilÈ             111             2.37
KosambÏ             107             2.29
KusinÈrÈ 80             1.70
PÈ—aliputta 65             1.39
¶ÄavÏ 60             1.28
SÈketa 57             1.22
CampÈ 46 .98
PÈvÈ 45 .96
KampilÈ 40 .85
Jetuttara 30 .64
Indapatta 29 .62
Vera¤jÈ 29 .62
KÏ—Ègiri 28 .60
Uruvela 28 .60
Bhaddiya 25 .53
NÈlandÈ 24 .53
Kaja×gala 20 .43
UjjenÏ 18 .38



Anopama 17 .36
GayÈ 17 .36
Su£sumÈragiri 17 .36
¶pa‡a 16 .34
Bharukaccha 16 .34
MadhurÈ 14 .30
Sa£kassa 14 .30
Dantapura 13 .28
Ukka——hÈ 13 .28
CÈtumÈ 12 .26
MacchikÈsa‡Ça 12 .26
PÈrileyya 12 .26
SÈgala 11 .23
Thullako——hitta 11 .23
KimbilÈ 10 .21
DvÈrka  8 .17
HatthÏgÈma  8 .17
SahajÈti  8 .17
Udumbara  8 .17
A——hakanagara  7 .15
Pati——hÈna  7 .15 
Ka‡‡akujja  6 .13
Allakappa  6 .13
Bhoganagara   6 .13
KoÄiyanagara  5 .11
Pa‡‡aka—a  5 .11
Devadaha  4 .09
Na×garaka  4 .09
Setavya  4 .09
ThÊ‡a  4 .09
Ujju¤¤a  4 .09
KhemavatÏ  3 .06
Nagara  3 .06
RÈmagÈma  3 .06
SobhavatÏ  3 .06
Soreyya  3 .06
AmaravatÏ  2 .04
MÈhissatÏ  2 .04
Dha¤¤avatÏ  2 .04
Erakaccha  2 .04
Ha£savatÏ  2   .04
Kekaka  2 .04
Roruva  2 .04
SuppÈra  2 .04
VedisÈ  2 .04
Andhapura  1 .02
Gonaddha  1 .02
KÈvÏra  1 .02
Kesaputta  1 .02
KumbhavatÏ  1 .02
Kukku—a  1 .02
PayÈgatittha  1 .02
Pipphalivana  1 .02
SÈdhuka  1 .02
Sara‡a  1 .02
SÏhapura  1 .02
SotthivatÏ  1 .02
Takkara  1 .02
UkkÈcelÈ  1 .02
Vanasa  1 .02
Vara‡È  1 .02

As can be seen, the top 15 settlements, which also include the names of the six mahÈnagaras of the



PÈli canon, accounted for more than 82 percent of the total references to urban settlements. It was here
that Buddhism was conceived, nurtured during its infancy, and built into a world religion.
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APPENDIX: I

FREQUENCY OF URBAN SETTLEMENTS IN THE P¶LI VINAYA AND SUTTA PI•AKA

S. # Urban Centre Type Vin D M S A Sn J Tg Cp Ap Bu Ud Pv Vv

1 AggaÄapura N P 4 - - - - - - - - - - - - -
2 }ÄakamandÈ/}Äaka N R 1 2 - - - - - - - - - - - -
3 }ÄavÏ N 38 - 5 4 2 7 4 - - - - - - -
4 Allakappa - - - 5 - - - - - - - 1 - - -
5 AmaravatÏ/Amara N - - - - - - - - - - 2 - - -
6 AmbaravatÏ/Ambara-Ambaravatiya N 1 1 - - - - - - - - - - - -
7 Andhapura N - - - - - - 1 - - - - - - -
8 Anupama/Anopama/Anoma N R 2 2 - - - - 1 6 - 1 3 - - -
9 Anupiya/Anãpiya/Anopiya/AnupiyÈ Ni N 3 2 - - - - 2 - - - - 1 - -
10 }pa‡a/}pana Ni 3 - 7 1 - 5 - - - - - - - -
11 Ari——ha/Ari——hapura N P - - - - - - 5 - 1 - - - - -
12 Aru‡apura/Aru‡avatÏ N R 1 - 2 - - - - - - 1 1 - - -
13 Asitanjana N R - - - - - - 2 - - - - - - -
14 Assapura Ni - - 2 - - - 3 - - - - - - -
15 A—ÈnÈ—È N - 1 - - - - - - - - - - - -
16 A——haka/A——hakanagara N - - 3 - 4 - - - - - - - - -
17 }tumÈ Ni 6 2 - - - - - - - - - - - -
18 AyojjhÈ N R - - - 2 - - 1 - - - - - - -
19 BandhumatÏ N R - 12 - - - - - - - - 3 - - -
20 BÈrÈ‡asÏ P N R 35 3 14 20 5 - 712 1 1 2 2 - 2 4
21 BhaddhavÈtika/BhaddavatÏ Ni 1 - - - - - 3 - - - - - - -
22 Bhaddiya N 22 - - 1 1 - 1 - - - - - - -
23 BhÏmaratha/BhÏmara——ha N - - - - - - - - - - 1 - - -
24 Bharukaccha/Bharunagara Pt N 2 - - - - - 14 - - - - - - -
25 Bhoganagara/BhogagÈmanagara G Gn N - 3 - - 1 2 1 - - - - - - -
26 BrahmavaÇÇhana N - - - - - - - - 1 - 1 - - -
27 CÈlikÈ N - - - 1 - - - - - - - - - -



S. # Urban Centre Type Vin D       M       S A        Sn         J    Tg Cp    Ap    Bu    Ud        Pv     Vv

28 CampÈ/CampÈmÈlinÏ/CampÈnagara N R 12 17 1 1 6 - 4 - 1 - 2 - - -
29 CandavatÏ/CandavÈrÏ R - - - - - - - - 1 1 - - - -
30 CÈtumÈ - 12 - - - - - - - - - - - - -
31 Daddara/Daddarapura N - - - - - - 1 - - - - - - -
32 Da‡Çaka N 3 - - - - - - - - - - - - -
33 Da‡Çakappa Ni - - - - 2 - - - - - - - - -
34 Dantapura N R - 1 - - - - 12 - - - - - - -
35 Desaka Ni - - - 3 - - 1 - - - - - - -
36 Devadaha Ni - - 1 2 - - 1 - - - - - - -
37 Dha¤¤avatÏ N - - - - - - - - - - 1 - - -
38 DvÈravatÏ/DvÈrka N - - - - - - 6 - - 1 1 - 5 -
39 Erakaccha N - - - - - - - 1 - - - - 1 -
40 GambhÏra Pt - - - - - - 1 - - - - - - -
41 GayÈ Ni 3 - 4 2 1 1 - 4 - - - 1 - 1
42 Gonaddha N - - - - - 1 - - - - - - - -
43 Haliddavasana Ni - - 1 3 - - - - - - - - - -
44 Ha£savatÏ N - - - - - - - - - 1 1 - - -
45 HatthÏpura/HatthÏgÈma/HastinÏpura G N P - 1 - 1 5 - 1 - - - - - 3 -
46 Indapatta/Indapa——ha/Indapattana N P R - - - - - - 26 - 2 - 1 - - -
47 Janogha N - 1 - - - - - - - - - - - -
48 Jetuttara/Jetuttarapura N P R - - - - - - 22 - 2 - - - - -
49 Kaja×galÈ/Kaja×gala N 1 - 1 - 12 - 6 - - - - - - -
50 Kakkarapatta Ni - - - - 1 - - - - - - - - -
51 KÈÄacampÈ N - - - - - - 6 - - - - - - -
52 KÈma‡ÇÈ N - - - 1 - - - - - - - - - -
53 KammÈsadamma/KammÈssadhamma Ni - 2 3 2 2 - 2 - - - - - - -
54 Kampilla/Kampilla/Kampilliya N P R - - - - - - 16 - 1 - - - - -
55 Ka‡‡akujja N 6 - - - - - - - - - - - - -
56 Kapilavatthu/Kapilanagara N R 15 7 23 15 13 2 30 - - - 10 1 - 1
57 Kapivanta/Kasivanta N - 1 - - - - - - - - - - - -



S. # Urban Centre Type Vin D       M       S A        Sn         J    Tg Cp    Ap    Bu    Ud        Pv     Vv

58 KÈrambiya Pt - - - - - - 3 - - - - - - -
59 KÈsÏ/KÈsikÈ Ni N P R 2 - - - - - - - 1 - 1 - - 1
60 KÈvÏra Pt - - - - - - 1 - - - - - - -
61 Keka R - - - - - - 1 - - - - - - -
62 Kekaka/Kekaya N R - - - - - - 2 - - - - - - -
63 Kesaputta Ni - - - - 1 - - - - - - - - -
64 KetumatÏ R - 1 - - - - - - - - - - - -
65 Khema/KhemavatÏ/Khemapura N P R - 1 - - - - - - - - 2 - - -
66 Khomadussa Ni - - - 4 - - - - - - - - - -
67 KimbilÈ/KimilÈ N - 2 - 2 4 - 2 - - - - - 1 1
68 KÏ—Ègiri/Ki—Ègiri Ni 25 - 3 - - - - - - - - - - -
69 KokÈli N - - - - - - 1 - - - - - - -
70 KoÄiyanagara N - - - - - - 5 - - - - - - -
71 Kosala N - - - - - - 1 - - - - - - -
72 KosambÏ N R 50 2 9 14 8 1 21 - - - - 2 - -
73 Kukku—a N R - - - - - - - - - 1 - - - -
74 KumbhavatÏ N - - - - - - 1 - - - - - - -
75 Ku‡Çiya/Ku‡Çi N - - 1 - - - - - - - - - 1 -
76 Kuraraghara/Kusaghara/Kulaghara Ni 1 - - 3 2 - 1 - - - 1 1 - -
77 KusÈvatÏ N R - 16 - 2 - - 13 - 1 - - - - -
78 KusinÈrÈ/KusinÈra N R 9 28 1 1 2 1 3 - - - 1 2 - -
79 KusinÈ—È N - 1 - - - - - - - - - - - -
80 LambacãÄaka Ni - - - - - - 2 - - - - - - -
81 MacchikÈsa‡Ça Ni 3 - - 9 - - - - - - - - - -
82 MadhurÈ/UttaramadhurÈ N R - - 5 - 4 - 3 - - - - - - -
83 MÈhissatÏ N R - 1 - - - 1 - - - - - - - -
84 Makkaraka—a - - - - 2 - - - - - - - - - -
85 MantÈvatÏ N R - - - - - - - 1 - - - - - -
86 Mekhala N - - - - - - - - - - 3 - - -
87 MithilÈ N P R - 1 12 - - - 91 3 1 - 1 - - -



S. # Urban Centre Type Vin D       M       S A        Sn         J    Tg Cp    Ap    Bu    Ud        Pv     Vv

88 MolinÏ N - - - - - - 2 - - - - - - -
89 Nagara N P R - - - - - - 3 - - - - - - -
90 NÈgapura P - - - - - - - - - - 1 - - -
91 NaÄakapÈna Ni - - - - 3 - - - - - - - - -
92 NÈlandÈ N 1 9 5 8 - - - - - - - - - 1
93 Na×garaka/Nagaraka Ni - - 4 - - - - - - - - - - -
94 NÈ—apuriyÈ/NÈ—apariyÈ N - 1 - - - - - - - - - - - -
95 Navanavatiya N - 1 - - - - - - - - - - - -
96 Pa¤kadhÈ Ni - - - - 1 - - - - - - - - -
97 Pa‡‡akata N - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 4
98 ParakusinÈ—È N - 1 - - - - - - - - - - - -
99 ParakusitanÈ—È N - 1 - - - - - - - - - - - -
100 PÈrileyya/PÈrileyyaka N 6 - - 3 - - 2 - - - - 1 - -
101 PÈ—aliputta/PÈ—aligÈma G N Pb R 22 9 4 4 3 - - 3 - - 13 6 1 1
102 Pati——hÈna N R - - - - - 1 5 - - - - 1 - -
103 Potali/Pota/Potaka/Potana N R - 1 - - - - 2 - - - - - - -
104 PÈvÈ N R 17 16 4 2 1 1 - - - - 1 3 - -
105 PayÈgatittha/PayÈgapati——hÈna - 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - -
106 Pipphalivana - - 1 - - - - - - - - - - - -
107 PupphavatÏ N - - - - - - - - 1 - - - - -
108 RÈjagaha/Giribbaja N R 264 31 40 99 26 4 85 2 - - - 9 2 4
109 RÈmagÈma G R - 1 - 1 - - - - - - 1 - - -
110 Ramma/RammavatÏ N - - - - - - - - - - 1 - - 1
111 Re‡uvatÏ N R - - - - - - - - - 1 - - 1 -
112 Roruva/Ruruka/RorukÈ N R - 1 - - - - 1 - - - - - - -
113 SÈdhuka Ni - - - 1 - - - - - - - - - -
114 SÈgala/SÈkala N R 2 - - - - - 7 - - 2 - - - -
115 SahajÈti/SahajÈta Ni 5 - - 1 3 - - - - - - - - -
116 Sajjanela Ni - - - - 1 - - - - - - - - 1
117 SÈketa N R P 19 2 6 9 1 3 12 2 - - - - - -



S. # Urban Centre Type Vin D       M       S A        Sn         J    Tg Cp    Ap    Bu    Ud        Pv     Vv

118 Sakkhara/Sakkara Ni - - - 1 - - 3 - - - - - - -
119 SakuÄa N R - - - - - - 1 - - - - - - -
120 Sa£kassa N 6 - - - - - 8 - - - - - - -
121 SÈpãga/SÈpÊgiyÈ Ni - - - - 1 - - - - - - - - -
122 Sara‡a N - - - - - - - - - - 2 - - -
123 SÈvatthÏ N R 364 9 141 569 67 10 199 1 - - - 15 1 1
124 SenÈnigama/SenÈnÏnigama Ni 1 - 1 5 1 - - - - - - - - -
125 Setaka‡‡ika Ni 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - -
126 Setavya/SetavyÈ/Setabbya Ni - 10 - - 2 1 - - - - - - - -
127 SÏhapura N - - - - - - 1 - - - - - - -
128 SilÈvatÏ N - - - 2 - - - - - - - - - -
129 SirÏsavatthu N - - - - - - 1 - - - - - - -
130 Sobhana/Sobhita N 2 - - - - - - - - 1 1 - - -
131 Sobha N - 1 - - - - - - - - - - - -
132 SobhavatÏ N R - 1 - - - - - - - - 1 - - -
133 Soreyya N 3 - - - - - - - - - - - - -
134 SotthivatÏ N R - - - - - - 1 - - - - - - -
135 Sudassana N - - - - - - 3 - - - 3 - - -
136 Sudhamma N - - - - - - - - - - 1 - - -
137 Sudha¤¤a/Sudha¤¤avatÏ N - - - - - - - - - - 2 - - -
138 Suma×gala N - - - - - - - - - - 2 - - -
139 Su£sumÈragiri/Su£sumÈragira N P 4 - 3 2 4 - 2 1 - 1 - 1 - -
140 SuppÈra/SuppÈraka Pt N - - - - - - - - - 2 - - - -
141 Surundhana/Surundha N - - - - - - 2 - - - - - - -
142 TakkarÈ N - - - - - - - - - 1 - - - -
143 TakkasilÈ N R 8 - - - - - 139 - - - - - - -
144 TÈvati£sa N - - - - - - 1 - - - - - - -
145 Thullako——hita Ni R - - 11 - - - - - - - - - - -
146 ThÊ‡a/Thu‡a G N 1 - - - - - 2 - - - - 1 - -
147 Tidasa N - - - - - - - - - - 1 - - -



S. # Urban Centre Type Vin D       M       S A        Sn         J    Tg Cp    Ap    Bu    Ud        Pv     Vv

148 Udumbara - 5 - - - - - 3 - - - - - - -
149 Ugga Ni P - - 1 - - - - - - - - - - -
150 UjjenÏ N R 2 - 7 - - 1 7 1 - - - - - -
151 Uju¤¤È/Ujju¤¤È Ni - 1 3 - - - - - - - - - - -
152 Ukka——hÈ N - 3 4 1 2 - 3 - - - - - - -
153 UkkÈcelÈ/UkkaveÄÈ Ni - - 2 2 - - - - - - - - - -
154 UÄumpa/MeduÄumpa Ni - - 4 - - - 2 - - - - - - -
155 UpakÈrÏ N - - - - - - 6 - - - - - - -
156 UruvelÈ GN 6 2 2 8 3 - - - - - - 6 1 -
157 Uruvelakappa Ni - - - 4 2 - - - - - - - - -
158 Uttara Ni N - - - 1 - - - - - - 1 - - -
159 Uttarakuru P - 1 - - - - - - - - - - - -
160 Uttarapa¤cÈla N - - - - - - 7 - - - - - - -
161 VajirÈ N - - - - - - - - - - 1 - - -
162 Vanasa/Vamsa N - - - - - 1 - - - - - - - -
163 Vara‡È N - - - - 1 - - - - - - - - -
164 VebhaÄi×ga/Vehali×ga/Vekali×ga Gni - - 4 2 - - - - - - - - - -
165 VedisÈ N - - - - - 1 - - - - - - - -
166 VeÄuka‡Ça/VeÄuka‡—akÏ N - - - - 4 - - - - - - - - -
167 VenÈgapura/VenÈhapura G N P - - 5 - 3 - - - - - - - - -
168 Vera¤jÈ/Vera¤ja/Vera¤ji Ni 22 - 1 - 5 - - - - 1 - - - -
169 VesÈlÏ N Pt P R 108 36 18 30 30 1 16 - - - 1 2 1 -
170 Ve—hadÏpa G R - 1 - - - - - - - - 1 - - -
171 VettavatÏ N - - - - - - 1 - - - - - - -
172 VisÈ‡È R - 1 - - - - 1 - - - - - - -
173 Yavamajjhaka Ni - - - - - - 5 - - - - - - -

Abbreviations used in the appendix

G        GÈma Gn GÈmanagara



S. # Urban Centre Type Vin D       M       S A        Sn         J    Tg Cp    Ap    Bu    Ud        Pv     Vv

Gni      GÈmanigama N Nagara
Ni        Nigama Pb Pu—abhedana£ 
Pt        PattanagÈma R RÈjadhÈnÏ 
Th       TheragÈthÈ & TherÏgÈthÈ



APPENDIX: II
POPULATION, AREA ETC. OF THE BUDDHIST URBAN SETTLEMENTS

         Name of the Settlement           Location Area at Max. Date at Estimated
Ancient Name            Modern Name             Lat. N         Long. E.  Size (Acres) Max. Size Population 

¶ÄavÏ Newal 27E  04N   08E  02N  ³   ³ ³
Allakappa Nandangarh 26E  46N 84E  27N 180 c. 100 BCE 18000
AmaravatÏ AmrÈvatÏ 16E  34N 80E  21N ³   ³ ³
Ari——hapura Shorko— 30E  48N 72E  08N ³   ³ ³
A——hakanagara HathagÈo× 25E  49N 81E  05N ³   ³ ³

BÈrÈ‡asÏ† RÈjghÈ—+ 25E  18N 83E  01N 445 c. BCE/CE 44500
Bhaddiya BhadarÏyÈ 25E  03N 86E  58N ³   ³ ³
Bharukaccha BhÈruch+ 21E  42N 72E  59N ³   ³ ³
Bhoganagara BhogÈo× 27E  16N 79E  11N ³   ³ ³
CampÈ† CampÈnagara+ 25E  15N 86E  58N ³   ³ ³
Dantapura Dantapura 18E  17N     83E  55N ³   ³ ³
Devadaha Parariya 27E  27N    83E  10N 20   ³ 2000
DvÈraka† DwÈrkÈ 22E  22N      69E  05N ³   ³ ³
Erakaccha ErÈn+ 24E  06N 78E  11N 155 c. 350 CE 15500
GayÈ TÈrÈÇÏh 24E  49N 85E  01N ³   ³ ³ 
Ha£savatÏ Ha×swÈ 25E  55N 80E  57N ³   ³ ³ 
HatthÏpura† HastinÈpur 29E  10N 78E  01N ³   ³ ³ 
Indapattha† Indraprastha+ 28E  36N 77E  17N ³   ³ ³ 
KammÈssadhamma KamÈspur 28E  57N 77E  12N ³   ³ ³ 



      Name of the Settlement       Location Area at Max. Date at Estimated
Ancient Name            Modern Name Lat. N       Long. E. Size (Acres) Max. Size Population 

Jetuttara† NÈgari+ 24E  57N 74E  38N 47.5   ³ 4750
Kaja×galÈ KÈ×kjol 24E  38N 87E  50N ³   ³ ³ 
Kampilla† KÈmpil 27E  35N 79E  14N 640 ³ 64000
Ka‡‡akujja† Kanauj+ 27E  05N 79E  57N 1600   ³ 160000
Kapilavatthu† TilaurÈko—+ 27E  34N 83E  04N 49.5* c.100 CE 4950
KÈvÏra KÈverÏpa—na£ 11E  15N 79E  50N ³   ³ ³
Kekaka† JalÈlpur 32E  39N 73E  28N ³   ³ ³
Kesaputta KesarÏya 26E  21N 84E  53N 7.2 ³ 720
KhemavatÏ† KhemarÈjpur 26E  56N 82E  23N ³   ³ ³
KoÄiyanagara KorÈwÈ-ÒÏh 26E  54N 82E  59N 123 ³ 12300
KosambÏ† Kosam+ 25E  17N 81E  20N 112 c.500 BCE 11200
KosambÏ† Kosam+ 25E  17N 81E  20N 556 c.110 CE 55600
Kukku—a† PeshÈwar 34E  01N 71E  35N ³   ³ ³
KumbhavatÏ NÈsik 19E  59N 73E  52N 7.2 ³ 720
Kuraraghara Kurawar 23E 38N 77E  05N ³   ³ ³
KusinÈrÈ† KasiÈ 26E  44N 83E  55N ³   ³ ³
MacchikÈsa‡Ça MasÈo×-ÒÏh 25E  07N 83E  10N 27.8   ³ 2780
MadhurÈ MathurÈ+ 27E  34N 77E  36N 650*   c.100 CE 65000
MÈhissatÏ Maheshwar 22E  11N 75E  36N 320 ³ ³
MithilÈ† Janakapur 26E  25N 86E  01N ³   ³ ³
Nagara† Nagar 32E  07N 77E  14N ³   ³ ³



      Name of the Settlement       Location Area at Max. Date at Estimated
Ancient Name            Modern Name Lat. N       Long. E. Size (Acres) Max. Size Population 

Na×garaka Nagara KhÈs 26E  44N 82E  30N ³   ³ ³
NÈlandÈ BarhÈgÈo× 25E  08N 85E  26N 1280   ³ 12800
Pa‡‡aka—a PÈlghÈ— 10E  46N 76E  39N ³   ³ ³
PÈ—aliputta† Pa—nÈ+ 25E  36N 85E  12N 3000*   c. 175 BCE 300000
Pati——hÈna† Pai—han 19E  28N 75E  24N 7.23 ³ 723
PÈvÈ PadraonÈ 26E  54N 83E  59N 5.45 ³ 524
PayÈgatittha JhÊsÏ 25E  26N 81E  54N 74   c.100 CE 7400
Pipphalivana PiprahwÈ 27E  27N 83E  08N ³   ³ ³
RÈjagaha (Old)† RÈjgÏr+ 25E  02N 85E  26N 450*   c.400 BCE 45000
RÈjagaha (New)† RÈjgÏr+ 25E  02N 85E  26N 245*   c.100 BCE 24500
RÈmagÈma DeokÈlÏ 26E  40N 83E  06N ³   ³ ³
Roruka† Alor/Aror 27E  39N 68E  59N ³   ³ ³
SÈdhuka Sidhaur 26E  46N 81E  27N ³   ³ ³
SÈgala SiÈlko— 32E  30N 74E  32N ³   ³ ³
SahajÈti BhÏ—È+ 25E  12 N 81E  53N 59.3 c.300 BCE 5930
SÈketa† AyodhyÈ+ 26E  48N 82E  02N 49.5   c.300 BCE 4950
Sa£kassa Sa£kissÈ 27E  25N 79E  18N 425   c.200 BCE 42500
Sara‡a Sara‡khÈs 25E  48N 84E  40N ³   ³ ³
SÈvatthÏ† Sahe—h-Mahe—h+ 27E  30N 82E  02N 395* c.275 BCE 39500
Setavya SatiÈbÈ-BaseditÈ 27E   24N 82E  20N ³   ³ ³
SÏhapura Sihor 21E   43N 72E  00N ³   ³ ³



      Name of the Settlement       Location Area at Max. Date at Estimated
Ancient Name            Modern Name Lat. N       Long. E. Size (Acres) Max. Size Population 

SobhavatÏ KhopoÈ-ÒÏh 26E   54N 83E  07N ³   ³ ³
Soreyya Soron 27E   50N 78E  48N ³   ³ ³
SotthivatÏ SuktimatÏ 25E   26N 80E  20N ³   ³ ³
Su£sumÈragiri† ChunÈr 25E   07N 82E  54N ³   ³ ³
SuppÈra SopÈrÈ+ 19E   25N 72E  47N ³   ³ ³
TakkarÈ Ter 17E   55N 75E  59N ³   ³ ³
TakkasilÈ† HathiÈl+ 33E   45N 72E  49N 30 c.1000 BCE 3000
TakkasilÈ† BhÏrh+ 33E   45N 72E  49N 173 c.300 BCE 17300
TakkasilÈ† Sirkap+ 33E   45N 72E  49N 192.7 c.50 BCE 19270
TakkasilÈ† Sirsukh+ 33E   45N 72E  49N 325 c.100 BCE 32500
Thullako——hita Tilpat 28E   27N 77E  28N ³   ³ ³ 
ThÊ‡a† ThÈneshwar 29E   55N 76E  48N 640 ³ ³
Udumbara Pa—hÈnko— 32E   20N 75E  32N ³   ³ ³
UjjenÏ† Ujjain+ 23E   11N 75E  46N 480 c.100 CE 48000
Uju¤¤È SahsÈrÈm Arjunapura 24E   57N 84E  01N ³   ³ ³
UkkÈcelÈ/UkkaveÄÈ Sonpur 25E   41N 85E  10N ³   ³ ³
UruvelÈ/SenÈnigama Bakraur 24E   42N 85E  01N ³   ³ ³
Vanasa Tumain 24E   18N 77E  40N ³   ³ ³
Vara‡È Bula×dashahar 28E   24N 77E  54N ³   ³ ³
VedisÈ Besnagar+ 23E   31N 77E  48N 493 c.200 BCE 49300
Vera¤jÈ ¶tra¤jÏkherhÈ+ 27E   42N 78E  44N 114.7* c.100 BCE 11470



      Name of the Settlement       Location Area at Max. Date at Estimated
Ancient Name            Modern Name Lat. N       Long. E. Size (Acres) Max. Size Population 

VesÈlÏ† BasÈrh+ 25E   58N 85E  07N 617.8* c.100 BCE 61780
Ve—hadÏpa BetiyÈ 26E   48N 80E  18N ³   ³ ³

KEY: The settlement marked with a cross (+) have shown evidence of some kind of fortification in the excavation or
surface surveys. The settlements marked with a double - cross (†) are mentioned in the texts as having been fortified.
The figures marked with an asterisk (*) represent areas only within the fortification. The population calculations for
the settlements are based on about 100 persons per acres. J. Marshall’s (1912) calculations for BhÏ—È appear to be
a bit on the lower side.



APPENDIX: III
FREQUENCY OF RURAL SETTLEMENTS IN THE P¶LI VINAY A  AND SUTTA PI•AKA

S. #  Rural Settlements Vin D M S A Sn J Tg Cp Ap Bu Ud Pv      Vv

1 AmbagÈma 1 1 - - - - - - - - - - - -
2 Ambasa‡ÇÈ - 1 - - - - - - - - - - - -
3 Ambatittha 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - -
4 Andhakavinda 5 - - 1 3 - - - - - - - - -
5 }rÈmikagÈma/PilindagÈma 3 - - - - - - - - - - - - -
6 Beluva/VeÄva - 4 3 4 5 - - - - - - - - -
7 Bha‡ÇagÈma - 1 - - 3 - - - - - - - - -
8 BhogagÈma - 1 - - - - - - - - - - - -
9 Ca‡Çalakappa - - 2 - 3 - - - - - - - - -
10 CodanÈvatthu 2 - - - - - - - - - - - - -
11 Cunda——hila/CundavÏla - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 -
12 Dunnivi——ha - - - - - - 4 - - - - - - -
13 EkanÈlÈ - - - 4 - 1 - - - - - - - -
14 EkasÈlÈ - - 3 1 - - - - - - - - - -
15 GovaÇÇhamÈna - - - - - - 2 - - - - - - -
16 HatthÏgÈma - 1 - - 5 - - - - - - - - -
17 IcchÈna×gala/IcchÈna×kala - 1 3 2 8 3 - - - - - 2 - -
18 I——hkÈvatÏ - - - - - - - - - - - - 2 -
19 JambugÈma - 1 - - - - - - - - - - - -
20 JanagÈma/JantugÈma - - - - 1 - - - - - - 1 - -
21 Kalandaka 3 - - - - - - - - - - - - -
22 KallavÈla/KailavÈlamutta - - - - 1 - - - - - - - -
23 KalyÈ‡Ï - - - - - - 1 - - - - - - -
24 KhÈnumata - 2 - - - - - - - - - - - -
25 Ko—igÈma 3 2 - 1 - - 2 - - - - - - -
26 Macala - - - - - - 1 - - - - - - -



S. # Rural Settlements      Vin D M S A Sn J Tg Cp Ap Bu Ud Pv      Vv

27 MahÈsÈla/MahÈsÈlÈ 1 - - - - - 1 - - - - - - -
28 Manasaka—a - 1 - - - - - - - - - - - -
29 MÈtulÈ - 1 - - - - - - - - - - - -
30 Migapathaka - - - 1 - - - - - - - - - -
31 Nagaravinda - - 3 - - - - - - - - - - -
32 NaÄakÈragÈma - - 1 - - - - - - - - - - -
33 NÈlÈ/NÈÄa/NÈlakagÈma - - - 1 - - 2 - - - - - - -
34 ¥ÈdikÈ/NÈdikÈ 6 4 1 9 12 - - - - - - - - -
35 OpsÈda - - 3 - - - - - - - - - - -
36 Pa¤casÈlÈ - - - 1 - - - - - - - - - -
37 Parileyya - - - - - - - - - - - - 2 --
38 PÈ—aligÈma 6 3 - - - - - - - - - 9 - -
39 Pubbajira/Pubbavicira - - 1 1 - - - - - - - - - -
40 RÈmagÈma - 1 - 1 - - - - - - - 1 - -
41 SÈlÈ/SÈla - - 5 1 - - - - - - - - - -
42 SÈlavatÏ/SÈlavatikÈ - 1 - - - - - - - - - - - -
43 SÈlindiya - - - - - - 2 - - - - - - -
44 SÈmagÈma - - 2 - 1 - - - - - - - - -
45 Thã‡a 1 - - - - - 2 - - - - 1 - -
46 UruvelÈ 6 1 2 - - - - - - - - - - -
47 UttarakÈ - 1 - - - - - - - - - - - -
48 Vasabha 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - -


